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1 Introduction 

The impacts of policy interventions on the economy and on the environment crucially 

depend - among other things - on how they effect technological change. Conse

quently, the results of policy simulations in environmental-economic models are deci

sively influenced by the modelling of technological change. For climate policies, Wey

ant (1993, 2000) and Jaffe et al. (2003) note that variations in the model results for the 

estimated costs of these policies can be traced back to a large extent to varying as

sumptions about how technological change is characterised. Nevertheless, most envi

ronmental-economic models treat technological change exogenous, that is, endoge

nous technological change such as induced innovations or learning effects are not cap

tured by these models. In models where technological progress is portrayed as exoge

nous, policy interventions cannot affect the rate or direction of technological change. 

According to the theory of induced innovation developed originally by Hicks (1932), 

changes in relative factor prices will result in innovations which require less of the more 

expensive factor. Thus, policies, such as energy or carbon taxes, which increase the 

priee of energy or carbon not only result in a different factor mix for the existing produc

tion set, but lead to the invention of new, more energy-efficient technologies.1 Frorn the 

hypothesis of induced innovation, conclusions can be derived for the effects of various 

policy instruments on innovation, in particular on the diffusion of new technologies.2 

Empirieal work by Newell et al. (1999), Grupp (1999) and Popp (2002, 2003) support 

the view that higher energy prices induce innovation. Newell et al. (1999) develop an 

innovative approach to test the induced innovation hypothesis empirically using time 

series data on consumer durable goods. Analyses based on patent data tend to show 

an existing link between energy prices and innovations (Popp 2002, 2003, Grupp 

1999). Similarly, Lanjouwand Mody (1996) and Jaffe and Palmer (1997) also find posi

tive correlations between expenditures for pollution control and environmental innova

tion activities. 

Arrow (1962) was the first to include learning effects in the analysis of eeonomic 

growth. Such learning effects imply that the specific labour input per unit of capital de

creases with the age of capital vintages. Investments not only improve the productivity 

of the present capital stock but, since they generate new knowledge, they also increase 

Jaffe et al. (2003) provide an excellent overview on environmental policies and technologi
cal change. 

2 See Fischer and Newell (2004) for arecent theoretical and stylized empirical assessment 
of various climate policy options. The few empirical studies on the benefits of market-based 
policy instruments include Kerr and Newell (2001) and Newell and Rogers (2003). 
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future productivity. In empirical economic models, this type of technological change is 

often captured through specific costs, which (negatively) depend on accumulated ca

pacity. Here, accumulated capacity represents knowledge which was generated during 

production (Iearning-by-doing) and application (Iearning-by-using). In models based on 

the so-called IINew Growth Theoryll, which has been developed by Lucas (1988), Ro

mer (1990), Barro (1990) and Grossman and Helpman (1990), endogenous techno

logical change emerges as the result of public and, in particular, private R&D invest

ments. Investments in R&D not only benefit the investor firm, but increase the produc

tivity or the product quality for other firms as weil. Eventually, long-term economic 

growth is only feasible because of these so-called spill-over effects. Because of the 

high complexity, empirical models based on the "new Growth Theory" are rare. 

Current modelling approaches for climate policy analyses can be distinguished in bot

tom-up and top-down models (Weyant 1999, 2000, IPCC 2001 ).3 Bottom-up models 

are engineering-based partial equilibrium models of the energy sectors which explicitly 

model different technologies and their improvement over time to capture all energy 

saving possibilities. Bottom-up models calculate the least-cost combination of a set of 

available or expected technologies for given production and emission targets. Thus, 

technological change depends - to a large extent - on the set and the characteristics 

of the technologies included apriori in the database. In some dynamic bottom-up mod

els endogenous technological change is included via experience curves, where - be

cause of learning by doing effects - the unit production costs depend negativelyon 

total historie production or installed capacity. Since bottom-up models neglect market 

failures, uncertainty and rebound effects (Binswanger 2001) - lower energy prices due 

to technological change will stimulate demand - the costs calculated for climate change 

policies tend to be biased downward. 

By contrast, top-down models such as computable general equilibrium (CG E) models 

describe the general economy and aii the economic effects of priee changes, inclüding 

income and substitution effects. In most top-down models, technological progress is 

typically captured through a trend variable. Hence, endogenous, policy-indueed techno

logical progress is not represented. As pointed out above, the modelling of technologi

eal change crucially affects the costs of policy interventions calculated by environment

economic models. If policy-induced technological change is not taken into account in 

these models, costs of climate policies will be overestimated, ceteris paribus (Popp 

2002, 2004). For example, using the DICE model of global warming, Popp (2004) finds 

3 For recent overviews on the modelling of technological change see, for example, Löschel 
(2002), Grübler et al. (2002), Edmonds et al. (2000) or Weyant and Olavson (1999). 
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in the ca se of a carbon tax that ignoring induced technological change overestimates 

costs to society by almost 10 %. As mentioned earlier, another form of endogenous 

technological progress results from so-called learning-by-doing effects. From a norma

tive perspective, learning-by doing effects imply investments in reduction measures at 

an early stage (Van der Zwaan et al. 2002, Goulder and Matthai 2000). 

Even in models which allow for endogenous technical change such as Goulder and 

Schneider (1999) or Buonanno et al. (2003), there is no linkage to the actual technolo

gies responsible for the technological development. Popp (2004, p. 743) rather criti

cizes that "none of the existing models make use of empirica! estimates on the nature 

of technological change to calibrate the model". 

Attempts to endogenise technical change via technical knowledge which is formed 

through accumulated research and development (R&D) expenditure fail because their 

impacts cannot be explicitly related to the complex input structures of the technologies. 

At most, more recent empirical work examines which influence R&D activities, recorded 

for example through patents or licence fees, have on the long-term production function 

(Jungmittag et al. 1999). In the predominant computable general equilibrium models, 

technical knowledge enters the production function alongside the other usual variables 

in the form of accumulated R&D expenditures. The R&D activities can then be en

dogenised via the system of factor demand functions derived from the optimisation. 

Further criticism regarding the portrayal of technological change in general equilibrium 

models arises from the postulated type of production functions wh ich imply unlimited 

factor substitution possibilities. Since in reality, substitution possibilities are limited, the 

assumption of unlimited factor substitution results in an underestimation of the costs of 

climate policies. This criticism holds in particular for the large industrial "energy con

sumers" such as the electricity sector, steel production, producers of non-ferrous met

ais, the cement industry or puip and paper manufactüring which are better character

ised by limited production relations of the "putty-clay" type. Gilchrist and Williams 

(2000) estimate the share of putty-clay technologies in total industrial production at 

50 % to 70 % - and even higher in energy-intensive sectors. For production functions of 

this type, when making investment decisions, a choice can be made between different 

Iimitational processes, but the input structures of the existing plants are fixed. 

To summarise, it can be concluded that, on the one hand, innovation and technological 

change are only represented superficially in the predominant top-down models.4 In 

4 For further discussion and criticism on the modelling of technological change see also 
Hemmelskamp (1999), Frohn et al. (1998) and FIU (1996). 
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addition the assumption of complete factor substitution does not correctly reflect the 

actual production processes in many production sectors. On the other hand, technol

ogy-based bottom-up models cannot account for macroeconomic effects and underes

timate the cost of climate change policies. 

In this research project, we have developed a new modelling approach, which ad

dresses both lines of criticism. First, technological progress is modelIed as process

related and policy-induced. Second the choice between limitational production tech

nologies (technological paradigms) is explicitly modelled. This new modelling approach 

has been applied and implemented into the macro~econometric model PANT A RH EI 

(Meyer and Ewerhart 1998, Lutz 2000, Meyer 2001, Bach et al. 2002) for three energy

intensive industries in Germany: 

• the iron and steel industry, 

• the pulp and paper industry, and 

• the cement industry. 

The new integrated bottom-up/top-down modelling approach permits a process-specific 

analysis of the impacts of policy measures and changed frame conditions, where the 

choice of technology and technological progress can be described endogenous to the 

model.5 The policy simulations allow for analyses of macroeconomic and environ

mental effects of climate policy, where the macroeconomic effects include the changes 

in sector output, investment, GDP or employment. In addition, while existing macro

economic analyses focus on economic and environmental impacts of climate policy, we 

also consider the third "pillar of sustainability", social impacts. To do so, qualitative em

ployment effects of environmental policy are explored, such as job qualification re

quirements, job characteristics, and working hours. Thus, in the sense of a compre

hensive understanding of sustainability, the economic and social ramifications of policy 

instruments can be analysed in addition to its environmental consequences in an inte

grated and consistent policy framework.6 

In chapter 2, the modelling framework and its integration into the existing mac

roeconometric model PANTA RHEI is presented in general, followed by abrief discus

si on of the concept of innovation applied in this project. Chapter 3 contains a descrip-

5 Vögele (2000) has developed a detailed process-oriented model for the power industry in 
the federal state of Baden-Württemberg and integrated this model into a simple macroeco
nomic model. 

6 However, no attempt is made to evaluate (weigh) the trade-offs between the different di
mensions. 
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tion of the technologies and the modelling approaches chosen for the German steel, 

paper and cement sectors. Those descriptions are summaries of more detailed sector 

reports.7 Policy simulations for individual sectors are presented in chapter 4.8 For the 

steel sector, it is also analyzed whether - because of investment cycle dynamics -

there was or will be a "window of opportunity" for a new steel-making technology9. In 

chapter 5 the effects of a tax on CO2-emissions and on GDP are simulated. In addition, 

results of the new modelling approach are compared to the conventional modelling 

approach. In chapter 6 qualitative employment effects of a CO2-tax are also analysed 

for the new modelling approach.10 Chapter 7 summarizes the main results, concludes 

and points to open research questions. 

7 For the steel sector, see Schleich et al. (2002), for the paper industry see Nathani et al. 
(2003), and for the cement industry see Angerer et al. (2003). 

8 Simulation results for the steel sector are published as Lutz et al. (2005a) and for the paper 
sector as Nathani et al. (2004). 

9 The section on "windows of opportunity" is a brief summary of the paper by Lutz et al. 
(2005b). 

10 Simulation results for all sectors have been published as Lutz et al. (2004). 
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2 General modelling framework 

In this section we provide a general overview of the modelling approach used. Further 

details on the actual implementation as weil as results of the econometric analyses for 

the three industry sectors can be found in section 3. 

The new modelling approach was implemented into the econometric input-output 

model PANTA RHEI. PANTA RHEI implies - in contrast to general equilibrium models 

based on CES functions - limitationality of the input factors in the individual branches.11 

The input coefficients are modelled as price-dependent, which is then interpreted, not 

as the result of substitution, but of cost-/profit-induced technological progress, which 

results in changes in the choice of process. 

In the new modelling approach developed in this project, economic variables be Iinked 

to actual production processes. In this sense the new modelling approach allows for an 

integrated bottom-up/top-down analysis. To do so, among others, investments, produc

tion amounts, detailed input structures and the process-specific input demand of the 

respective best-practice technologies (trajectories) are determined for the historical 

observation period 1980-2000 for the different process lines (paradigms) (Dosi 1982, 

1988) in the German steel, paper and cement sectors. Based on these data, the para

digm-specific investments, Le. the choice of technology and the development of techni

cal change in the model can be estimated econometrically for each paradigma The cor

relations found then serve as the basis for the policy simulations as described in sec

tion 4 and 5. 

In terms of innovation, the taxonomy developed by Pavitt (1984) and the analyses car

ried out by Pavitt et al. (1989) imply, that the conditions for technological change and 

its implications for the sectors in the economy differ considerably (Rahmeyer 1993). 

Following Pavitt (1984) the steel, pulp and paper and the cement industry may be best 

characterized as being "supplier dominated" that is, these types of sectors contribute 

relatively little to process innovation itself. Instead, technical progress, which tends to 

be primarily process-integrated, is primarily realized via new capital goods. Dosi (1988) 

stresses, that in such sectors, innovation proceeds through the adoption and diffusion 

of best-practice technologies (also Silverberg 1988). Thus, technological progress is 

incorporated in the capital goods. To briefly illustrate, the technological paradigms, 

which will be presented in more detail in section 3, are briefly described. 

11 A detailed description of PANTA RHEI can be found in Annex A. 
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For the production of steel, two most important paradigms for crude steel production in 

Germany are (i) blast oxygen furnace (BOF) steel production, i. e., the process of pro

ducing primary materials following the route sintering plant (ore concentration) / coking 

plant - blast furnace (iron making) - converter (steel production), and (ii) electrie arc 

furnace (EAF) steel production, i. e. processing steel scrap primarily in electric are fur

naces (to a lesser extent in induction furnaces). The production of electric arc furnaee 

steel is more attractive from an energetic viewpoint, since it requires less than half the 

primary energy demand of the BOF steel route. 

Paper is usually manufactured in a two-step process. In a fiist step the main resource 

inputs, wood and waste paper, are mechanically or chemically processed into three 

different kinds of pulp. Mechanical and ehemical pulp are processed from wood, 

whereas recycled pulp is processed from waste paper. According to the desired paper 

characteristics, a specific mixture of the different kinds of pulp, added by other mainly 

mineral substances (e.g. fillers and coatings), is further processed in a second step to 

paper. Energy consumption is highly process specific. The manufacturing processes 

need electricity and steam which are either generated on-site or - especially in the 

case of electricity - purchased (from outside). In the German paper industry a signifi= 

cant share of heat and electricity is delivered by co-generation. We chose a "composite 

technology" approach, distinguishing between two alternative process lines, (i) paper 

based on primary fibres (PFP) and (ii) paper based on secondary or recycled fibres 

(RCP). These process lines include the respective pulping and paper manufacturing 

processes and with regard to energy demand also an average energy supply technol

ogy. 

In the production of cement, different raw materials are used, the most important one is 

limestone. These materials are prepared in either wet or dry processes. The German 

cement industry uses almost completely the dry processes. Then the raw materials are 

processed in rotary kilns under very high temperatures. The prodüct of this piocess is 

called cement clinker. This process is the most energy intensive part of cement produc

tion. Coal is the most important energy source for this process, but the share of waste

based fuels has increased drastically in the last two decades. 

To integrate the new modelling approach into PANTA RHEI the following modelling 

steps are implemented: Firstly, production levels for steel, paper and cement are 

econometrically estimated from the gross output of the respective industry. In PANTA 

RHEI gross output of an industry is explained by the demand of the 59 sectors. Next, 

production shares of the paradigms are regressed on a set of variabies which generally 

includes material and energy input prices, the relative capacity share of both process 

lines. Splitting the production is then done proportionally to the capacity development of 
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the paradigms. Then, real gross investments in the technological paradigms are esti

mated as a function of the real rate of interest, energy and material input prices, de

mand and relative production capacities. This modelling step makes it possible to de

scribe the changes in the production structure and thus the input consumption of the 

production of the various paradigms resulting from a change in the process lines used 

via the choice of technology. In the next two sub-sections we will focus on the "key in

gredients" of the new approach, the modelling of technology choice and of technologi

cal change. 

2.1 Choice of technology in the steel, pulp and paper and 
cement industry 

The choice of technology (adoption and diffusion) takes place in the new modelling 

approach via the new investments in alternative process lines (technological para

digms). In the conventional form of PANTA RHEI, the industry sectors are part of the 

59 sectors described. To enlarge the model and explicitly describe the various para

digms for the steel and the paper industry, these are mode lied in technical and eco

nomic detail and linked to the driving parameters of PANTA RHE! in a consistent way. 

In particular, technology choice is modelled as investments in the technological para

digms. Investment data are regressed on a set of variables wh ich generally includes 

material and energy input prices, in the case of steel the prices of electricity and coke, 

as weil as the ratio of production to capital stock The modelling approach applied, 

however, does not imply that energy prices are the only determinants for technology 

choice. Other cost factors such as costs for labour mayaiso affect technology choice, 

but their impact is less direct. In PANTA RHEI costs for labour are also deterrnined 

endogenously and they affect unit production costs and thus total production. Total 

production, in turn, affects capacity use of the competing technological paradigms 

which in turn is one of the determinants for technology choice. 

For cernent, the approach is simpler since there is only one technological paradigm, 

rotary kilns. At the same time parameters of PANTA RHEI such as energy input coeffi

eients of the industries under consideration depend explicitly on the weighted energy 

input structures of the alternative technological paradigms. The same approach is ap

plied to investment and prices. As pointed out earlier, in the conventional form of the 

model assuming a homogenous good for every product group including iron and steel 

or pulp and paper, specific technology information cannot be used. 
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2.2 Modelling technological change 

Starting from the best-practice trajectories of the technological paradigms, it is possible 

to endogenise technical progress in the model. To do so, the relations between the 

time path of the best-practice fuel and the best-practice electricity consumption of the 

technological paradigms is regressed on a set of determinants which are supposed to 

reflect factors affecting the costs and benefits of new technologies to the adopters as 

weil as factors affecting the technical development of energy efficiency. Thus, the de

terminants generally include relative energy and material input prices and R&D expen

ditures by the industry sectors and by the main technology suppliers, i. e. the mechani

cal engineering and electrical engineering sectors. In addition indices reflecting industry 

concentration in the production of steel, paper or cement in Germany were included. 

From a theoreticai point of view, the impact of firm size or industry concentration on the 

adoption of new technologies is ambiguous (Hall and Kahn 2003, p. 9 or Hall 2004, p. 

22). On the one hand, large firms or firms with a larger market share may use market 

power to appropriate the costs associated with the adoption of new technologies. Such 

up-front costs not only include investment costs, but also training of workers, market

ing, or expenditures for research and development. Similarly larger firms are more 

likely to have internal financial resources available, and have better access to capital 

markets to finance the adoption of new technologies. In addition, larger companies may 

spread the potential risks associated with the new technologies easier because they 

tend to be more diversified in terms of the technologies installed. Thus, they may rather 

be in a position to test new technologies while keeping the old one operating as a 

safety cushion (at lower production levels). Finally, larger firms may capture econo

mies-of-scale effects associated with the implementation of new technologies faster 

and they may spread the fixed costs of adoption across more production units. On the 

other hand, larger firms may be more bureaucratic and suffer from so-called X

inefficiencies. Such inefficiencies may be the result of complex and time~consuming 

decision processes, or of agency-related problems, such as lack of observability of 

individual behavior. Similarly, the degree of concentration of providers of new tech

nologies mayaiso have an impact on innovation and diffusion. Since highly concen

trated providers tend to charge higher prices, they may slow diffusion, but they may 

also be in a better position to determine a common standard, increasing the benefits of 

adoption (Hall 2004, p. 21). Since no data is available for the industry concentration of 

suppliers to the steel, paper and cement producing sectors, this aspect could not be 

explored. 
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2.3 Summary of concept of innovation applied 

Following Schumpeter (1942), the literature traditionally distinguishes between three 

separate stages of technological change: invention, innovation (= first application) and 

diffusion. Subsequent authors developed a finer disaggregation into five phases con

sisting of: recognition, invention, development, implementation, and diffusion (Modesto 

1980). In recent years, this linear approach has been challenged and technological 

change is rather perceived as an evolutionary process where the different stages are 

interlinked via multiple feedback loops (Kemp 1997, Montalvo 2002). This research 

project captures, in particular, the impact of climate policy on the development, first 

application and the diffusion of technical innovations, that is energy efficient technolo

gies in major energy-consuming industry sectors in Germany.12 Thus, other types of 

environmental innovations such as organisationai innovations, institutional innovations 

(reorganisation of social boundary conditions, legal relations and organising principles) 

or social innovations (changes in governing norms, behaviour or lifestyles) are ne

glected.13 Based on actual historical data, we look at the determinants of technological 

change in terms of energy use as observed in the best-practice technologies in the 

German steel, paper and cement industry. Since the model used is based on econo~ 

metric estimations, only determinants (or proxies) could be included which could be 

expressed as variables and where data was available. In summary, the following types 

of determinants for technical progress are used: fuel input prices, material input prices, 

R&D expenditure of case study industry, R&D expenditure of the supplying industries 

(e.g. mechanical and electrical engineering sectors), market structure (industry concen

tration, share of imports), product demand and existing production capacities, real in

terest rate (reflecting the costs of capital), and policy changes described as scenarios. 

12 For further details see Schleich et al. (2004). 

13 See Klemmer et al. (1999) for a systematic overview on the types of environmental innova
tions. 
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3 Modelling technological change in three energy
intensive industry sectors in Germany 

13 

In this section, the technological context and the concrete modelling of the German 

steel, paper and cement industry are described. The summaries presented are based 

on more detailed sector reports by Schleich et al. (2002), Schleich et al. (2003) Nathani 

et al. (2003) and Angerer et al. (2003) for the steel, paper and cement industry, respec

tively. As can be seen from Table 3-1, the sectors chosen combine for more than one 

third of final energy consumption in the German manufacturing sector. 

Table 3-1: Sectoral final energy consumption in the German manufacturing sector 
in 199914 

Sector Final energy consump- Fuel consumption Electricity consumption 
tion 

PJ Share in % PJ Share in 0/0 PJ Share in 0/0 

Minerals 216.3 9.1 187.2 11.3 29.1 4.0 

Iron and steel 552.5 23.2 487.0 29.3 65.5 9.1 

Non-ferrous met-
als 132.3 5.6 61.1 3.7 71.2 9.9 

Basie chemieals 364.3 25.3 222.1 13.4 142.3 19.7 
(other chemieals ) (110.6) (4.6) (78.1 ) (4.7) (32.6) (4.5) 

Pulp and paper 172.9 7.3 111.2 6.7 61.8 8.5 

Glass and ceram-
ies 98.0 4.1 79.0 4.8 18.9 2.6 

Food 185.4 7.8 137.4 8.3 48.0 6.6 

Others 551.4 23.1 297.7 17.9 253.7 35.1 

Total1) 2383.9 100.0 1660.9 100.0 723.0 100.0 

1) Manufaeturing seetors ineluding other mining, without oil processing industry 

Souree: German Energy Balanees (1999) 

14 For more reeent years there is no official data on final energy use available at the level of 
industry seetors. 
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3.1 Modelling the steel industry 

Before the main elements of the eonerete implementation in the model ean be pre

sented for the steel sector , the teehnologieal eorrelations of erude steel produetion are 

explained whieh are relevant for the modelling. 

3.1.1 Steel manufacturing 

The two most important paradigms for erude steel produetion in Germany are (i) oxy

gen steel produetion, i. e., the proeess of produeing primary materials following the 

route sintering plant (ore eoneentration) / coking plant - blast furnaee (iron making) -

eonverter (steel production), and (ii) eleetric are furnaee steel produetion, i. e. process

ing steel scrap in electrie are furnaees (to a lesser extent in induetion furnaees) .15 

The subsequent steps eonsist of ladle metallurgy to treat the liquid erude steel (adjust

ment of the material features and alloy composition) and the casting and rolling proc

ess which - for lack of data - eannot be explieitly included. The production of electrie 

are furnaee steel is more attraetive from an energetie viewpoint, sinee it requires less 

than half the primary energy demand of the blast furnace-oxygen steel route. Follovving 

the notation of, for example Kim and Worrell (2002, p. 829) or Ruth and Amato (2002), 

we refer to basic oxygen furnaee (BOF) for oxygen steel produetion and to electric are 

furnace (EAF) for electric steel produetion. The output development by the two tech

nologies in Germany is shown in Figure 3-1. The share of EAF in Germany is about 

27 % which is mueh lower than in the US where the share of EAF amounts to 43 % 

(Ruth and Amato 2002, p. 548). 

15 The scrap available to German steel producers may come from several sources: (i) circula
tory scrap as own discards fram the steel production at steel words, or from casting at 
foundries; (ii) left-over material from the steel processing industries (mechanical engineer
ing, vehicle construction, steel and container construction etc.); (iii) old scrap from products 
that are no longer used; or (iv) sc rap imports, in particular from the former Soviet Union. 
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Figure 3-1: Process lines of crude steel production in Germany 
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In general, the demand for steel is highly cyclical and follows c10sely the development 

of gross domestic product. Deviations from growth trends are however, more pro

nounced than for GDP in general. Since about one third of the steel market supply 

goes into vehicle construction and into mechanical engineering, steel production in 

Germany also depends on the world economy via the high export-share of the automo

bile and mechanical engineering sectors. Whereas the production of BOF steel has 

fluctuated around 30 million metric tons per year (M t/a) over the last twenty years, the 

production of EAF steel has increased continuously from around 6.5 M t/a in 1980 to 

over 13 ivi Va in 2000. Germany i8 the largest producer of crude steel in the European 

Union, and the sixth largest producer world wide. Globalisation has also lead to take

overs and increased concentration in the German steel market. After the merger of 

Thyssen and Krupp in 1999, the newly created TKS is - with a production share of 

about one third - by far the largest producer in Germany. Similarly, the technical devel

opment in the steel industry was characterised in the past by the concentration on a 

few larger capacity production plants. The 104 blast furnaces operating in the Federal 

Republic in 1970 fell to 80 in 1980 and to 42 in 1990. In 2000, there were 22 blast fur

naces left in Germany, of which only 16 were actually being operated. The number of 

oxygen steel converters fell from 47 to 26 between 1980 and 2000, that of electric arc 

furnaces from 71 to 29 (WV Stahl and VDEH, 2002). 
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Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3 show the development of average speeifie fuel use and elec

tricity use in German steel produetion from 1980 to 2001. The eurves reflect both, the 

substitution of eoke-intensive BOF steel by eleetricity-intensive EAF steel, as weil as 

the diffusion of more energy-efficient best-praetice BOF and EAF technologies over 

these two deeades. 

Figure 3-2: Average specifie fuel eonsumption in German steel production 
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Figure 3-3: Average specific electricity consumption in German steel production 
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In the historical period under review, technical measures to improve energy efficiency 

which are refleeted in the chronological changes of the energy input structures include, 

among others, decreasing the consumption of the reducing agent in iron making - e. g. 

by partly substituting injected pit coal, fuel oil or scrap plastics for eoke ~ measures in 

integrated ironworks, in eoking plants and in sintering plants as weil as contral technol

ogy measures and the optimisation of the energy supply in electric arc furnace steel 

works (see Aichinger et al. 2001 or Köhle 1999). 

3.1.2 Implementation of the ne,,AI modelling approach 

In the conventional form of PANTA RHEI, the steel industry is one of 59 industries de

scribed. To enlarge the model and explicitly describe the two paradigms of steel pro

duction, BOF and EAF, these are modelled in technical and economic detail and linked 

to the driving parameters of PANTA RHEI in a consistent way. At the same time pa

rameters of PANTA RHEI such as energy input coefficients of the iron and steel indus

try depend explicitly on the weighted energy input structures af BOF and EAF. The 

same approach is applied to investment and prices. As pointed out earlier, in the con

ventional form of the model assuming a homogenous good for every product group 

including iron and steel, specific technology information cannot be used. OlS

estimation results for the diffusion of EAF steel for investment in EAF and in BOF and 
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for energy intensity in the best-practice technologies appear in Table 3-2 and are ex-

plained in more detail below. 16 

Table 3-2: Regression results (t-statistics in parentheses) 

Dependent 
variable 

Regressors Lags Share of Gross in- Gross in- Best prac- Best prac-
EAF steel vestment vestment tice electric- tice fossil 
production in EAF in BOF ity input in fuel input in 

EAF BOF 

Constant 4.241 7.548 11.148 
(14.19) (1508.99) (39.47) 

Capacity EAF/Capacity 0.823 
BOF (13.36) 

Price ratio scrap/iron ore -0.160 
(-3.701 ) 

Priee ratio electricity/coke -0,052 -1.911 
and hard co al (-1.11) (-4.71 ) 

Real interest rate -0.212 
(-2.73) 

Production/capital stock 2.018 
EAF (5.07) 

Gross investment EAF t-1 0.448 
(3.33) 

Price ratio t-2 3.495 
steel/mechanical eng i- (7.01 ) 
neering 

Production/capital stock t-2 0.749 
BOF (29.46) 

Price ratio electricity/steel t-1 -0.333 
(-7.364) 

R&D expenditures of -0.327 
mechanical engineering- (-4.91 ) 
mechanical engineering-
mechanical engineerin 9 
in constant prices 

Price ratio coke/steel t-1 -0.175 
(-4.31 ) 

Adjusted R2 0.974 0.667 0.817 0.856 0.813 

Durbin-Watson 1.79 2.22 2.10 1.60 2.07 

Degrees of Freedom 12 16 15 17 16 

16 All estimated regression equations can be found in Annex B. 
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Steel production 

Firstly, the produetion of EAF and BOF has to be determined from the original PANTA 

RHEI model where steel produetion was included as part of the metal industry. So 

erude steel produetion is eeonometrieally estimated from the gross output of the metal 

industry whieh is explained by the demand of the 59 industries. The share of EAF in 

total steel produetion ean then be estimated as a funetion of the relation of the priee of 

electrieity to eoke and eoal, the priee of serap versus the priee of iron ore as weil as the 

relative capacity share of both proeess lines. The priee ratios are ineluded to refleet 

relative differenees in unit eosts. The ratio of EAF capacity to BOF eapacity is ineluded 

to refleet aetual output potentials. 

Estimation results in Table 3-2 show that all parameter estimates exhibit the expeeted 

signs and are highly statistieally signifieant for the ratio of EAF capacity to BOF capac

ity and for serap/iron priee ratio. The priee ratio of scrap to iron ore whieh is eonsidered 

to be an important determinant for the diffusion of EAF exhibits the expected sign but -

most likely due to the relatively small number of observations - turns out not to be sta

tistieally signifieant at the 10 % level. This eonjeeture is supported, for example, by re

sults obtained by Schleich (2001) for the West German steel industry and for a different 

time horizon. The amounts of electric are furnace stesl and oxygen steel produeed are 

then given by definition from the total produetion of erude steel. 

Capitallnvestment 

The aetual ehoiee of teehnology takes plaee via new investments in both process lines 

of erude steel produetion. The real gross investments of EAF steel teehnology ean be 

estimated as a funetion of the ratio of eleetrieity priee to eoal priee (refleeting relative 

profitability of the two produetion lines), the ratio of aetual produetion of EAF to the in

stalled capacity for EAF (refieeting the pressure to expand), the real interest rate (re

fleeting real eapital eost), and the investment of the last period (refleeting the fact that 

investments are typieally spread out over several years). All parameter estimates ex

hibit the expeeted signs and are statistieally signifieant at least at the 1 % level. The 

real gross investments of BOF are determined in the model by the ratio of the demand 

for oxygen steel to produetion capacity and the priee relation of steel output and the 

most important demand sector, the meehanieal engineering sector (refleeting expeeted 

profitability of the investment). Input priee relations such as the priee ratio between 

electricity and eoal were not statistieally signifieant for gross investments in BOF steel 

even at a low eonfidenee level and were dropped fram the regression equation. How

ever, sinee the input priee ratios affeet produetion shares and thus capacity utilisation, 
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they indirectly affect investment in BOF. Again, parameter estimates exhibit the ex

pected signs and are statistically significant at least at the 1 % level. 

This modelling step makes it possible to describe the changes in production structure 

and thus the changes in input use of crude steel production which result from a change 

in the technology choices. The next step describes the development of technological 

change which is modelIed as a change in specific input use. 

Technological change 

Starting from the best-practice trajectories of the two technological paradigms, it is 

possible to endogenise technical progress in the model. To do so, the relations be

tween the development over time of the best-practice energy consumption of electric or 

oxygen steel production, respectively, and a set of price variables are estimated 

econometrically as weil as the R&D expenditure of the steel industry and the mechani

cal and electrical engineering sectors. Expenditure for R&D in the mechanical and elec

trical engineering sectors was included to test the hypothesis that the producers of in

vestment goods, when targeting their research efforts, take into account the production 

costs in the demand sectors ( cost-pressure hypothesis). In the concrete implementa

tion of the model, the best-practice EAF technology can be estimated by the lagged 

ratio of electricity price to steel output price. The best-practice technology with regard 

to the consumption of fossil fuels in BOF steel production is determined by the R&D 

spending of the mechanical engineering sector and the lagged price relation of eoke, 

the most important energy input, to steel output. 

For both process Iines, a cost pressure hypothesis has proven useful to explain techni

cal change. In addition, the results support the hypothesis that the R&D expenditure of 

the mechanical engineering sector raises the energy productivity of BOF steel produc

tion. The R&D spending of the steei industry, however, proved to be statistically insig

nificant. This may be due to the fact that the branch-internal R&D expenditure primarily 

targets processes downstream or product innovations, which are excluded from the 

model. Another reason could be that R&D expenditure is a function of the electricity 

prices and that eellinearity occurs in the "explanatory variables". Thus, the individual 

influence of R&D spending might show statistical significance over a longer observation 

period. However, the results are consistent with the hypothesis that the companies are 

to be regarded as "supplier-dominated firms" with regard to the characterisation of 

technical change (Pavitt 1984). The innovation process mainly consists of the diffusion 

of best-practice capital goods and takes place primarily through the technology ehelee 

of the investment decision (Dosi 1988). 
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The extrapolation of the input structures is explained using the example of the fossil 

fuel consumption of BOF steel production. For modelling the investment decision re

garding a putty-clay technology, it is reasonable to assume that companies invest in 

the best-practice technology (Silverberg 1988). In this case, the average specific fossil 

fuel consumption taken over all the investment vintages is determined as a weighted 

average of the coefficients of the preceding year (OSF[1]) and the best-practice coeffi

cients (OBF), with the capital stock of the previous year (OKK[1]) and the current gross 

investments (OIB) of the BOF technology as weights.17 The new average fuel con

sumption is transferred to the energy module of PANT A RH EI via energy input coeffi

cients of fossil fuels (see equation 115 in Annex A), that are scaled to the new fuel en

ergy consumption of the BOF and EAF process. 

3.2 Modelling the paper industry 

First abrief overview of the most relevant technological and energy-related aspects of 

pulp and paper manufacturing in Germany will be given. Then the actual implementa

tion of the paper industry into PANTA RHEI will be presented. 

3.2.1 Pulp and paper manufacturing 

Paper is usually manufactured in a two-step process. In a first step the main resource 

inputs, wood and waste paper, are mechanically or chemically processed into three 

different kinds of pulp. Mechanical and chemical pulps are processed from wood, 

whereas recycled pulp is processed from waste paper. According to the desired paper 

characteristics, a specific mixture of the different kinds of pulp, added by other mainly 

mineral substances (e.g. fillers and coatings), is further processed in a second step to 

paper. Energy consumption is highly process specific (Table 3-3). The manufacturing 

processes need electricity and steam which are either generated on-site or - especially 

in the case of electricity - purchased (from outside). In the German paper industry a 

significant share of heat and electricity is delivered by co-generation. 

17 See Annex A. 
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Table 3-3: Average specific energy consumption of pulp and paper manufacturing 
processes in Germany (estimates for 2000) 

Process Electricity 

(GJ/t output) 

Mechanical pulp 6.7 

Chemical pulp 1.8 

Processing of imported chemical pulp 1.0 

Waste paper processing 0.9 ** 

Paper 1.8 

* Heat recovery from eleetrieity use results in a negative sign. 18 

** per t waste paper input 

Process heat 

(GJ/t output) 

-0.7* 

11.0 

0 

0.4 ** 

4.6 

Souree: Own ealeulations based on data sourees mentioned in ehapter 3.2.2 

In the last twenty years paper production in Germany has increased considerably, from 

7.6 miilion tons in 1980 to over 18 million tons in 2000 (VdP 2002). In the same period 

the mix of material inputs for paper manufacturing has significantly shifted (Figure 3-4), 

with the share of wastepaper increasing at the expense of wood-based puip. Regarding 

chemical pulp the German paper industry largely depends on imports. Furthermore the 

use of ancillary materials has increased because of achanging mix of paper grades. 

Due to a significant improvement in energy efficiency, the energy consumption of the 

German paper industry has increased much slower than production. Progress has 

been markedly higher for fuels than for electricity. Between 1980 and 2000 specific 

demand for fuels has fallen by 50 % compared to only 20 % for electricity (Figure 3-5). 

The temporary increase in 1991 is due tc German unification and significantly less en

ergy efficient paper miiis in East Germany. Energy efficiency improvements in the East 

German pulp and paper industry can to a large extent be traced back to the modernisa

ti on and closure of plants (Buttermann and Hillebrand 2000, p. 18). 

18 For example, in the TMP proeess - a meehanieal pulping proeess - up to 60 % of eleetrieity 
input can be recovered as steam. 
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Figure 3-4: Production/import of pulp and waste paper use as percentage of paper 
production 
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Figure 3-5: Specific energy demand of the German paper industry in GJ/t produced 
paper between 1980 and 2000 
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The reasons for this impressive energy efficiency increase in the paper industry are 

manifold. We can distinguish between intra-sectoral structural effects and purely tech

nological factors. 

The intra-sectoral structural effects comprise: 

• substitution of recycled pulp for more energy-intensive wood-based pulp; 

• increasing shares of ancillary materials in paper production at the expense of do
mestically produced pulp; 

• a shift from electricity produced in co-generation in the paper industry to electricity 
purchased from the national grid in response to a declining electricity vs. natural 

. gas price relationship. This has reduced fuel consumption in the paper industry. 

Technological factors include: 

• improved efficiencies of energy conversion technologies; 

• technical progress leading to less electricity and heat demand of best-practice tech
nology processes and diffusion of best-practice technologies into the capital stock, 
resulting in a modernisation of the paper industry's capital stock; 

• continuous optimisation of existing plants / improved energy management. 

Examples for specific energy saving technologies are (Blazejczak and Edler 1998, 

Götz 1999, Buttermann and Hillebrand 2000): 

• improved paper drying hoods, reducing heat demand, 

• shoe presses in the press section reducing heat demand in the paper drying sec
tion (this technology has become commercially available in the early 1980s), 

• improved heat recovery and 

• the use of gas and steam cogeneration plants. 

3.2.2 Implementation of the new modelling approach 

In the sectoral classification of PANTA RHEI, the paper industry is apart of the sector 

"Manufacture of Paper and Paper products". The other subsector, the paper converting 

industry, is not included in this detailed analysis since its energy intensity is significantly 

lower than that of the paper industry. In the new modelling approach the paper indus~ry 

is portrayed with more technological detail, especially with regard to its energy de

mand. The level of detail is determined by the sector characteristics and by data avail

ability. 

In a technical sense the three basic pulping technologies mechanical pulping, chemical 

pulping and waste paper processing can be regarded as alternative paradigms, which 
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can substitute each other within certain Iimits.19 On the other hand paper manufactur

ing as the second production step is a rather homogenous process and largely inde

pendent of the input (pulp) mix. An ideal modelling approach would therefore mirror the 

two-step process setup. Yet, such an approach could not be realised because data 

was not available at the necessary level of disaggregation. Instead we chose a "com

posite technology" approach, distinguishing between two alternative process lines, (i) 

paper based on primary fibres (PFP) and (ii) paper based on secondary or recycled 

fibres (RCP). These process lines include the respective pulping and paper manufac

turing processes and with regard to energy demand also an average energy supply 

technology. Given the lack of data availability, this approach allows to capture the im

portant recycling effect appropriately. 

The main data sources used for setting up the necessary time series were 

e statistics fram the Federal Statistical Office (Statistisches Bundesamt) and the Ger
man Pulp and Paper Association (Verband deutscher Papierfabriken) regarding 
process output and capacities, input and output prices, investment and energy de
mand of the pulp and paper industry in total; 

• technical !lterature as weii as information from process databases and expert inter
views for allocating average energy demand and investment to the considered 
process lines and for determining the development of best practice technology in
puts, since pure statistical data was not available (e.g. Süttinger 1979, Schmidt 
1979a, Schmidt 1979b, Brugger 1979, Wolter 1979, Schiel 1975, Schädler 1979, 
Maier and Angerer 1986, Bölle 1994, Schneider et al. 2000a, Schneider et al. 
2000b, Drasdo and Starrmann 2000, European Commission 2001, FIZ IKARUS da
tabase). 

The two process lines (or paradigms) are modelIed in technical and economic detail 

and linked to the driving parameters of PANTA RHEI in a consistent way. At the same 

time parameters of PANTA RHEI such as energy input coefficients of the paper indus

try depend explicitly on the weighted energy input structures of PFP and RCP. The 

same approach is applied to investment and prices. The specification of the main 

model parameters is explained in more detail below (see Table 3-4 for the OLS

estimation results) and also compared to the case of the iron and steel industry.20 

19 For the U.S. pulp and wastepaper industry, Lee and Ma (2001) find that the substitution 
elasticity is positive but not statistically significant. 

20 All estimated regression equations for the paper industry are presented in Annex B. 
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Paper production 

Firstly, the production of PFP and RCP has to be determined from the original PANTA 

RH EI model where paper production is included as part of the paper and paper prod

ucts industry. So paper production is econometrically estimated from the gross output 

of the paper and paper products industry which in turn is explained by the 59 sectors' 

intermediate demand and final demand. The share of RCP in total paper production is 

assumed to be mainly driven by waste policy, which determines waste paper supply, 

and is therefore set exogenously. Other influences, such as relative prices of waste 

paper vs. wood or imported chemical pulp were not found to be significant. From a sta

tistical perspective, highly fluctuating prices for waste paper may have prevented the 

price variable to become significant, in particular since the time series available is rela

tively short. Yet, this is also consistent with the literature. For example, Baumgärtner 

and Winkler (2003) argue that as a result of waste paper regulation in Germany, the 

supply of waste paper is mostly independent of its price and its demand. Under certain 

conditions, waste paper prices may - as actually observed - even become negative.21 

Given the share of RCP, the output of PFP and RCP are then calculated from the total 

paper output. 

Capitallnvestment 

Technology choice is modelIed via new investments in both process lines of paper pro

duction. The real gross investments of PFP and RCP technology can be estimated as a 

function of the ratio of actual production to the installed capacity (reflecting the pres

sure to expand). Unlike for the steel industry, relative input prices were not found to be 

statistically significant for the choice of technology in the paper industry. To some ex

tent, this supports the earlier claim, that investment in RCP was primarily driven by 

vvaste paper regulation. 

This modelling step makes it possible to describe the changes in production structure 

and thus the changes in input use of paper production which result from a change in 

the technology choices. The next step describes the development of technological 

change which is modelIed as a change in specific input use. 

21 According to Baumgärtner and Winkler (2003) these conditions are: collection and utilisa
tion quota by law, costly disposal and limited disposal alternatives to recycling, limited short 
term substitutability of paper produced from secondary inputs for paper produced from pri
mary inputs. 
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Technological change 

Energy saving technological change is modelIed as a process of best practice tech

nologies continuously entering the capital stock according to reinvestment patterns. 

Thus, technological change is embodied in the new capital vintage and the evolution of 

best practice technologies is endogenous to the model. 

When preparing the time series for the econometric estimation of influencing factors for 

best practice technology evolution, in the case of PFP it was necessary to isolate pure 

technological change from a structural effect which results in reduced energy demand. 

In the past the share of ancillary materials, e.g. fillers and coatings, as an input to PFP 

production has increased significantly, mainly substituting domestically manufactured 

pulp. These ancillary materials are considerably less energy intensive than pulp and 

are furthermore purchased from suppliers outside the paper industry. Therefore, the 

increasing share of ancillary materials resulted in lower energy demand in the paper 

industry, especially in lower electricity demand. This effect is excluded from the estima

tion of PFP best practice technology inputs but added to the estimation of average 

specific energy consumption of PFP (described below). With the adjusted time series 

several potential influencing factors on best practice technoiogy development could be 

tested. 

As in the steel industry, the development of the best practice fuel inputs in both paper 

paradigms can be explained by the price relation of fuel inputs to the output price of the 

industry, although compared to the production of steel, the production of pulp and pa

per is less energy intensive: the gross product share of energy casts is around 11.2 0/0 

in the steel industry and about 6 % in the pulp and paper industry (Statistisches 

Bundesamt 2003). For years with strong energy price decreases such as 1986, dummy 

variables are added to catch the fact, that energy saving technological progress is not 

revoked by lower energy prices. Obviously, reducing energy demand has been an im~ 

portant objective of paper technology development.22 To a certain extent energy effi

ciency seems to have been a side effect of general technology development, (e.g. in 

the case of the shoe press, primarily designed for increasing productivity). 

Regarding best practice electricity demand for both paper technology lines, R&D ex

penditures of the mechanical engineering sector - of which manufacturing of printing 

and paper machines is the leading sector in terms of exports and the third largest in 

22 Voith, which is one of the dominant suppliers for the paper industry, states that ane of the 
most important objectives of the firm was to satisfy the increasing demand for energy
efficient technologies by its customers (Müller 2003). 
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terms of production (VDMA 2003) - were found to be significant. R&D expenditures of 

the paper industry did not have an influence. This result supports the hypothesis that 

technical progress in the paper industry is mainly supplier dominated (Pavitt 1984).23 

As a result the innovation process mainly consists of the diffusion of best-practice capi

tal goods and takes place primarily through the technology choice of the investment 

decision (Dosi 1988). 

Furthermore increasing concentration of the industry, as measured by the Herfindahl

Hirschmann index, turns out to have a slightly negative, but statistically significant, im

pact on best practice electricity demand. From a theoretical point of view, the impact of 

firm size or industry concentration on adoption of new technologies is ambiguous.24 On 

the one hand, large dominant firms are able to spread the costs of adoption over more 

production units. On the other hand, large dominant firms may not feel the pressure to 

cut costs, though this will also depend upon the characteristics of the specific product 

markets (price vs. quality driven markets) and the extent of international competition25. 

The extrapolation of the average energy input structures without the above mentioned 

structural effect is carried out as folIows. For modelling the investment decision regard

ing a putty-clay technology, it is reasonable to assume that companies invest in the 

best-practice technology (Silverberg 1988). In this case, the average specific input co

efficient taken over all the investment vintages is determined as a weighted average of 

the coefficients of the preceding year and the best-practice coefficients, using the capi

tal stock of the previous year and the current investments as weights. For PFP the out

come is then adjusted by a factor reflecting the structural effect related to the increas

ing share of ancillary materials. 

Fuel mix and CO2-emissions 

After having estimated fuel demand for the two technoiogies, in a second step the fuel 

mix for meeting this demand is determined. The shares of the main fossil fuels coal and 

23 Analysing the innovation process for the shoe press technology Fischer (2004) also finds 
that the paper industry is supplier dominated. See also Luiten (2001). 

24 See Hall (2004) for arecent overview on the determinants of innovation and diffusion. 

25 Similarly, the degree of concentration of providers of new technologies mayaiso have an 
impact on innovation and diffusion. Highly concentrated providers tend to charge higher 
prices, they may slow diffusion, but they mayaiso be in a better position to determine a 
standard, increasing the benefits of adoption (Hall 2004, p. 21). VVhile the concentration of 
the supply industry was not examined specifically, there is some evidence, that the degree 
of concentration in the technology supply for pulp and paper manufacturers is fairly high: in 
2000 there were only two companies in the production of shoe presses left worldwide 
(Luiten 2001, Fischer 2004). 
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natural gas as weil as of CO2-neutral biomass fuels depend upon relative fuel prices 

and a time trend. The maximum use of biomass fuels partly depends on PFP output, 

especially on production of chemical pulp and is therefore restricted. CO2-emissions 

are then calculated according to the fuel mix via standard emission factors. 

Table 3-4: Selected regression results for the paper industry (t-statistics in paren-
theses) 

Dependent 
variable 

Regressors Lags Gross Gross Best prae- Best prae- Best prae-
investment investment tiee fossil tiee fossil tiee elee-
in PFP in RCP fuel input fuel input tricity input 

in PFP in RCP in RCP 

Constant 7.966 6.870 2.173 1.882 1.208 
(19.704) (22.687) (65.127) (52.298) (33.354) 

Production/capital stock t-1 9.773 
PFP (2.200) 

Produetion/eapital stock 7.066 
RCP (2.385) 

Priee ratio weighted fuel -0.187 -0.200 
inputs/paper (-3.737) (-3.708) 

Herfindahl-Hirsehmann -0.033 
Index (-11.625) 

R&D expenditures of -0.085 
meehanieal engineering (-11.348) 
in eonstant priees 

Adjusted R2 0.608 0.856 0.945 0.944 0.980 

Durbin-Watson 1.38 1.54 2.24 2.22 1.34 

Degrees of Freedom 14 16 16 16 17 

3.3 Modelling the cement industry 

After a short overview of the most relevant technological and energy-related aspects of 

cement manufacturing in Germany we will present the modelling approach and the 

implementation into PANTA RHEI. 

3.3.1 Cement manufacturing 

The production of cement can be divided into three stages (Figure 3-6). The first stage 

consists of preparing the naturally occurring mix of the raw minerals limestone and clay 
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or mari by breaking, grinding and mixing these to a fine powder, or raw meal. The 

grinding of the raw meal is very electricity-intensive. In the second production stage, 

the raw meal passes through a multistage cyclone pre-heater (calcinator), in which the 

decisive chemical reaction of de-acidification (removal of the carbon dioxide from the 

limestone) takes place. Subsequently, the raw meal enters the rotary kiln. There it is 

burnt at temperatures of 1400 to 1450 oe and cement clinker is formed. This second 

production stage accounts for almost the entire fuel consumption in cement production. 

Finally, in the last stage, the clinker is ground down to very fine cement together with 

certain additives.Figure 3-7 gives an overview of the material flow in the production of 

cement. The cement grinding, necessary to develop the desired hydraulic characteris

tics, is the most electricity~intensive production stage. The shares of the individual pro

duction steps in total electricity production are as folIows: raw meal preparation: 35 %, 

burning of the cement clinker: 22 %, grinding of cement: 38 %, others: 5 % (Sozialpoli

tische Arbeitsgemeinschaft der Deutschen Zementindustrie 2002). 

Figure 3-6: Overview of cement production 

Source: BREF (2000) 
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Figure 3-7: Overview of material flow in the production of cement 
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On average, the specific fuel consumption for the production of clinker decreased by 

about 0.5 % between 1980 and 2000 (Figure 3-8). Today, average specific fuel use 

amounts to around 3,500 MJ/t clinker (including secondary fuels). The sharp increase 

in specific tuel use in 1989 resulted from the plants in the former East Germany, which 

were smaller and older than those in West Germany. In the years following reunifica

tion, those older plants were either modernized or decommissioned. Even the cement 

industry itself does not appear to be able to offer a clear explanation for the strong fluc

tuations in specific fuel consumption prior to 1989. There appears to be no correlation 

between specific fuel use and capacity use for the entire period (1980 to 2000). For 

1991 to 2000, a U-shaped relation could be found which is consistent with the hypothe

sis that low capacity use is associated with a higher specific fuel use. Once capacity 

use approaches the upper limit, older, less energy-efficient plants from the reserve 

have to be re-activated. 
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Figure 3-8: Specific fuel consumption of the German cement industry in MG/t pro
duced clinker 
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As can be seen in Figure 3-9, specific electricity use in the German cement industry 

increased between 1980 und 1987. The main reason for this is an increase in the pro

duction shares of high quality cement. Whereas the quality of the final product does not 

affect the specific fuel use for clinker (intermediate product), it does affect the electricity 

consumption in the grinding mill: the higher the quality of cement, the more electricity is 

consumed. Since 1988, specific electricity use has been decreasing and average val

ues now lie around 102 kWh per t cement. 

Ta meet higher environmental standards as mandated by German imission contiollavv 

and subsequent ordinances cement manufacturers had to install electronic filters. As 

can be seen in Figure 3-9 this resulted in higher electricity use. Since this effect is 

rather smalI, it will be neglected in the modelling approach. 



Figure 3-9: Specific electricity use in the German cement industry 
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Between 1980 and 2000, the German cement industry substantiaily increased the 

share of secondary raw materials and energy carriers (waste processing) in order to 

lower production costs. The share of interground additives (gypsum, granulated slag, 

limestone) increased from 13.7 % in 1980 to 22.4 % in 2000 (see Figure 3-10) and 

substituted (costly) cement clinker. According to industry experts, the technical upper 

limit for the share of these additives in cement production is about 50 0/0. 

At the beginning of the 1980s, secondary fuels such as tyres, rubber, industrial waste 

or solvents were hardly used. By 2000, however, they accounted for about a quarter of 

the entire thermal fuel use in the cernent industry (see Figura 3-11). According to in-

dustry experts, the technical-economic limit for the use of secondary fuels is around 

60 0/0. Although additional investments would be necessary to reach this level in Ger

many, increasing the share of secondary fuels still remains a profitable rneasure. Burn

ing secondary fuels does lead to a reduction in the efficiency of the rotary kilns, but 

since this effect is only smalI, it will be neglected in the subsequent steps. 
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Figure 3-10: Share of interground additives in the German cement industry 
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The improvement in energy efficiency since 1987 can be traced back to two major de

velopments: technological progress in the process technology and modifications in the 
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resource basis. In addition, (smaller) scale effects were able to be realized for rotary 

kilns. 

Pre-calcination is the most important new process technology to be introduced. Pre

calcination allows shorter rotary kilns which are still able to achieve the same through

put but at lower costs and with fewer heat radiation losses. Similarly, larger ovens can 

achieve higher throughputs. In Germany, the first plant with pre-calcination was com

missioned in 1981. In 2000 there were 11 plants using the pre-calcination technology, 

accounting for 26 % of total capacity.26 The specific fuel saving is estimated at 15 0/0 

including optimisation of heat recovery at the clinker cooler which is then used to pre

heat the hot clinker. Plants with this technology show a specific fuel consumption today 

of 3000 MJ/t clinker. The technology has no appreciable effect on electricity demand. 

Developments in information and communication technology have made it possible to 

improve the measurement and control technology as weil as the electronic process 

contro!. As a result, the energy efficiency should have improved by 4 % between 1981 

1990 and by another 4 % between 1991 and 2001. 

The reduction of the specific electricity consumption after 1987 is mainly due to more 

efficient grinding systems. Ball mills or roller pressers are traditionally used to grind 

cement. These have poor energy efficiency, but manage to achieve the optimum grit 

size for cement. More recent developments with better electricity efficiency include the 

roll crushing mills to pre-grind the cement and roller mills to grind the raw meal. The 

first production plant to combine a roll crushing mill and a ball mill for grinding cement 

started operating in 1986 (Schneider et al. 1989), a second followed in 1987 (Rose

mann et al. 1989). The specific total electricity demand of the sector is estimated to 

have been reduced by 11 % due to the more energy-efficient mills. The introduction of 

the new milling system coincides quite weil with the observed decline in specific elec

tricity consumption since 1987. It does not influence fuel consumption. It has al ready 

been pointed out how strong the influence of grit size is on the electricity demand for 

grinding. The electricity demand is also influenced by quality fluctuations in the raw 

meal and clinker so that there are significant uncertainties involved in recording the 

specific eiectricity demand. Against this background it was not possible to detect any 

26 Verein Deutscher Zementwerke and Forschungsinstitut der Zementindustrie (2002). 
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technical optimisations of the mills which have resulted in a significant percentage im

provement of the electricity efficiency. For this reason it is not possible to provide data 

on changes in the specific electricity demand of combined milling due to technical pro

gress. 

The modification of the resource base (increased use of interground additives) has 

resulted in considerable fuel savings since interground additives are not burnt in the 

rotary kiln. However, the electricity saved in the burning stage is compensated by the 

greater effort necessary for grinding compared to clinker. Their use does therefore not 

have any influence on the total electricity consumption (Buttermann 1997). 

The number of kilns in Germany today has been more than halved in the period 1980 

to 2000. In 2001 there were only 70 kilns left. At the same time, the average kiln capac

ity has continuously increased from around 1000 to 1900 tonnes per day (Figure 3-12). 

This could have impacts on the specific fuel demand, but influences on electricity de

mand are not presumed.27 

Figure 3-12: 
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27 The sector expects an annual availability of the kilns of 320 dia (Verein Deutscher Zementwerke 
1997), 
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3.3.2 Implementation of the new modelling approach 

The production of cement can be divided into three stages according to Figure 3-6. The 

second production stage, calcination or clinker production, is by far the most energy

intensive part of cement production. Therefore analysis is concentrated on this second 

stage. Pre-calcination is a new process technology on this stage, having been intro

duced since the beginning of the 1980s. According to the concept of best practice 

technologies being used for new investment, pre-calcination is used in all new rotary 

kilns for clinker production. Consequently, only one production process, is explicitly 

modelled for the simulation period up to 2020. 

In contrast to the steel and the paper industry, shifts between different production proc

esses cannot be analysed. But in relation to the conventional modelling approach, ce

ment production is described based on the explicit capital stock and the technical proc

ess entering and diffusing via new investments. 

Cement production 

Firstly, the production of cement has to be determined from the original PANTA RHEI 

model where cement production is as part of the industry glass and ceramics. Cement 

production is econometrically estimated from the gross output of the glass and ceram

ics industry which in turn is explained by the 59 sectors' intermediate and final demand. 

The price ratio of cement to the sector glass and ceramics is also statistically signifi

cant. Demanders may choose the share of cement, glass or other ceramics according 

to the relative prices. The price index of cement can be explained by the major cost 

components of cement production: costs of raw material, labour, capital and energy. 

The Herfindahl-Hirschmann-Index also plays a certain role. The amount of clinker pro

duction is closely related to cement production. 

Capital investment 

Technology choice is modelIed via new investments in the process li ne of cement pro

duction. The real gross investments of the cement industry can be estimated as a func

tion of the ratio of actual production to the installed capacity (reflecting the pressure to 

expand). 

Diffusion of best practice technology 

The best practice energy consumption of clinker production is expiained by the cumu

lated R&D expenditures of the cement industry. The specific (average) fuel input of the 

clinker production depends on the development of the best practice technology and on 
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the priee ratio of weighted fuel input into cement produetion and the output price of the 

sector glass and eeramics. The overall energy input of eement produetion depends on 

the energy input in the clinker produetion. The eeonometric estimation takes into ae

count, that part of the energy input is not used for clinker production. 

Fuel mix 

Aecording to Buttermann (1997, p.19) "the fuel mix in the cement industry is in the long 

run not limited by teehnieal or product-specifie restrictions." A drastie shift in the fuel 

mix of the eement industry - almost completely from oi! and gas to coal - has been 

taken plaee from 1976 to 1982. Since 1982 the mix of fossil fuels has been stable, ex

cept due to German unification, the share of brown coai inereased in the 1990es. But 

the share of secondary fuels has increased, which is difficult to deseribe in econometrie 

estimations due to laeking data. 

In the model, the fossil fuel shares depend on the price ratio of the energy carriers -

explieitly modelled in PANTA RHEI - to the weighted energy input price index. The 

growing share of secondary fuels is set exogenously. 
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4 Simulations for single sectors 

In this chapter results of seven so-called policy scenarios are compared to the base 

simulation (see Table 4-1). Five of those policy scenarios are policy simulations which 

evaluate the impact of certain policy measures. A change of scrap prices is due to 

world market changes. Windows of opportunity are related to investment cycles of in

dustry. 

Table 4-1: Overview of policy simulations 

Industry Scenario Trigger 

Isteel I CO2-tax Climate policy 

Steel Higher scrap price World market 

Steel Windows of opportunity Investment cycles 

Paper CO2-tax Climate policy 

Paper Higher share of RCP Waste policy 

Cement CO2-tax Climate policy 

Cement Higher R&D expenditures Research policy 

The quantitative analysis is based on the scenario technique: A reference or base sce

nario, which describes economic variables, energy use and emission levels, is com

pared to different policy scenarios. The policy scenarios differ only in one or few explic

itly stated variables from the base scenario. A CO2-tax scenario differs from the base 

scenario only in the CO2=tax rate. Differences in mode! variables between the policy 

and the base scenario can then be traced back to the introduction of the CO2-tax. 

4.1 Simulations for the steel industry 

In addition to the base simulation two simulations for the steel industry have been con

ducted, a tax policy scenario and a higher scrap priee scenario. In the tax policy sce

nario, a CO2-tax is introduced in progressive stages starting in 2005. As for the envi

ronmental impact, this tax can be interpreted as the national implementation of agiobai 

CO2-trading system where emission targets are gradually tightened over time. At the 

end of the section, the important drivers of the CO2-effect of the tax are presented and 

discussed. In the second simulation, the exogenously given price for scrap, that is an 

important input for electric steel production, is increased compared to the base simula-
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tion. The modelling approach has also been used to explore possible windows of op

portunity for a new technological paradigm in the German steel industry. An overview 

of this modelling experiment is given at the end of this chapter. 

4.1.1 Base scenario 

In the base scenario of PANTA RHEI, German GDP is growing at an annual average 

rate of about 1.7 % between 2000 and 2020. The model forecasts that the German 

economy - after a phase of weak growth in the first half of this decade - will recover and 

return to its previous long-term growth rates. International energy prices are supposed 

to reach the level of the mid 1990s again up to 2005 and grow slowly afterwards, in !ine 

with world inflation. We assume that there will be no further increase in energy taxes in 

the future. Therefore, price relations between energy carriers relevant for the steal in

dustry will not change significantly in the future. For price relations between scrap and 

iron ore, we assume no changes to the current level. 

The growth rate of raw steel production in Germany will be below the growth rate of 

GDP. But in contrast to the assumptions for the US steel industry made by Ruth and 

Amato (2002), production figures in tons will be about 10 % higher in 2020 than in 

2000. Capacity utilisation will be very high as the shares of both technologies are sta

ble and it is possible to increase production using existing capacities. The main reason 

for increasing production will be higher world steel demand due to fast growing markets 

in Asia. Market shares between electric are furnaees (EAF) and basic oxygen furnaces 

(BOF) will remain almost constant. Neither capacity relations nor important input price 

relations between the two technologies are assumed to change significantly in the base 

scenario. Because energy prices are stable in real terms, energy use in T J per k t de

creases only slightly for EAF steel. The energy efficiency improvement for BOF is 

higher with about 1 % per year. Total energy use and CO2-emissions of the steel indus

try remain at their present ievel. in 2020, CO2-emissions wh ich are either directly cr 

indirectly (via electricity production) related to the steel industry will account for about 

7.5 % of German total emissions. 



Figure 4-1: The base scenario 
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4.1.2 Effects of a CO2-tax 

In the second simulation, a CO2-tax is introduced in 2005, which increases linearly from 

5 € to 20 € per ton CO2 in 2010, Le. by 3 € per year. After 2010 the tax remains at the 

level of 20€ per t. Thus, the CO2 tax lies in the range of recent model estimates for 

CO2-market prices (Springer and Varilek 2004). This is equivalent to a price per ton of 

carbon of more than 73 Euro in 2010 which is elose to the price of 75 US $ per ton of 

carbon assumed by Ruth and Amato (2002) in a study concerning the US steel indus

try. From 2011 on, the tax rate is kept constant at that level. The CO2-tax is levied on 

ail fossil energy carriers according to their carbon content, so that the use of coal is 

more heavily taxed than oil or gas. As the tax burden is at least partly passed on, elec

tricity will also become more expensive as a resuit. Since the tax bürden on electricity 

is already heavier than that on coal because of existing electricity taxes and since 

some electricity production is carbon free, coal prices are affected to a greater extent 

by the additional CO2-tax than are electricity prices. 

The macroeconomic effects of the CO2-tax are almost negligible: the effect on GDP is 

below 0.1 % in 2020. As we assume the tax forms part of global CO2-trade, similar 

price increases in competing countries can be expected. The German steel indüstry will 

suffer almost no trade lasses. Raw steel production will be 004 % lower compared to 

the base scenario in 2020. Of course, this minor effect is the result of the global tax 

design. Thus, under a Kyoto-type regime, where major steel producers like China and 

South Korea have not committed to emission \imitations, the effects on the German 

steel industry may be more severe, since some major competitors are not levied with 

additional costs. However, since almost 90 % of the German iron and steel imports 

stem from the EU or other European OECD countries (OECD 2003), the magnitude of 

these effects is difficult to foresee. If the CO2-tax were only levied in Germany, or alter

natively, if there were only an EU-wide emission trading system, the negative impacts 

of the tax on steei production in Germany would be more severe. 

Figure 4-2 to 4-4 show the economic and environmental impacts of this tax on the steel 

industry as absolute deviations from the base scenario. Hence, the CO2-tax induces a 

significant shift in production from BOF steel to the less carbon intensive EAF steel. 

EAF production share will almost double by 2020 and will reach 46 0/0. Implicitly, this 

analysis assumes that there are no significant second-order effects following a poten

tial increase in the price of scrap from the increased demand for EAF. However, recent 

bottom-up estimations for the future supply of scrap in Germany suggest, that there 

would be excess supply of scrap even for the high EAF market shares estimated above 

(Schön and Ball 2003). In particular, due to the age structure of buildings increasing 
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amounts of scrap will become available until 2020. Thus, second-order effects are 

likely to be small. 

The shift towards EAF is also accompanied by a clear increase in investments in the 

EAF process so that capacities also shift towards more EAF steel production. At the 

same time, investment in the BOF process is reduced compared to the base scenario. 

Interesting developments can be observed for specific energy inputs in the two proc

esses. Surprisingly, specific electricity input for EAF steel rises in the first years of the 

tax scenario. But best practice can only react with a time lag and less efficient capaci

ties have to be used when EAF production starts to increase in relation to the base 

scenario. Only after 2008 does the technological effect increasingly exceed the capac

ity effect. 

For oxygen steel, we observe that the carbon tax immediately initiates an increase in 

technical progress. Specific energy inputs react until 2020, when BOF production is 

increasingly substituted by EAF production and capacity utilisation of BOF production is 

reduced. When comparing CO2-emissions which are to be allocated to steel production 

either directly (BOF) or indirectly via electricity generation (EAF), it was assumed for 

the calculations that the electricity generation for EAF steel has the same CO2-intensity 

as the average electricity generation in Germany - in both simulations, we see the shift 

from BOF steel production to EAF production. In 2020, overall CO2-reduction will be 

around 5.1 M t, which will be more than 0.5 % of German total CO2-emissions or 8.5 0/0 

of German steel industry total emissions. In 2010, when the tax reaches its maximum, 

CO2-reduction is still only 1.65 M t. So the biggest reduction takes place in the years 

after the tax increase. 
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Figure 4-2: Effects of the CO2-tax on production - deviations from the base sce
nario 
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Figure 4-3: Effects of the CO2-tax on energy and emissions - deviations from the 
base scenario 
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Figure 4-4: Effects of the CO2-tax - percentage deviations from the base scenario 
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Overall, the reduction in CO2-emissions can be decomposed in five effects: i) a reduc

tion in steel production, ii) energy saving technical progress via more energy-efficient 

best-practice technologies, iii) faster implementation of best practice technologies via 

greater investment, iv) a long-term shift fram more carbon-intensive BOF production to 

EAF production, and v) a change in fuel mix either in BOF production -from eoke and 

eoal to less carbon-intensive fuels like heavy fuel oil - or in electricity generation for 

EAF production - from carbon-intensive coal to gas or carbon-free renewable energy 

carriers. 
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The shares of these CO2-reduction factors are shown in Figures 4-5 and 4-6 for the 

years 2010 and 2020. In 2010, when the CO2-tax rate reaches its maximum, the fuel 

shift in electricity production is the most important source of CO2-reduction. Techno

logical progress, a process shift to EAF and steel production decrease are the other 

major sources of emission reduction. Total reduction is 1.65 Mt or about 2.7 % of steel 

industry-related total emissions. Technological progress accounts for 0.49 M t of CO2-

reduction. 

The most significant long-term development is the process shift from EAF to BOF pro

duction which accounts for 2.73 Mt emission reduction in 2020. The lower steel pro

duction is only responsible for 0.26 Mt. But it is important to emphasise that, with any 

other kind of international carbon trade, production iosses wouid be higher due to car

bon leakage. Fuel mix changes in the EAF process explain another 0.99 M t of CO2-

reduction; for BOF, this effect is very small with only 0.05 M t due to low investment. 

The effect is substantial for capital-embodied technological progress in BOF with 

0.74 Mt, and smaller again (0.37 Mt) for EAF production. This can also be explained 

by a cost pressure hypothesis and the vintage structure of capital. Higher price in

creases for BOF induce more rapid technological change. At the same time older 

plants can be closed down earlier due to the process shift to EAF and therefore lower 

capacity utilisation. On the other hand, even older EAF plants remain competitive 

against older BOF ones. 

Figure 4-5: CO2-reduction factors in million metric tons in 2010 
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Comparing the effects for 2010 and 2020 shows some very interesting results: most of 

the CO2-reduction takes place after the CO2-tax has reached its maximum of 20 € per 

ton of CO2 in 2010. Production reacts immediately to price signals, but investment

based process shifts and technology effects tend to develop more slowly over time. In 

past conventional simulations using the model PANTA RHEI (e. g. Bach et al. 2002) -

as weil as in almost all price-driven top-down models - this long-term effect could not 

be observed or only roughly modelled using long-term elasticities, that are not process

related. These findings demonstrate that integrating technologies explicitly can help to 

explain part of the gap between the high costs of CO2-reduction estimated in top-down 

models and the low costs estimated in bottom-up models. 

Figure 4-6: CO2-reduction factors in million metric tons in 2020 
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4.1.3 Effects of a higher scrap price 

In the last two years international raw material prices have been increased drastically. 

In the following simulation it is supposed, that the price for scrap is 50% higher than in 

the base simulation from 2004 onwards. Other prices for important inputs of the steel 

industry such as iron ore or eake remain unchanged compared to the base simulation. 

The aim of this simulation is to show possible influences of an important input price and 

not to model impacts of the actual price increase of many raw materials. 
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Figure 4-7: Share of EAF on total steel production in 0/0 
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Figure 4-7 shows the dependency of electric steel production, that is based on scrap, 

on the price of scrap. Due to the higher sc rap price, EAF share will be only about 21 % 

instead of about 24.5% in the year 2020. As electric steel production is less carbon 

intensive than oxygen steel production, CO2-emissions of the steel industry will be 

about 0.4 M t higher compared to the base simulation. The CO2-effect is completely 

driven by the process shift from EAF to BOF. Best practice technologies remain un

changed, as they are only influenced by relative energy prices. 

4.1.4 Windows of opportunity for radical technological change28 

As pointed out earlier, steel production is one of the most important industrial energy 

consumers. A new technoiogy for iron making - the smelting redüction technology SRT 

- is competing with the older two stage coke oven/blast furnace technology, which de

livers iron for about 70% of German steel production. The question arises of whether 

the SRT technology may replace existing dominant technologies, Le. BOF and EAF. 

In general, technologies which exhibit increasing returns to adoption because of scale 

effects, learning effects or network effects, may not be easily substituted for by other, 

possibly more environmentally friendly technologies. According to Zundel et al. (2003, 

2004) stable phases of competition where a certain technology or a set of technologies 

28 This section is a brief summary of Lutz et al. (2005b). 
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which is characterised by increasing returns to scales is s dominating allow only for 

incremental technological change. Only instable phases of technological competition 

may create a techno-economic "window of opportunity" for competing radical innova

tions. Nil! (2003) argues that such conditions may be found in the production of iron 

and steel. Under certain conditions SRT is less energy and carbon intensive than the 

BOF route because SRT basically replaces the traditional first stage of the steel pro

duction process, Le. the coke-oven blast furnace route of BOF steelmaking, and pro

duces prig iron directly from normal coal based on the principle of gasifying coal in a 

molten bath and or in a new type of oven, thus avoiding the coke oven operations en
tirely.29 

For Japan and the Netherlands such a window of opportunity was expected to exist for 

the SRT. 30 For Germany, however, the current age of the capital stock for steel mak

ing suggests, that investment cycles do not allow for such a window of opportunity for 

SRT. 

In 2003 about one third of German capacity of the old technology has been renewed, 

though in the 1990s, when the investment decision has been made, the SRT technol

ogy had been an alternative. We have tried to answer the question, whether the exis

tenee of a CO2-tax at the end of the 1990s might have opened a window of opportunity 

for the new technology. 

For Germany we have not found such a window of opportunity due to different techno

logical parameters and different boundary conditions in the energy markets. Simula

tions with the econometric model PANTA RHEI for the introduction of a CO2-tax in 

Germany show instead a long-term shift towards more electric arc steel production and 

improved competitiveness of the old technology due to price-induced technical pro

gress. Thus, in the future a possible window of opportunity for radical technical change 

in integrated steel mills will be closed. 

29 For sake of simplicity, the competition between scrap based EAF and SRT input based 
EAF is excluded for the thrust of the argument. We touch upon this question in our conclu
sion. 

30 See Luiten (2001) for a thorough discussion of the Dutch case. 



Figure 4-8: Schematic lay-out of the iron and steel industry 
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The results generally highlight the importance of taking into-account the effects of pol

icy-induced technological change on incumbent technologies when exploring windows 

of opportunities for new technologies which may be opened by policy interventions. 

Indeed, as already noticed by Nill (2003), windows of opportunity are a phenomenon of 

technological competition, and the progress of the incumbent technology has to be 

taken into account. It is sometimes even fuelled by revived competition, known in the 

literature as sailing ship effect. The progress of the conventional coke oven route in the 

1990s was one reason that some conventiünal steel piüduceis did stop inVestment into 

R&D on new technologies. For completeness the conclusions drawn by Lutz et al. 

(2005b) are reproduced: 1) the results generally highlight the importance of taking into

account the effects of policy-induced technological change on incumbent technologies 

when exploring windows of opportunities for new technologies which may be opened 

by policy interventions. !ndeed, as already noticed by Nill (2003), windows of opportu

nity aie a phenomenon of technological competitien, and the progress of the incumbent 

technology has to be taken into account. It is sometimes even fuelled by revived com

petition, known in the literature as sailing ship effect. The progress of the conventional 

coke oven route in the 1990s was one reason that some conventional steel producers 

did stop investment into R&D on new technologies. 
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2) More specifically, the findings suggest that a CO2-tax of the magnitude assumed 

might not be sufficient to render future investments in the SRT technology profitable 
compared to incumbent steel producing processes a) because differences in CO2-

emissions compared to BOF steel produced via the coke oven blast furnace route are 

not sufficiently large in the German case and even seem to become smaller because of 

induced improvements in energy efficiency in incumbent processes; and b) because 

the tax essentially favours EAF steel more than any variant of BOF steel in the long 

run. Hence, the window of opportunity for environmentally beneficial technological 

competition in BOF steelmaking in integrated steel mills may have vanished for quite a 

long time. 

3) For the future the more interesting question is whether a CO2-tax or emission trading 

enhance another kind of technologicai competition? Will such a tax induce the chal

lenge of the conventional BOF route by an upgraded EAF technology with hot metal 

input, e.g. by SRT? To answer this question on solid grounds, a considerable modelling 

effort to integrate all environmental and economic aspects of this potential competition 

would be necessary which is beyond of the scope of this paper. Whether the EU CO2-

emissions trading system, which is scheduled to start in 2005 for most energy intensive 

companies, spurs such a competition is in principle an open question and also depends 

on the specifics of the national allocation plans. In countries where incumbent compa

nies like existing BOF steel producers receive all allowances in the primary allocation 

for free (grandfathering) and new entrants, like new EAF/SRT steel producers have to 

buy their allowances on the market or through an auction such a competition would be 

difficult to arise (Nil! 2003). However the emission trading system mayaiso favour 

competition: in almost all EU Member States entrants receive allowances for free. In 

addition, in some Member States like Germany, plant operators may transfer allow

ances from closures to new installations, which is supposed to foster technological 

change. 

4.2 Simulations for the paper industry 

4.2.1 Base scenario 

Paper production will continue to grow from 18 million tons in 2000 to more than 26 

million tons in 2020 (Figure 4-9). Capacity will be about 100/0 higher during the simula

tion period and reach about 29 million tons in 2020. The share of recycled paper is set 

at constant 60% for the future reflecting two countervailing trends. Even though the 

share of recycled paper will grow for certain paper grades, this increase is likely to be 

compensated by faster growing grades with lower waste paper utilisation rates such as 
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certain graphical papers. Specific energy demand will decrease by approx. 16% be

tween 2005 and 2020 (Figures 4-10 and 4-11). Due to a fuel mix shift specific CO2-

emissions will be reduced by 22%
• Because of the large increase in production, the 

absolute emission level in the pulp and paper industry still will increase by 16%. 

Figure 4-9: Paper capacity and output in the base scenario 
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A significant part of energy consumption associated with paper production in Germany 

based on primary fibres occurs in foreign countries due to substantial pulp imports. If 

this additional foreign energy consumption is taken into account, specific fuel demand 

of PF paper more than doubles whereas electricity demand increases by approximately 

one third. In many pulp producing countries a considerable share of this energy de

mand is probably covered by biomass fuels, mostly production wastes, so that the CO2-

emissions associated with PF paper are not likely to increase as significantly as energy 

consumption when pulp imports are considered. Indirect domestic emissions of the 

paper industry due to the use of electricity are even higher than the direct emissions of 

the sector (see Figure 4-12). 
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Figure 4-10: Selected results for RCP paper in the base scenario 
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Figure 4-11: Selected results for RFP paper in the base scenario 
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Figure 4-12: CO2-emissions of the paper industry in the base scenario 

Direct and indirect CO2 emissions of the 
paper and paper products sector in kt 
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4.2.2 Effects of a CO2-tax 

Suppose a CO2-tax as described above is introduced in 2005, which increases from 5 € 

to 20 € per ton CO2 in 2010. The weighted priee of energy inputs of the paper industry 

inereases up to 190/0 against the base simulation. The econometrically estimated priee 

elasticity for the best practice fuel input is -0.20 for RCP and -0.19 for PFP. The output 

priee for paper increase by about 0.6%. This causes a reduction of best practice fuel 

input for RCP of up to 3.5% in 2010 (Figure 4-13). The effect on average fuel demand 

is more gradual, as the more energy efficient technologies diffuse via investment into 

the capital stock over the years. 

Fuel mix shift will be the other even more important source of CO2-reduction in the pa

per industry. Compared to the base scenario the shares of 10\"1 carbon natural gas and 

biomass fuels increase at the expense of coal and heavy fuel oil, thus leading to a CO2-

reduction of approximately 8 % in the year 2020 (Figure 4-14). Further remarkable 

CO2-reduction via fuel mix shifts are not to be expected in the case of higher CO2-

prices, as the fuel share of gas and biomass wili be more than 90 % in the CO2-tax 

scenario in 2020. 
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Figure 4-13: Effects on best practice and average fuel input - relative deviations from 
the base scenario in 0/0 

PFP average tuel demand in GJ/t 
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Figure 4-14: 
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The results presented are in line with Ruth et al. (2000), who - in a partial analysis 

framework - built a model based on econometrically estimated equations to explain the 

major determinants of energy use and CO2-emissions of the American paper industry. 

Ruth et al. (2000) also predict a significant increase of energy efficiency in the base 

scenario as an autonomous trend, but only minor further improvements as a conse

quence of a similarly dimensioned CO2-tax. 

The work presented here has improved the accuracy of modelling energy consumption 

and emissions in the German paper industry in several aspects: 

• calculation of energy demand and CO2-emissions can be adapted to sector charac
teristics; in the case of the paper industry a two step approach is used, first calculat
ing energy demand based on the evolution and diffusion of best practice technology 
and then fuel mix and CO2-emissions; 

e sector specific aspects such as the above mentioned structural effects (increase in 
waste paper recycling and ancillary materials input) or limits of biomass fuel use can 
be considered appropriately 

A comparison of this analysis with the study of the iron and steel industry as described 

above (see also Lutz et al. 2005a) allows for the following conclusions. The economet

ric analysis of the iron and staal industrf showed a higher corre!ation between best 

practice technology development and diffusion on one hand and energy and material 

costs on the other hand. Accordingly a CO2-tax would have a stronger impact on the 

iron and steel industry and would induce several reactions including output effects, 

process shifts, enhanced energy efficiency and accelerating diffusion of best practice 

technology as weil as fuel shifts. These stronger reactions seem plausible given the 
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significantly higher share of energy and material costs in the iron and steel industry. A 

further, rather methodological reason might also rest in better data availability for the 

iron and steel industry. These findings also imply that the factors which appear to be 

responsible for the generation and diffusion of energy saving technologies differ among 

industries and that each industry has to be treated adequately in the proposed top

down/bottom up modelling framework. 

4.2.3 Effects of a policy-induced higher share of RCP 

A further increase of recycling paper (RCP) up to 70% of the overall paper production 

until 2020 is quite in line with the historie development since 1980 (see Figure 4-15). 

Paper made of primary fibres (PFP) is further substituted by RCP. There will be no ad

ditional effect on best practice technologies, vvhich are only driven by energy prices. 

Development of the average fuel inputs of the two paradigms will change compared to 

the base simulation due to higher investment in RCP and lower investment in PFP. 

CO2-emissions of the paper industry will be up to 1 % lower than in the base scenario 

as RCP is less fuel intensive than PFP. C. p. lower production of PFP will also cause 

less energy inputs and emissions in foreign countries. As stated above, foreign and 

indirect emissions are even more important than direct emissions. But changes in 

these emissions or a production shift of PFP to these countries can not be modelIed in 

PANTA RHEI. Therefore, this result for direct domestic emissions should be interpreted 

with care. 

Figure 4-15: Share of RCP 
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4.3 Simulations for the cement industry 

4.3.1 Base scenario 

The clinker production is by far the most energy-intensive part of the cement produc

tion. Best practice and average fuel input have been decreased since 1980. The devel

opment is supposed to continue up to 2020. Physical limits to further reduce the best 

practice fuel input might be reached after 2020. 

Figure 4-16: Fuel input of clinker production in MJ/t 
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4.3.2 Effects of a CO2-tax 

For best practice fuel input of the eement industry no priee influenee eould be found. It 

has only been driven by eumulated R&D spending of the eement industry. But the av

erage fuel input depends among others on the priee ratio of weighted fuel inputs and 

the output priee of eement. Thus, improved energy efficiency will in case of the cenlent 

industry not only be introduced via new investment. Firms also have some possibilities 

to improve existing elinker produetion capacities. The average fuel input for clinker pro

duction is reduced up to 6% compared to the base simulation. Buttermann (1997) esti

mates this fuel-saving potential to about 8% of the overall fuel input. 

CO2-emissions of the sector glass and ceramics, that includes besides cement also 

some other processes, are about 5% lower in comparison to the base simulation. An 

additional driver for CO2-reduction is fuel shift from soft coal to CO2-neutral fuels. 

Waste-derived fuels such as automotive tires already hold a share in fuel input of the 

cement industry of almost 30% in 2000. This share will increase by another 160/0 due to 

the CO2-tax. 
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The impact of the CO2-tax on cement production is small. In 2000 energy costs ac

counted for about 20% of production costs of the cement industry. The weighted price 

for energy inputs, that already contains the shift from coal to waste-derived fuels is in 

2010 about 40% higher than in the base simulation. Thus, production costs are about 

8% higher compared to the base simulation. As production costs in competing coun

tries are also rising - as assumed in the tax design - and price elasticities of domestic 

cement demand are low, cement production in tons will be only about 1 % lower than in 

the base scenario. 

Figure 4-17: Effects of the CO2-tax - deviations from the base scenario 
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5 Simulation for all sectors 

In the previous chapter the effects of policy interventions or changes in the economic 

frame conditions are analysed for single sectors. In this chapter, we explore the mac

roeconomic and environmental effects of a CO2-tax/C02-emissions trading system on 

all sectors in the economy. In addition, we compare the results for the new modelling 

approach with the conventional modelling approach. Thus, a total of four simulations 

are carried out: simulations without the introduction of a CO2-tax and simulations with a 

CO2-tax for both the conventional and the new approach. 

5.1 Effects of a CO2-tax on the economy and on emissions 

As for the single policy simulations in the previous chapter, the CO2-tax is introduced in 

2005 and increases from 5 € to 20 € per ton CO2 in 2010. From 2011 on, the tax rate is 

kept constant at that level. The CO2-tax is levied on all fossil energy carriers according 

to their carbon content, so that the use of coal is more heavily taxed than oil or gas. As 

the tax burden is at least partly passed on, electricity will also become more expensive 

as a result. Since in Germany the tax burden on electricity is al ready heavier than that 

on coal because of existing electricity taxes and since some electricity production is 

carbon free, coal prices are affected to a greater extent by the additional CO2-tax than 

are electricity prices. The tax revenue is used to lower labour costs. Compared to the 

reference scenario the tax results in a reduction of C02 emissions by 3.3 % in 2020. 

The macroeconomic effects of the CO2-tax are almost negligible: the effect on GDP is 

below 0.2 % in 2020. The findings of sm all macroeconomic effects of climate policy are 

consistent with the thrust of the literature (IPCC 2001). As we assume the tax/C02-

trading system forms part of agiobai CO2 trading system, similar price increases in 

competing countries can be expected. 

We first discuss the results for the German paper industry. The German paper and 

paper products industry will suffer almost no trade losses, but the CO2 tax will primarily 

lead to a fuel mix shift in both approaches. Compared to the base scenario of the new 

modelling approach, the shares of low carbon natural gas and biomass fuels increase 

at the expense of coal and heavy fuel oil, thus leading to a CO2-reduction of approxi

mately 9 % in the year 2020. Further remarkable CO2-reduction via fuel mix shifts are 

not to be expected in the case of higher CO2-prices, as the fuel share of gas and bio

mass will be more than 90 % in the CO2-tax scenario in 2020. 
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5.2 Comparison of a CO2-tax for new and conventional 
modelling approach 

To highlight the differences between the new and the conventional approaches, we first 

look at the overall fuel use of the paper industry. In the conventional approach, it is 

driven by econometrically estimated low price elasticities. An increase of fuel prices via 

the CO2-tax reduces the fuel inputs in the years 2005 to 2010, when the tax rate is 

steadily growing. Afterwards, this energy saving process comes to an end. In the new 

modelling approach, fuel use can only be changed via technical progress and its diffu

sion via new investment. So, in the first years of the CO2-tax, the effect is smaller com

pared to the conventional approach, reflecting the time needed for adapting to the 

higher prices (see estimation resuits in Figure 5-1). But on the other hand, further en

ergy savings result after 2010, better reflecting the influence of the higher energy priee 

level after 2010 compared to the respective base scenario. In contrast to most macro

economic top-down models the time needed for adaptation to changed price relations 

is depicted. 

Figure 5-1: 
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The second example, refers to the steel industry which has more options to react to 

higher energy prices than the paper industry, as one of the technological paradigms is 

based on coal use (BOF) whereas the other is making use of electricity (EAF). As 

pointed out in the previous chapter, five factors of CO2-reduction can be distinguished 

in the new modelling approach (see also Lutz et al. 2005a): i) a reduction of steel pro

duction, ii) energy saving technical progress via more energy-efficient best-practice 

technologies, iii) faster implementation of best practice technologies via greater in

vestment, iv) a long-term shift from more carbon-intensive BOF production to EAF pro

duction, and v) a change in fuel mix either in BOF production - from eoke and coal to 

less carbon-intensive fuels like heavy fuel oil - or in electricity generation for EAF pro-
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duction - from carbon-intensive coal to gas or carbon-free renewable energy carriers. 

The process shift between coal-based BOF production to electricity-based EAF produc

tion turned out to be the most important factor for CO2-reduction. Fuel shift has been 

found to be only a minor option. 

Figure 5-2: Effects of a CO2-tax - percentage deviations from the base scenarios 

CO2 emissions of the steel industry 
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In the conventional approach, this process shift is not explicitly modelied, but simply 

hidden - together with the process shift - in the substitution of the energy carriers used 

in the steel industry. Again the development over time is the most interesting differ

ence. In the first years of the tax increase up to 2010, the conventional approach is 

more optimistic about the reduction potential of the steel industry. But in the long run, 
the process shift towards less carbon-intensive electric (EAF) steel production in the 

new approach offers much more CO2-reduction. One of the major obstacles against 

price instruments to reduce carbon emissions in the long run can be observed. The 

steel industry itself is mainly concerned about the near future, where conventional mac

roeconomic modelling seems to be too optimistic about their reduction potential. Their 

argument, that they cannot react immediately to growing carbon prices is a serious 

one. But by arguing against higher carbon prices in the near future, the industry is at 

the same time preventing carbon-saving technical change and process shift in the long 

run. 

Ta sum up, Figures 5-1 and 5-2 nicely iIIustrate how the conventional approach overes

timates substitution passibilities between alternative production possibilities within the 

paper and the steel industry, thus underestimating the costs of climate policies in the 

early phase. For the later phase, however, the lack of accounting adequately for in

duced-technological change leads the conventional approach to overestimate the costs 

of climate policies compared to the new approach. This observation also highlights the 

importance of allowing for long adjustment periods and timeframes when analysing the 
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environmental and economic effects of climate policies when technological change is 

endogenous. 

Figure 5-3: Effects of a CO2-tax - percentage deviations from the base scenarios 
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Figure 5-3 shows the impact of the CO2-tax on total CO2-emissions in the conventional 

and the new approach. The difference between the two approaches is very small at the 

beginning but growing significantly. In both approaches growing CO2-tax rates from 

2005 to 2010 induce additional emission reduction. Especially in the long run, emission 

reduction is higher in the new approach due to the process shift, substitution of energy 

carriers and induced technical change, although the modelling is now based on explicit 

technologies, which per se diminishes the reduction potential. The absolute difference 

of 0,6 percentage points in 2020 is also remarkable in relation to the small share of the 

sectors steel, paper and cement in overall emissions. As the effect on GDP is widely 

the same, it can be concluded that in the new approach economic costs for the same 

CO2-reduction are lower than in the conventional approach. 
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6 Structural change and qualitative employment ef
fects of CO2-tax 

In the previous section, the effects of a modest tax on CO2-emissions were analysed. 

The results imply that the total impact on GDP is almost negligible. In this section, in 

addition to the economic and environmental effects, in the sense of a comprehensive 

sustainability concept, some dimension of the social impact of a CO2-tax is also ex

plored. In particular, the policy effects are analysed in a consistent modelling frame

work. Since the impacts of a CO2-tax on qualitative employment depend on the effects 

of employment in the industry sectors, we first present the sectoral employment effects. 

6.1 Impact of a CO2-tax on sectoral employment 

As in chapter 5, the CO2-tax is introduced in 2005 and increases from 5 € to 20 € per 

ton CO2 in 2010 and then remains at that level. The tax revenue is used to lower social 

security contributions as in other studies with former versions of PANTA RHEI, where 

the model was used to analyse the effects of an ecological tax reform: revenues from 

higher energy taxes are used te lewer labeur casts (Bach et al. 2002, Frohn et al. 

2003). Lower labour costs compared to the reference scenario reduce the pressure to 

increase labour productivity and favours labour intensive sectors. In this sense, using 

tax revenues to lower relative labour costs may produce a double dividend: first CO2-

emissions will be reduced and second, employment (and possibly GDP) will increase in 

response to the CO2-tax.31 

The model calculations imply that the CO2-tax results in an increase in total employ

ment by about 313.000 jobs in 2010 and by 231.000 in 2020 compared to the reference 

scenario. Results of sectoral employment changes for the years 2010 and 2020 are 

displayed in Figure 6-1. 

31 For additionalliterature on the double dividend hypothesis see, for examplle, Bovenberg 
and de Mooij (1994), Bovenberg and van der Ploeg (1994), Goulder (1995), Schöb (1995) 
or Parry et al. (1999). 
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Figure 6-1: Changes in sector employment for a CO2-tax in 2010 and 2020 com
pa red to the reference scenario in % 

additional jobs in 201012020 (difference policy scenario to reference scenario) 
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Figure 6-1 shows that in general, the effects of a modest CO2-tax on employment are 

small for most sectors. The majority of sectors benefits from lower labour costs. Since 

the tax burden is relatively lower on natural gas than on other fossil fuels, the gas sec

tor actually benefits slightly. Not surprisingly, the highest losses can be found in the 

production of coal and lignite, where losses range around 10 0/0. Other significant 

losses occur in the production of coke (mainly for BOF steel) and of refined products. 

The drop in the production of electricity, steam and hot water is around or below 1 0/0 

compared to the reference scenario. Even though the differences in absolute job num

bers are smalI, the results for some sectors are not straightforward and will be ex

plained in more detail. Employment increases in sectors "other non-metallic mineral 

products"; which includes the cement industry, and "air transport services". Equation 95 

in Annex B describes employment, which depends on gross production, the ratio of 

labour costs to the output price index of the specific sector and technical time trends. 

For both sectors the econometrically estimated elasticities for the ratio of labour costs 

to output priee are high. Though gross produetion is slightly reduced due to the CO2-tax 

the positive labour cost effect dominates the impact on employment. 

6.2 Qualitative employment effects 

The sectoral changes outlined in the previous section also imply different effects on the 

job characteristics and qualification requirements. To account for these structural ad

justments, the sectoral employment changes were linked with data from the German 

microcensus on job characteristics and qualification requirements within each of the 

economic sectors. The data used in the microcensus relies on an anonymised 70 % 

sub-sample of the 1 % population census for private households in 1996 which in addi

tion to basic socio-economic information also includes data on job qualification and 

working conditions. Since it is also known in which sector the interviewee is employed, 

information on working conditions and job qua!ifications could be complied for each 

industry sector. The sectoral employment effects calculated by PANTA RHEI were then 

linked with the sector data for job qualifications and working conditions from the micro

census data.32 Thus, the differences between the reference scenario and the tax policy 

scenarios with regard to job characteristics and qualification requirements could be 

32 Since the sector definitions of the microcensus differs from the input-output tables used in 
PANTA RHEI additional sector adjustments were carried out. 
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calculated in a consistent way.33 More specifically, the following indicators were ana

Iysed: 

• qualification requirements: master degree, bachelor degree, foreman/technician, 
apprenticeship, without education/training; 

• job characteristics: percentage of full-time jobs and part-time jobs and jobs; 

• job flexibility: percentage of jobs with an increased need for flexible working hours 
(weekend/holiday work; evening/night work; shift work). 

In the analyses it was assumed that the emission tax policy does not change the pat

tern of distribution of the qualification requirements and working conditions within each 

sector. 

Absolute changes in job qualification and working conditions induced by the CO2-tax 

are presented in Table 6-1. Figures 6-2 to 6-7 show the effects of the CO2-tax for job 

qualifications and working conditions in 2010 and 2020 compared to the reference sce

nario in 0/0. 

33 Similar analyses on job characteristics and qualification requirements were conducted, for 
for example, by Walz et al. (2001), Nathani et al. (2001) or Walz and Schleich (forthcom
ing). 
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Table 6-1: Differences in job qualifications and working conditions between policy 
and reference scenario 

increase in jobs decrease in jobs total effect 
2010 2020 2010 2020 2010 2020 

education without education/training 8.385 6.069 -254 -154 8.132 5.915 
apprenticeship 188.350 137.287 -5.437 -3.282 182.913 134.005 
foreman/techn ician 36.476 26.715 -911 -549 35.566 26.166 
bachelor degree 20.745 15.652 -472 -294 20.273 15.358 
master degree 59.335 47.101 -398 -247 58.937 46.855 

full-time 238.425 174.323 -7.221 -4.372 231.204 169.952 
part-time 74.867 58.501 -250 -154 74.617 58.347 

saturdays yes, permanently 34.445 26.077 -276 -158 34.170 25.918 
regularly 49.385 36.656 -856 -491 48.529 36.165 
occasionally 55.177 40.555 -1.716 -1.019 53.461 39.536 
no 174.285 129.537 -4.623 -2.858 169.662 126.679 

sun- and holidays yes, permanently 13.676 9.568 -70 -41 13.606 9.527 
regularly 31.475 22.599 -647 -364 30.828 22.235 
occasionally 40.462 30.339 -1.313 -756 39.149 29.583 
no 227.678 170.319 -5.440 -3.366 222.238 166.954 

evenings yes, permanently 21.769 15.657 -323 -194 21.446 15.463 
regularly 43.016 30.444 -1.163 -691 41.853 29.753 
occasionally 45.595 34.388 -1.172 -681 44.423 33.707 
no 202.912 152.336 -4.813 -2.960 198.099 149.376 

night-shift yes, permanently 6.327 4.259 -327 -191 5.999 4.068 
regularly 15.546 10.487 -1.001 -577 14.545 9.910 
occasionally 19.658 14.355 -742 -426 18.917 13.929 
no 271.760 203.724 -5.400 -3.332 266.360 200.392 

shift-work yes, permanently 20.365 13.251 -1.184 -699 19.181 12.552 
regularly 14.108 9.430 -634 -379 13.475 9.051 
occasionally 4.266 2.933 -274 -164 3.992 2.770 
no 274.552 207.210 -5.379 -3.284 269.173 203.926 
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Figure 6-2: Change in qualification requirements in 0/0 

increase in jobs in percent 2010/2020 
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Figure 6-3: Change in job characteristics in 0/0 

increase in jobs in percent 2010/2020 
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Figure 6-4: Change in job flexibility (work on saturdays) in 0/0 

increase in jobs in percent 2010/2020 
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Figure 6-5: Change in job flexibility (work on sun- and holidays) in 0/0 

increase in jobs in percent 2010/2020 
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Figure 6-6: Change in job flexibility (evening work) in 0/0 

increase in jobs in percent 2010/2020 
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Figure 6-7: Change in job flexibility (night shifts) in % 

increase in jobs in percent 2010/2020 
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The results in Table 6-1 show that the net effects of the emission tax on qualification 

requirements, job characteristics and job flexibility are generally small. Figures 6-2 to 6-

7 nevertheless imply that for some characteristics, differences for winning and losing 

sectors are more profound. Ta highlight the effects, in Table 6-2, the percentage 

changes in qualification requirements and in job flexibility are displayed for sectors 

which - in terms of employment changes - benefit and lose above-average trom the 

introduction of the CO2-tax. Thus, the CO2-tax leads to a clear shift tawards higher 

(master) and a slight shift towards medium (bachelor and foremen/technician) educa-
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tion requirements. For the jobs with the lowest qualification requirement the CO2-tax 

has no noticeable effect. 

As for the split in part/full time work and for job flexiblity, the structural effects are less 

pronounced and almost negligible. The analysis for the winning and losing sectors in 

Table 6-2 implies that the CO2-tax will only lead to very small structural shifts towards 

less flexible working conditions, Le. less weekend and holiday work and less shift work. 

Table 6-2: Change in qualification requirements and job flexibility in above-
average winning and above-average losing sectors in 0/0 

winner loser 
2010 2020 2010 2020 

education without education/training 2,50% 2,46% 3,51% 3,32% 
apprenticeship 57,08% 56,12% 73,99% 72,76% 
foreman/technician 11,78% 11,60% 10,86% 10,71% 
bachelor degree 6,90% 6,89% 5,22% 5,83% 
master degree 21,74% 22,93% 6,42% 7,38% 

full-time 74,05% 72,82% 83,65% 83,31% 
part-time 25,95% 27,18% 16,35% 16,69% 

saturdays yes, permanently 9,99% 10,62% 17,34% 15,33% 
regularly 16,34% 16,39% 13,40% 12,86% 
occasionally 17,27% 17,08% 18,57% 18,61% 
no 56,40% 55,91% 50,69% 53,20% 

sun- and holidays yes, permanently 3,00% 3,12% 11,99% 9,94% 
regularly 10,28% 9,97% 9,06% 8,48% 
occasionally 12,97% 13,00% 11,93% 12,73% 
no 73,75% 73,91% 67,02% 68,85% 

evenings yes, permanently 5,73% 5,88% 13,69% 11,65% 
regularly 13,47% 13,11% 14,81% 12,60% 
occasionally 14,79% 14,84% 13,13% 14,37% 
no 66,01 % 66,17% 58,37% 61,39% 

night-shift yes, permanently 1,44% 1,39% 4,67% 3,92% 
regularly 4,63% 4,28% 5,40% 4,65% 
occasionally 5,99% 5,89% 7,20% 7,25% 
no 87,94% 88,43% 82,73% 84,18% 

shift-work yes, permanently 5,82% 5,30% 8,63% 6,56% 
regularly 4,28% 3,94% 5,08% 4,09% 
occasionally 1,28% 1,19% 1,43% 1,33% 
no 88,62% 89,56% 84,86% 88,02% 
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7 Summary and conclusions 

The impacts of policy interventions on the economy and on the environment crucially 

depend - among other things - on how they affect technological change. Conse

quently, the way technological change is characterised in environmental-economic 

models affects the results of policy simulations. In most environmental-economic mod

els, however, technological change is exogenous, that is, endogenous technological 

change such as induced innovations or learning effects are not captured by these 

models. From a policy perspective, models which portray technological progress as 

exogenous imply that policy interventions cannot affect the rate or direction of techno

logical change. Further criticism regarding the portrayal of technological change in 

most top-down models arises from the postulated type of production functions which 

imply unlimited factor substitution possibilities. Since in reaiity, substitution possibilities 

are Iimited, the assumption of unlimited factor substitution results in an underestimation 

of the costs of climate policies. In contrast, most energy-intensive industrial production 

processes are better characterised by "putty-clay" type technologies where a choice 

can be made between different limitational processes, but the input structures of the 

existing piants are fixed. Technology-based bottom-up models, on the other hand, can

not account for macroeconomic effects and tend to underestimate the costs of climate 

change. 

In this research project, a new modelling approach was developed which allows tech

nological progress to be modelled as process-related and policy-induced. Also, the 

choice between limitational production technologies (technological paradigms) is ex

plicitly mode lied. This new approach has been applied and implemented in the macro

econometric model PANTA RHEI for three energy-intensive industries in Germany: the 

iron and steel industry, the pulp and paper industry, and the cement industry. For these 

three sectors, the existing top-down approach is replaced by a technology-based bot

tom-up approach taking into account capitai vintage structure and process characteris

tics. At the same time, the interdependencies of the considered sectors and the overall 

economy are included in a consistent way. 

The representation of the different energy-intensive industries is based on econometric 

time series analyses. For two steel production technologies, the coal-based blast fur

nace oxygen steel and electric are furnace steel production lines (BOF and EAF-steel), 

the main parameters driving production and investment, the evolution and diffusion of 

best practice technologies, fuel mix and CO2-emissions are estimated econometrically 

,and consistently linked to the parameters of PANTA RHEI. A similar approach is ap

plied to two paper technologies: paper manufacturing based on primary fibres (PFP) 

and recycled paper (RCP). In general, technology choice takes place via new invest-
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ments in alternative process lines. For cement production, the modelling was some

what easier. Since currently only one technological paradigm is used for the production 

of clinker, the rotary kiln, it was not necessary to model a choice of technology for the 

cement industry. 

In terms of innovation, the steel, pulp and paper and the cement industries can all be 

best characterized as "supplier dominated" that is, these types of sectors contribute 

relatively little to innovation themselves. Thus, innovation is incorporated in capital 

goods and evolves through the adoption and diffusion of best-practice technologies. In 

the new modelling approach developed in this project, technological change is repre

sented as the change in specific energy use of the best-practice technology (trajecto

ries). To allow for endogenous technologicai change, the relations between the time 

path of the best-practice fuei and the electricity consumption of the technological para

digms are regressed on a set of determinants which are supposed to reflect factors 

affecting the costs and benefits of new technologies to the adopters as weil as factors 

affecting the technical development of energy efficiency. These determinants generally 

include relative energy and material input prices and R&D expenditures by the industry 

sectors and by the mechanical engineering and electrical engineering sectors. !n addi

tion, indices were included to reflect the industry concentration in the production of 

steel, paper or cement in Germany. 

As to the impact of energy prices on the energy efficiency of the best-practice technol

ogy, the empirical evidence is mixed. For the steel sector, fuel and electricity prices 

were significantly negatively correlated with fuel and electricity use in new BOF-steel 

and EAF-steel technologies, respectively. For the paper industry, higher fuel prices 

resulted in lower fuel use for the best-practice PFP and RCP technologies. By contrast, 

energy prices were not found to playa role in the electricity use for new RCP technolo

gies in paper production or for best-practice fuel use in the cement industry. The 

greater impact of fuei prices on process shifts and on best-practice energy use in the 

steel industry compared to the paper industry may be explained by the higher energy 

cost share in the iron and steel industry. Our analyses provide empirical support for the 

hypothesis that the sectors considered are "supplier dominated" in terms of innovation. 

Usually, R&D expenditures by the sectors themselves were not found to playa role in 

terms of energy intensity. For the best~practice energy consumption of BOF-steel, R&D 

spending by the mechanicallelectrical engineering sectors was found to be statistically 

significant. The only case in which industry concentration appeared to have a statisti

cally significant impact was best-practice electricity use in the paper industry. Of 

course, the quality of the estimation results crucially depends on data availability, which 

was best in the steel sector. It should also be stressed that the relatively small numbers 

of degrees of freedom limited the evaluation of the estimated regression equations and 
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that the results need to be interpreted carefully (especially for the cement sector). If 

longer time series data had been available, more variables might have turned out to be 

statistically significant, most notably the impact of fuel prices on best-practice fuel use 

in the cement industry. 

This new integrated bottom-up/top-down modelling approach allows a paradigm

specific analysis of the impacts of policy measures and general framework conditions. 

The simulation of a tax on CO2-emissions in the steel sector highlights the importance 

of analytically and empirically distinguishing between different production processes, in 

particular if they are affected asymmetrically by policy intervention or changed frame 

conditions. A CO2-tax is introduced in 2005 in all policy scenarios, which increases 

from 5 € to 20 € per ton CO2 in 2010 and then remains at that level. A higher tax on 

CO2-emissions results in an overall emissions reduction which can be broken down into 

five factors for the example of the steel industry: i) a reduction in overall steel produc

tion, ii) energy-saving technical progress via more energy-efficient best practice tech

nologies, iii) faster implementation of best practice technologies via increased invest

ment, iv) a long-term shift from more carbon-intensive BOF production to EAF produc

tion, and v) a change in the fuel mix either in BOF production - frcm ecke and coal to 

less carbon-intensive fuels Iike heavy fuel oil - or in electricity generation for EAF pro

duction - from carbon-intensive coal to gas or carbon-free renewable energy carriers. 

Empirically, the shift from coal-based BOF-steel production to electricity-based electric 

arc steel production is the major driving force for substantial emission cuts. But other 

driving forces such as (induced) technological change or a decrease in overall produc

tion also turn out to contribute significantly to lowering emissions. In terms of policy 

implications, these findings suggest that modifying the tax scheme under the German 

Ecological Tax Reform to provide stronger incentives to save energy in the manufactur

ing sector (which, under the current scheme, is largely exempted and pays very low 

marginal costs on energy consumption) would - at least for some industry sectors -

further reduce energy consumption via a switch to less energy-intensive products and 

production processes within and across sub-sectors, and via the accelerated adoption 

and diffusion of more energy-efficient technologies. In principle, similar effects can be 

expected from the EU-wide emissions trading system, which is due to start in 2005 for 

most energy-intensive companies in the European Union. 

Because of long investment cycles, energy-intensive industries typically need a long 

time to adapt to a new policy framework. The capital structure of industries is a very 

important feature when evaluating climate change policies. Since this structure differs 

between industries and countries, there is no general rule for the best climate change 

policy. Investment cycles may create a techno-economic "window of opportunity" for 

competing radical innovations under certain favourable conditions such as instable 
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phases of competition. For a new iron making method - the smelting reduction technol

ogy (SRT), we addressed the question of whether a CO2-tax at the end of the 1990s 

would have opened a window of opportunity for the new technology, as was argued for 

other countries like the Netherlands and Japan. For Germany, such a window of oppor

tunity could not be found. Instead, the simulation results suggest a long-term shift to

wards more electric arc steel production and improved competitiveness of the old tech

nology due to price-induced technical progress. 

Based on simulations with an overall CO2-tax, the new modelling approach is com

pared with the conventional approach in PANTA RHEI. The results show that, in the 

conventional approach, price changes mainly induce different input structures in the 

homogenous sectors. In the new modelling approach, three different effects can be 

observed: first, intra-sector substitution between different technoiogical paradigms may 

take place. Second, this process shift is connected with changes in the fuel mix and 

therefore the carbon intensity. Third, efficiency progress within the technological para

digms depends in turn on frame conditions such as energy and other input prices. In 

terms of mitigation costs, the findings suggest that the tax policy leads to smaller 

changes in GDP and to higher emission reductions than the conventional approach. 

Thus, the estimated costs of climate policy are smaller under the new modelling ap

proach. Since the new modelling approach was applied to only three industry sectors, 

the magnitude of these differences is small. These findings further suggest that the 

cost-reducing effects stemming from the modelling of induced technological change 

outweigh the cost-increasing effects from introducing limited intra-sectoral technologi

cal substitution compared to the conventional modelling approach. 

Concerning the time needed to adapt to higher CO2-prices, the simulations of a CO2-

tax scenario for the German pulp and paper and steel industries with and without the 

new modelling approach reveal interesting results. Obviously, in energy- and capital

intensive industries, the conventional top-down approach overestimates the short-term 

possibilities to adapt to higher CO2 and energy prices in the first few years. In the new 

approach, substitution possibilities are limited in the first few years. In the longer run, 

higher energy prices induce process shifts and technological change, which will con

tinue to reduce CO2-emissions many years after the initial price impulse. The long-term 

reduction will be larger than expected in the conventional approach. Because of lang 

investment cycles, energy-intensive industries such as the iron and steel industry need 

a long time to adapt to a new policy framework. 

The simulation results also show that the effects on GOP of a modest CO2-tax are al

most negligible. Since the tax revenue is used to lower labour casts, the CO2-tax re

sults in a double dividend. First, emissions are reduced, and second, employment in-
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creases by about 313,000 jobs in 2010 and by 231,000 in 2020 compared to the refer

ence scenario. For most sectors, the impact on employment of a modest CO2-tax is 

smalI, but job losses in some energy sectors mayamount to 10 % compared to the 

reference scenario. In sum, there is a slight shift towards jobs with higher (master de

gree) education and medium (bachelor degree and foremen/technicians) education 

requirements. The CO2-tax has no noticeable effect on jobs with the lowest qualification 

requirements. Differences in the effects on job characteristics and working conditions 

are barely noticeable. Diverse extensions of the presented modelling approach are 

conceivable for future applications. The illustration of the technological conditions could 

be further improved by modelling the industries considered. For example, the assump

tion of perfect substitutability of both types of steel for the steel industry could be aban

doned since electric arc furnace steel is mainly used for "Iong products", whereas the 

manufacturing of "flat productsll (sheets) remains primarily a domain of oxygen steel.34 

A similar argument holds for paper production. Taking into account the actual limited 

substitutability of the technoiogical paradigms for some applications makes it possible 

to analyse what effects on the choice of technology and technical progress result from 

demand-induced structural change. These changes in demand may be modelled exo

genously or as policy induced, which is more challenging. In addition, the modelling 

approach presented could be tested for other energy-intensive sectors with production 

structures which can best be characterised by technological paradigms of a putty-clay 

nature. Possible candidates are electricity generation, the production of chlorine or 

other energy-intensive meta!s such as aluminium or copper, The discussion of substi

tutability of technologies, technological change and technology choice also suggests 

that a dynamic perspective may be appropriate. That is, (possibly induced) technologi

cal change may change the degree of substitutability of technological paradigms over 

time, thus increasing competition between existing technologies. Likewise, technologi

cal progress over time may produce superior technologies which then compete with 

existing technologies. In this case, investors' decisions do not concern the choice be

tween two alternative technologies, but rather the timing of new investments. The ap

proach applied in this project would have to be modified for radically new technologies, 

since there is no historic data available for these, on which econometric analyses could 

be based. Instead, expert opinions and technology foresight would have to be applied 

and translated into the modelling framework. 

34 Aeeording to representatives of the sector, the size of the eleetrie are furnaee steel share in 
total erude steel produetion depends mainly on the demand strueture of the steel markets 
in eonjunetion with the availability of serap and energy. See Ameling and Aiehinger (2001). 
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In terms of innovation, it is often stated that, in most cases, several instruments from 

several policy areas affect innovation decisions simultaneously, and that regulation is 

only one of many (SRU 2002, Rennings et al. 2004). In principle, the new modelling 

approach applied allows several policy instruments to playa role (such as price policies 

or R&D). However, the set of policies that can be considered is restricted because of 

data limitations. In particular, only those determinants of innovation could be included 

which can be represented by variables or proxies. In addition, a sufficiently long time 

series of data would have to be available for the econometric analyses. Thus, incorpo

rating "soft context" factors such as the regulatory context or communication patterns 

between actors remains achallenge for future research. Nevertheless, since the mod

elling approach presented explicitly includes technological paradigms, their trajectories; 

competition between existing technologies and barriers to diffusion, it does contain the 

most important elements of a system-oriented approach to addressing innovation proc

esses. 
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ANNEXA 

A.1 The Model PANTA RHEI 

PANTA RHEI - the name means "all things flow" and stems from the Greek philosopher 

Heraclitus - is a model for economy-energy-environment analysis in Germany. The 

national part is based on statistics of the German Federal Statistical Office. A 1 gives an 

overview of the different modules. Besides the comprehensive modelling of the econ

omy, energy and emissions, traffic, dwelling and land use are described in detail. All 

modules are consistently linked and solved simultaneously. 

Figure A.1: Structure of PANTA RHEI 

GINFORS 
World trade model 

INFORGE 
(economic core) 

- Input-Output-tables 
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-final demand 
- production 
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private households 
- air emissions 

Dvvelling 
-vintages 

Land use 

The model has been used for various studies including a study on the environmental 

tax reform in Germany (Bach et al. 2002), the development of technologies for reducing 
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air emissions (Lutz 2000) and for different scenarios of a sustainable Germany 

(Goenen and Grundwald 2003, Keimel et al. 2004, Spangenberg et al. 2003). Different 

versions of the model have been developed since 1994. The version at hand is based 

on the "Statistical Glassification of Economic Activities in the European Gommunity" 

(NAGE) of National Accounts. According to the classification of West (1995) it is an 

"econometric + input-output model", that belongs to the family of national interindustry 

models of the INFORUM family. 

A.2 Philosophy 

The performance of PANTA RHEI is founded on the INFORUM philosophy (Almon 

1991), which means that econometric input-output models should be constructed in a 

bottom-up and fully integrated manner. Here "bottom-up" means that each sector of the 

economy has to be modelled in great detail and that the macroeconomic aggregates 

have to be caleulated by explicit aggregation within the model. The construction princi

pie "fully integrated" means that the model structure takes into account a variable input

output structure within the consistent System of National Accounts, which contains the 

complexity and simultaneity of income creation and distribution in the different sectors, 

its redistribution among the sectors and its use for the different goods and services 

which the sectors produce in the context of global markets. 

The model shows a very high level of endogenisation and is highly interdependent. 

Basically, tax rates, labour supply and the global market variables of the international 

GINFORS system are determined exogenously, though it is technically possible to link 

both models (Meyer et al. 2003). It has to be stressed that the whole system is solved 

simultaneously. Apart from the regular interdependencies of the economic cycle, it 

monitors the volume-price interdependencies as weil as the wage-price interdependen

cies. 

The economic core of the model is an econometric input-output model, appropriately 

described as evolutionary. By means of behavioural equations, routines in decision

making processes are simulated which are not derived explicitly from optimisation ac

tivities performed by rational agents, but are based on bounded rationality on imperfect 

markets. Market prices resült from mark-up calculation performed by companies. Time 

within this modei is historie and irreversible. The adjustment of the capital stocks gen

erates path dependency. 

Usually, the input-output approach is considered to be a demand-oriented approach. 

This, however, does not account for PANTA RHEI. On the one hand demand deter

mines production in the model. On the other hand, it needs to be emphasized that all 
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variables concerning demand for commodities and factors depend on, among other 

things, relative prices with prices, in turn, being set with regard to the unit costs of 

companies by means of a price-setting hypothesis. The differences between mac

roeconometric models such as PANTA RHEI and the Computable General Equilibrium 

(CGE) models in which a competitive market is simulated, concerning this aspect, lies 

in the presumed market form, not in the emphasis on one side of the market or the 

other (West 1995, p. 216). It might as weil be said this way: Companies, on the basis of 

their cost situation and the prices of competitive imported goods, set their sales prices. 

Potential customers react to that with their decision which in turn determines the rate of 

production. Therefore, elements of both supply and demand are equally present. 

Innovations in economy and technology, that are caused by cost-push can basically be 

projected. This is monitored by the estimation of the dependence of the input coeffi

eients on prices - input to output - and trends. Linear-limitational technologies form the 

assumed basis, which, in the course of time, may change due to cost-push induced 

technological progress. The system of factor demand functions, dependent on prices 

as weil as trends, describes the technology with the correspondent vector of the coeffi

eients of intermediate input and labour input for any given point in time. The change of 

the input coefficients reflects the technological change determined by the cost-push of 

the relative prices. 

The dynamics of the model are caused by the adjustment of the assessed value of 

capital funds, the delayed adjustment of wages to the development of productivity and 

prices, the delayed adjustment of public consumption to the development of the gov

ernment available income, and further lags in demand functions. 

The parameters of the model equations have been econometrically estimated over the 

period from 1991 through 2000 using the OlS method. In choosing alternative ap-

proaches of estimation, first of all apriori information about sign and the order of mag-

nitude of the coefficients to be estimated were utilized. In other words: Results of esti

mations that were economically nonsensical were dismissed. The remaining estima

tions were tested both for autocorrelation of residuals according to the Durbin-Watson 

statistics, and for the significance of the estimated parameters by means of the t-test. 

When, on that basis, a discrimination of competing approach es was not possible, the 

coefficient of determination of the estimation was referred to. With regard to the enor

mous volume of the model, the OlS method appears to be the appropriate, that is, the 

easiest estimation method. 
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A.3 Model structure 

Figure A.3 describes the economic linkages within the model. The GINFORS global 

trade model provides the vector of global import demand and the vector of global mar

ket prices structured by composite commodities as weil as the US interest rate. Along 

with the global market prices, the model is provided with a prognosis of global energy 

prices by the GINFORS system. 

The model consistently describes the annual inter-industry flows between the 59 sec

tors (intermediate inputs), their contributions to 6 components of final demand: per

sonal consumption, government, equipment investment, construction, inventory in

vestment, exports as weil as 4 components of value added: labour compensation, prof

its, indirect taxes minus subsidies and consumption of fixed capital as given in Figure 

A.5. Furthermore output, employment, productivity and imports are calculated for 59 

industries. All variables are added up to come to the macroeconomic variables. 

Figure A.2: The input-output module 

1991 

1991 

The most significant determinants of labour demand are the production and the real 

wages of the respective sector. Wages, in turn, are determined by the development of 

productivity and prices. Earnings and unit costs result from definition. Along with the 

development of prices of similar imported commodities, the unit costs are the central 

2015 
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determinants of prices within the basic price concept. These significant determinants of 

the development of prices are displayed in more detail in Figure AA, while it needs to 

be stressed that the factors referred to are respectively modelIed on the level of the 59 

sectors. 

Figure A.3: Explanation of prices 
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It is, however, not first and foremost basic prices which determines the development of 

demand (private consumption, government consumption, investment, export and in

termediate input), but market prices. To describe this adequately, the model contains 

the complete transition from production to market prices for all components of demand 

including a differentiation between 59 composite commodities. This level of detail within 

the model is necessary in order to correctly monitor changes of the value-added tax or 

other taxes on products, such as the mineral oil tax, for the several production sectors. 

In correspondence with the respective production sector, the possibilities of the pass

along of indirect taxes differ. 

Apart from the context of the input-output calculation for 59 industries the model in

cludes the System of National Accounts with its institutionai sectors - government, pri

vate households and non-profit institutions serving households (NPiSHs), financiai cor

porations, non-financial corporations and the rest of the world - as weil as the func

tional accounts of production, generation of income, allocation of primary income, sec

ondary distribution of income, use of disposable income, and capital in order to calcu

late the SNA of the Federal Republic of Germany. This system comprises the complete 

redistribution of income including social insurance and taxation between government, 
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private households and corporations, thus allowing the calculation of disposable in

come which is once more a significant determinant of final demand. Moreover, the fi

nancing account balances are ascertained. Therefore, the model includes especially 

government budget constraints. As a result, the entire fiscal policy is endogenously 

integrated into this system. 

Figure A.4: From basic to market prices 

I Basic prices j 
+ ~I ======~EE~====v~a~l~ue==ad~d~e~d~tma~x==============~,,,1 
+ I Other taxes on products ' I 
+ 1~========~D~isEtn~·EbEuEtiEoEnEaEnEd~tr~aEn~sEp~oErEtEseEr~v=ic=e=s~==~==~~1 

~1'====~====~==s~uEbEsEidEiEemsEo=nEpEr~oEduEcEtEs============~I 

= Market prices 

In addition, PANTA RHEI contains a disaggregated energy and air pollution module 

which distinguishes 30 energy carriers and their inputs in 121 production sectors j and 

households as weil as the related CO2 and other air emissions. Energy demand is fully 

integrated into the intermediate demand of the firms and the consumption demand of 

households. Energetic input coefficients are generally explained by relative prices and 

trends. 

The supply of nuclear energy and renewable energy for electricity production is mod

elled exogenously, since they primarily depend on policy decisions in Germany. As for 

the transport sector, the gasoline and diesel demand of hoüseholds and firms is calcu= 

lated using an extended road traffic module, which explains the stock of cars and 

trucks and their usage as weil as technical progress in the new vehicle vintages. 
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A.4 The economic part of the model in detail 

A.4.1 Final demand 

A.4.1.1 Consumption of private households 

The macroeconomic private consumption demand CPVR is explained with regard to 

the disposable income of households YVANH in constant prices and the interest rate 

RKONTfor consumer credits. In the equation, PCPV stands for the index of consumer 

prices: 

CPVR[t] =j{YVANH[t] I PCPV[t}, RKONT[t}J 

The shares of the 43 utilization purposes cpvrqk of the consumption CPVR are ex

plained with regard to the respective relative price, consisting of the price index of the 

utilization purpose PCPVk and the index of consumer prices PCP V, the 10 year treasury 

bond rate RUML and the time trend ZEIT. 

cpvrqk[t} = j{pcpvk[tjIPCPV[tj, RUML[tj, ZEIT!t]} 

The expenditures in constant prices for the purposes of utilization cpvr result from the 

multiplication of the rates by the aggregate consumption of private households CPVR: 

cpvrk[tj = cpvrqk[tj * CPVRft] 

Equally by definition, the expenditures of the purposes of utilization in current prices 

are ascertained: 

The consumption demand for commodity groups in current prices is calculated by 

means of the CPX bridge matrix of the year 2000, which within the rows contains the 

shares of a commodity group i of the different consumption purposes k: 

cpniftj = I k (CPXi,k[t=2000] * Cpvnk[tj) 

The trade and transport services included htCpni, the value-added taxes mwtcpni, the 

other taxes on products sgutCpni and the subsidies SUbCpni are ascertained using fixed 

rates which, however, are variable in model simulations. 

htcpnJtj = qhtcpJ2000j * cpnJtj 

sgutcpniftj = qsgutcpif2000j * cpnJtj 

mwtcpniftj = qmwtcpif2000j * cpnJtj 
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SUbCpni[tj = qsubcpif2000j * cpniftj 

By subtracting the trade and transport seNices as weil as the other transitional factors 

from the consumption expenditures at market prices cpn, we get the consumption ex

penditures at basic prices cpun: 

cpuniftj = cpniftj - htcpiftj - sgutcpniftj - mwtcpniftj + subcpniftj 

The basic prices of consumer products pcpu depend on the unit costs uc of the sector 

and the prices pim of the competing imported goods: 

pcpuiftj = !r(uciftj, pimiftj J 

The market prices of consumer products pcp are explained with regard to the basic 

prices pcpu and the rate of the respective taxes on products levied on them: 

pcpiftj = !r( 1 +qmwtcpiftj ) *pcpuiftj, ( 1 + qmwtcpiftJ ) * 
( s gutcpnif tl subcpnif t J )/ cp ri! t J } 

The prices of the 43 utilization purposes PCPVk are ascertained with regard to the mar

ket prices pcp! of the consumer products included in them: 

PCpVk[tj = !{PCpl[tj, pCp2[tj , ... , PCPn[t]J 

The division of the nominal factors cpn or cpun respectively by the appertaining prices 

pcp or pcpu respectively leads to the actual factors cpr or cpur respectively in either 

price concept. 

cpriftj = 100 * cpniftjlpcpi[tj 

cpuriftj = 100 * cpuniftjlpcpuiftj 

The appertaining macroeconomic factors can be calculated by addition, the price indi

ces by division of the nominai by the reai factors with the price basis being 1995. The 

sum of trade and transport seNices paid over all commodities is zero. 

The ascertaining of sums will not be explained any further in the course of this paper. 

Within the model, however, the macroeconomic variables for all sector variables are 

ascertained by aggregation. 

A.4.1.2 Consumption expenditures of non-profit institutions serving 
households (NPISHs) 

The consumption expenditures cpour in constant prices of NPISHs are determined by, 

among other things, the development of the gross domestic product (GDP) in real 
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terms BIPR or the government consumption expenditures in the area of social security 

contributions CSLR: 

cpourJtj = ![BIPR[tj,CSLR[tj} 

The market prices of consumer products of NPISHs pepo are identical to the basic 

prices pepou, which depend on the unit costs of the respective sector: 

pcpouJtj = ![ucJtj} 

The corresponding factors in current prices are the result of multiplication by the corre

sponding basic prices pepou: 

cpounJ t j = cpourJ tl * pcpouif t J 

The macroeconomic parameters result from aggregation and division as explained 

above. 

A.4.1.3 Consumption expenditures of general government 

The consumption expenditures of general government is subdivided into for social se

curity benefits and government consumption. Due to, among other things, the current 

political discussion, the simulation of overall government expenditures for social secu

rity benefits in current prices CSLN requires differentiation: Assuming that the demand 

among people from the age of 65 years upward (ELOER) for health benefits is about 

twice as high as among younger people (CHILOREN, WORKING) , a level of cost per 

capita CSLKN can be calculated. Assuming that expenditures per capita in public 

health depend particularly on medical technological progress, the level of cost per cap

ita is projected with a time trend (ZEIT). 

CSLKN[tj = ![ZEIT} 

CSLN then results from the multiplication of the segments of the population by the level 

of cost: 

CSLN[tj = CSLKN[tj * (CHILDREN[tj+WORKING[tj 

+ 2 * ELDER[tj) 

The social security benefits structured by commodity groups es/n are ascertained by 

the relative price pesl in proportion to the aggregated price PCSL and the aggregated 

expenditures CSLN: 

cslnJtj = ![pcslJtjIPCSL[tj, CSLN[tj} 
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The trade and transport services as weil as the value-added taxes included are re

corded via constant rates qhtes or qmwtes respectively: 

htcsnJt] = qhtcsJt=2000] * cslnJt] 

mwtcsni[t] = qmwtcsJt=2000] * cslnJt] 

When the trade and transport services as weil as the value-added taxes are subtracted 

from the social security contributions at market prices es/n, the result is the social secu

rity contributions at basic prices es/un: 

cslunJt] = cslnJt] - htcsJt] - mwtcsnJt] 

The division of the variables at current prices esln or eslun respectiveiy by the corre

sponding price indices pes/ or pes/u respectiveiy leads to the real variables eslr or es/ur 

respectively in both price concepts. 

cslriftJ = 100 * cslnzIt}/pcslzIt] 

cslurJt] = 100 * cslunJt]/pcsluJt] 

The prices pes! and peslu are projected with the growth rate of the price index of the 

consumption demand for the respective commodity group peg, since an econometric 

explanation was not possible. The development of the price of health goods (commod

ity group 54) is exogenous to the model as it is dependent on policy decisions. 

Government consumption in current prices as a whoie CSVN is dependent on the de

velopment of the gross domestic product. The proportion of both factors STVQ is inter

preted as the government consumption rate the development of which is predeter

mined. Thus it is presumed that the government consumption is a deliberate decision 

made by the government, according to government functions. 

CSVN[t] = STVQ[t] * BIPN[t-11 

The nominal government consumption structured by composite commodities esvn is 

explained with regard to the overall government expenditures: 

csvni[t] =!{CSVN[t]J 

The market prices of the government consumption pesvare identical to the basic prices 

pesvu, which in turn depend on the price index of the respective commodity group or 

the macroeconomic price index of the gross domestic product. 

pcsvuJt] = !{pgJt],PBIP[t]} 

The actual government consumption in prices of 1995 result from definition: 
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csvrilt} = 100 * csvnilt}lpcsVUi[t} 

The overall government consumption demand (esn, esr) is ascertained by the addition 

of the consumption demand for social security contributions (es/n, es/r) and government 

consumption (esvn, esvr). 

A.4.1.4 Equipment investment 

The starting point of the simulation of investments is the investing industries. The 

equipment expenditures of a industry j iasr depend on its gross production xsr, its capi

tal stock kasr as weil as the actual interest - treasury rate RUML minus inflation rate 

/NFL - and fürther sector-specific variables. In order to record the expectations con

cerning the macroeconomic development, the CDAX share index in each sectoral func

tion of investments is tested with a one-year advance (CDAXL). In case of obvious sig

nificance it is integrated into the function. 

iasrJft] = l(xsrJft}, kasrJft}, (RUML[t) - INFL[t}), CDAXL, ... } 

The replacement fram the capital stock of the industry j aasr depends on the develop

ment of the capital stock with allacated lags: 

aasrJft] = I( aasrJft-l}, kasrJft-l}} 

The development of the capital stock for equipment results from definition: 

kasrJft} = kasrJft-l} + iasrJftJ - aasr)!t] 

The vectar of the equipment expenditures structured by commodity groups at market 

prices in constant prices before the deduction of the purchases/sales of equipment and 

other assets iarh results from the multiplication of the lAX bridge matrix of the year 

2000 by the vector of the equipment expenditures structured by industries. Within the 

rows the matrix includes the shares of the investments of the 59 industries which are 

made following the demand for equipment expenditures of the commodity group i. 

iarhilt} = Li (IAXij[2000) * iasrJft}) 

The purchases/sales of equipment and other assets in constant prices (invar) are as

certained by means of constant rates (qinv8,1 of the year 2000 of equipment expendi

tures in constant prices before the deduction of the pürchases/sales of equipment and 

other assets. 

invarift) = qinvaril2000} * iarhilt} 

The equipment expenditures with reference to commodity groups at market prices in 

constant prices (iar) result from definition: 
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iarJ t} = iarhi/ t} - invari/ t} 

Multiplication by the market prices pia results in the nominal equipment at market 

prices: 

ianJt} = 0.01 * ian[t} * piai/t} 

The trade and transport services htian included as weil as the value-added taxes 

mwtian and the taxes on products sgutian are ascertained via constant rates: 

htianJt} = qhtiaJ2000} * ianJt} 

mwtiani/t} = qmwtiai!2000} * ianJt} 

sgutiansl[t} = qsgutiasl[2000} * ianSl[t} 

By the subtraction of the trade and transport services as weil as the value-added taxes 

from the equipment at market prices ian, you get as the result the equipment at basic 

prices iaun. For line 51 (business-related services), additionally the taxes on products 

have to be taken into consideration. 

iaunif t} :::: ianil t} - htianil t J - n'lwtianJ t} 

The division of the parameters in current prices iaun by the appertaining prices piau 

leads to the factors in constant prices iaur within the concept of the basic prices: 

iauri/ t} = 100 * iauni/ t} /piauJ t} 

The basic prices of equiprnent piaü depend on the appertaining unit costs uc and the 

prices of competing imported goods pim: 

piaui/t} =f{ucift}, pimi/t}J 

The rnarket prices of equipment pia again are determined by the respective basic 

prices and the rates of the taxes on products. 

piaJt} = f[( 1 +qmwtiaJ2000})* piauJt} J 

The prices of equipment expenditures with reference to investing industries pias are 

determined by the prices of the composite commodities n included in them. 

piasift} = f{pial[t}, p ia2[t}, ... , pian[t} J 

A.4.1.5 Construction expenditures 

The simulation of construction expenditures isbr has been selected in analogy with the 

one concerning equipment. For the construction expenditures of industries the follow

ing approaches are estimated: 
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ibsrltJ = f{xsrlt], kbsrj[t], (RUML[t] - INFL[t] ), .. .) 

The function of construction expenditures of sector 47 (services of the real estate and 

housing sector) is subject to particular specification. For this sector, an estimation is 

dispensed with, presuming a development simulating a retrogression to the level of 

1991. This simulation is based on the observation that an estimated function is by no 

means able to project the development of the years 2001 and 2002. Additionally, his

torical observation shows that, on the one hand, there has been economic cycles con

cerning construction, that on the other hand, however, a long-term rise in construction 

investment in constant prices is not in sight and that the development over the past 

years is exclusively due to German reunification or has been completely covered over 

byit. 

A.4.1.6 Export demand 

The export demand in constant prices of a commodity group exrj is explained with re

gard to the respective German export iexrm of the international GINFORS system. 

exrJt] = f(iexrm{t}) 

Multiplication by the market prices pex produces the result of the export at current mar

ket prices: 

exnlt] =0.01 * exri[t] * pexlt]) 

The trade and transport services included as weil as the government subsidies are 

recorded by means of constant rates: 

htexnlt] = qhtexlt=2000] * exnlt] 

subexnlt] = qsubexlt=2000] * exni[t] 

By subtracting the trade and transport services a weil as the subsidies from the export 

at market prices exn, you get the export at basic prices exun: 

exunlt] = exnlt] - htexnlt] + subexni[t] 

The division of the factors in current prices exun by the appertaining basic price pexu 

produces the result of the export in constant prices exur. 

exurlt] = 100 * exunlt]/pexult] 

The export prices according to the basic price concept pexu of the commodity group i 
are explained with regard to the unit costs of the sector uc and the appertaining import 

price pim. 
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pexuilt} = f(pimi[t}, ucilt}} 

The export prices of the market price concept pex result from the export prices accord

ing to the basic price concept pexu. In the process, agriculture (commodity group 1) is 

the only sector for which government subsidies have to be taken into consideration. 

pexil t} = f( pexui! t} } 

pexj[t} = f(pexuj[t},subexnj[t}lexrj[t}} 

A.4.1.7 Aggregated final demand 

Up to this point, the simulation of the single component parts of final demand has been 

explained. Only the inventory stocks ivur or ivun respectively remain exogenous. For 

them, an exogenous development is presumed which, over a long-term period, will 

reduce them to zero. The combination of these aspects then results in the overall final 

demand at basic prices: 

fgur[t} = cpur[t}+cpour[t}+cslur[t}+csvr[t}+iaur[t} 

+ibur[t}+ivur[t}+exur[tJ 

fgun[t} = cpun[t}+cpoun[t}+cslun[t}+csvn[t}+iaunft} 

+ibunft} +ivunft} +exunft} 

pfgu[t} = 100 * fgun[t}/fgurft} 

The final demand at market prices fgr or fgn respectively as weil as the component 

parts of the net commodity taxes (mwtfgn, sgutfgn, subfgn) can be calculated accord

ingly. Eventually, the macroeconomic factors are determined by aggregation. 

A.4.2 Intermediate demand and technology 

The XR matrix describes the interlinking of intermediate inputs in constant basic prices 

of the year 1995, the YN matrix represents the interlinking of intermediate inputs in 

current basic prices. The input coefficient ARij is defined as the quotient of the interme

diate inputs of the commodity i in the sector j and the gross production of the sector j. 

The input coefficients are variable and are explained by a relative price from the price 

index of the intermediate inputs PVgi of the delivering sector and the price of the grass 

production pgjof the receiving sector as weil as a time trend ZEIT. The variability of the 

input coefficients is not considered the result of factor substitution, but the effect of 

cost-push induced technological progress which leads to improvements of limitational 

processes. The presumption of substitutional technologies is doubtful concerning the 
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intermediate demand, since intermediate inputs are part of the product. Therefore, an 

alteration of the intermediate inputs redefines the product (Georgescu Roegen 1990). 

ARij[t} = f{pvgift}/pg}!t}, ZEIT[t} J 

The deliveries of intermediate inputs of the commodity group at constant basic prices 

then are the column sums of the matrix XR: 

vgurift} = .E.i (ARij[t) * xgrj[t}) = .E.i (XRij[t}) 

The appertaining price index pvgu is explained with regard to the unit costs uc of the 

domestic production of the commodity group and the corresponding import price, since 

import is included within deliveries of intermediate inputs as weil. Subsequently, the 

intermediate inputs in current prices can be ascertained: 

PVgUi[t} =f{ucift}, pimift}J 

Vgunift] = 0.01 * vgurilt] * pvguiftj 

To summarize, in the conventional version of PANTA RHEI technical change is not 

directly modelled. Rather, the jesuit of this process - changing input structures - is 

depicted in time series of input-output tables. This allows for a reduced-form type esti

mation of price dependent input coefficients, but there is no link to the underlying tech

nologies. 

A.4.3 Domestic production and import 

The gross production is defined as the sum of demand for intermediate and final de

mand minus the import imr: 

xgriftj = vguriftj + fgurift}- imrift} 

The substitution of the demand fOi inteimediate inputs by the equation 59 and the solv

ing of the equation towards the vector of gross production results in the vector terms: 

xgr[tj = (E - AR[tj Xl * (fgur[tj - imrft}) 

In the equation, Eis the unit matrix. In contrast to many input-out-based models such 

as CGE models, there is no explicit production function in PANTA RHEI. 

The demand for import imr is ascertained with regard to the gross production of the 

commodity group and the proportion of the domestic price of the commodity group to 

the import price: 

imrift} = f{xgriftj, pgiftj/pimiftj J 
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The import prices pim are explained with regard to the corresponding import prices of 

Germany within the international GINFORS system. The import in current prices imn 

then can be ascertained by definition: 

pimilt] = j{pimm[t]} 

imnilt] = 0.01 * imri [tl * pimilt] 

The gross production ygn is defined as the sum of the intermediate demand vgun and 

the final demand fgun at current prices minus the import in current prices imn: 

ygnilt] = vgunilt] + jgunilt] - imni[t] 

The price index of the gross production pg then is determined by definition as: 

pgilt] =100 * ygnilt]/xgrilt] 

A.4.4 Grass value added of production sectors 

The level of intermediate inputs of the sector j in constant basic prices can be ascer

tained by definition by the aggregation of the various single inputs of commodities util

ized in the sector j: 

vegur;ft] = .4 (ARijft] * xgr;ft]) 

The nominal intermediate inputs at basic prices of the sector j are the result of the mul

tiplication of the intermediate inputs in real terms by the appertaining manufacturing 

price pvgu and their subsequent aggregation: 

vegun;ftJ = .4 (XRij[t] * pvguilt]) 

= .4 (ARijft] * xgr;ftJ * pvgui[t] * 0.01) 

Subsequently, the net commodity taxes levied on the inputs of intermediate inputs sec

tor j has to pay have to be ascertained. For this purpose, the corresponding tax or gov

ernment subsidy vectors are transferred from composite commodities to sectors of 

production by means of subdivision matrices - STX for the value-added taxes and the 

other commodity taxes, SUBX for government commodity subsidies. By means of this, 

an appropriate assignment of the net commodity taxes to the sectors of production is 

achieved. 

ngutvenj[t] =.4 (STXij[2000]*(sgutvgnilt]+mwtvgnilt}) 

- SUBXi;f2000]*subvgnift]) 

The tax loads in constant prices are calculated by means of deflating by the price vec

tor of intermediate inputs pvegu. 
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ngutverj[tj = 100 * ngutvenJft]lpveguJft] 

The gross value added of a sector of production j in constant (bwgr) or current prices 

(bwgn) results from definition. The price indices of the gross value added pbwg and the 

levels of intermediate inputs pvegu then as weil can be calculated: 

bwgnJft] = ygnJftj - vegunJftj - ngutvenJftj 

bwgrj[tj = xgrJft] - vegurj[tj - ngutverj[tj 

pbwgj[tj = 100 * bwgnJft]lbwgrJftj 

pveguj[tj = 100 * vegunJftjlvegurJft] 

Eventually, the generation of the gross domestic product in current (BIPN) and con

stant (BIPR) prices can be calculated by means of the sum of the gross value added of 

all sectors of production. In the process, the commodity taxes NGUTVEN or NGUTVER 

respectively levied on the final demand NGUTFGIV or /VGUTFGR respectively and the 

intermediate demand get integrated into the gross domestic product. An alternative 

way of calculating the gross domestic product within the context of the simulation refers 

to the demand side being the sum of domestic demand and external balance surplus. 

The priee deflator of the gross domestic product results from definition: 

BIPR[tj = BWGR[tj + NGUTFGR[tj + NGUTVER[tj 

BIPN[tj = BWGN[tj + NGUTFGN[tj + NGUTVEN[tj 

PB/P[tj = 100 * BIPN[tjIBIPR[tj 

A.4.5 Grass value added of the industries and its components 

The transition from sectors of production discussed up to this point to the industries is 

performed by means of a MAKE matrix which within the rows contains the shares of a 

industry j of the production of the commodity group i: As a consequence, the equations 

below account for the gross value added in current prices bwsn of the industry j or its 

gross value added in constant prices bwsr and the corresponding price index: 

bwsnJftj = 4 MAKEij[t=2000j * bwgniftj 

bwsrj[tj = 4 MAKEij[t=2000j * bwgriftj 

pbwsj[tj = 100 * bwsnJftjlbwsrJft] 

In an analogue way, the nominal or real gross production ysn or xsr respectively as 

weil as the appertaining prices ps are ascertained. 
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The other production charges minus the government subsidies npsn are estimated as 

functions of the gross production: 

npsnJftj = f(ygnJftj} 

The gross wages and salaries Isn are ascertained by definition as being the product of 

the labour costs per employee j1as and the number of employees bas. The endogenisa

tion of the total annual wages and the employees will be discussed below within the 

context of other variables of the labour market. 

lsnj[tj =0,000001 * jlasJft] * basj[tj 

The consumption of fixed capital dsn is estimated with regard to the sum of the capital 

stock of equipment and construction in current prices. In the process, the capital stocks 

in constant prices kasr and kbsr are evaluated along with the current investments PIA 

and PIß, that is, at cost prices: 

dsnj[tj = f(kasrJft] * PlArt] + kbsrltJ * PIE!tj} 

The gross operating surplus gsn of the sector j results from definition as being the re

mainder: 

gsnjftj = bwsnj[tj - nspnJft] -lsnJft] - dsnJft] 

The unit costs uc of the industry j are defined as: 

uCj[tj = (ysnj[tj - gsnj[tj )/xsrj[tj 

A.4.6 Labourmarket 

First of all, the macroeconomic average wage rate per hour SLS is calculated. For this 

purpose, a wage function is modelIed which explains in a Phillips curve approach the 

result of the collective bargaining negotiations. Its determinants are macroeconomic 

productivity, resulting from the proportion of the GDP in constant prices BIPR to the 

total number of employees BAS, price development - described by the consumer price 

index PLH - and the labour market situation, represented by the unemployment rate 

ELQ. The following dynamic formula proved to be superior to other approaches: 

SLSft) = j{BIPR[t-lj/BAS[t-1] ),PLH[t-l},ELQ[t-l}) 

In combination with the exogenously determined average annual working time of an 

employee JAß, the average total annual wage JLS can be calculated: 

JLSftj = SLS!tj * JAB!tj 
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Along with sector-specific variables, JLS then explains the sum of the gross wages and 

salaries per employee of the industries j1s: 

jlsj[t} = I( JLS[t}, .. .} 

As a consecutive step, the social security contribution rates of the employers sozagsq 

are ascertained. For this purpose, in each simulation year the macroeconomic rate of 

contribution SOZAGSQ in the respective first iteration is ascertained. It results fram the 

proportion of the financial payments of the social insurances (GSNGNS) - retirement 

payments and unemployment benefits - plus the expenditures for social security bene

fits (CSLN) - expenditures of the health insurance scheme prevailing - minus the 

revenue of the environmental tax reform (EGTOE) intended for the cross financing of 

the pension insurance scheme - to the sum of the gross wages and salaries af private 

households (BLGNH). In the process, the results of the previous period are being re

ferred to. In addition, there is a calibration for the year 2000 (Const.). 

SOZAGSQ[t} = Const[t=2000J * (GSNGNS[t-1J+CSLN[t-l] 

-EGTO E[ t-1) + EGTO E[ t=2000} )/BLGSN [t-1} 

Subsequently, the contribution rates of the industries are projected with regard to the 

growth factor of the macroeconomic contribution rate: 

sozags~[t} = sozags~[t-1} * SOZAGSQ[t}/SOZAGSQ[t-1} 

The multiplication of the sum of gross wages and salaries per employee by the social 

security contribution rate of the employers results in the labour costs per employee j1as: 

jlasJft} = (1 + sozagsqJft}) * jlsJftj) 

The labour demand of the industry j - measured by means of the number of employees 

bas - is estimated with regard to the gross production of the sector and the labour 

casts in constant prices - deflating with the price index of the gross production accord

ing to industries ps - as weil as, in some industries, a time trend. 

basJft} = f(xsrJft}, jlasJftj/psJft}, ZEITft}} 

The sum of gross wages and salaries blgsn is the product of the sum of gross wages 

and salaries per employee and the number of employees. 

blgsnJftj = jlsJft} * bas)!t] 

The socia! security contributions of the employers are ascertained by the multiplication 

of the respective rates by the sum of gross wages and salaries: 

sozagsnj[t} = sozagsqJftj * blgsnJft} 
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The number of self-employed persons ses of a industry often is correlated with the 

number of employees. At times, however, there is a connection with the gross produc

ti on or the level of the capital stock of the sector. The number of employed persons ets 
subsequently can be ascertained by definition: 

sesj[tJ =!rXSrj[t], basj[t], (kasrltJ + kbsrlt])} 

etsj[t] = basj[t] + seslt] 

The productivity of labour per employee apb or per employed person ape respectively 

in prices from 1995 result from the value added bwsr as folIows: 

apblt] 1,000,000 * bwsrlt]/baslt] 

apelt] = 1,000,000 * bwsrltJ1etsltl 

The number of employed German nationals ETI is estimated with regard to the devel

opment of the number of employed persons: 

ETI[t] =!rETS[t]} 

The number 01 unemployed persons EL is explained by the development of the exoge

nous labour force potential EPP, the number of employed persons ETS and the volume 

of the exogenous job-creation measures of the Federal Employment Services APM: 

EL[t] = !rEPp[t], ETS[t], APM[t]} 

The labour force is made up by the employed German nationals ETI and the unem

ployed persons EL. Subsequently, the unemployment rate ELQ can as weil be ascer

tained by definition: 

EP[t] = ETI[t] + EL[t] 

ELQ[t] = 100 * EL[t]IEP[t] 

Finally, the labour force reserves STR can be ascertained by definition by the subtrac

tion of the number of employed German nationals and the number of unemployed per

sons from the exogenously determined labour force: 

STR[t] = EPP[t] - ETI[t] - EL[t] 

A.4.7 Interest rates 

The development of interest rates is dependent on two exogenous preconditions: the 

effective yield of the US 10 year treasury bonds (RUSL) and the base refinancing rate 

of the European Central Bank (RDISK). While RUSL, within the previous PANTA RHEI 

versions, had always been exogenous, now RDISK is equally considered exogenous, 
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since the decisions concerning interest rates by the European Central Bank are binding 

for the entire Euro zone and, as a consequence, the development in other European 

countries plays a significant role which, however, is not projected by PANTA RHEI. 

The interest rate for consumer credits RKONT and the 10 year treasury bond rate 

RUML are explained with regard to the US treasury bond rate RUSL and the base refi

nancing rate of the ECB. 

A.4.8 System of national accounts 

The model projects the System of National Accounts (Eurostat et al. 1993) in the fol

lowing structure for Germany: As institutional sectors financial corporations, non

financial corporations, government, private households and non-profit institutions serv

ing households as weil as the rest of the world are distinguished. For each institutional 

sector, the following functional accounts are valid: production, generation of income, 

allocation of primary income, secondary distribution of income, use of disposable in~ 

come, and capital. 

Figure A.5: The system of national accounts 

The System of National Accounts is consistently linked with the input-output module. 

The behavioural hypotheses of the model concern the expenditures of the institutional 

sectors. The sums of the revenue of one kind of transaction as weil as the account bal

ances always are determined by definition. If the receiving sectors of one kind of trans

action are not identified by the econometrically estimated expenditures, this results in 
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an econometric estimation of the structure of revenue with the revenue of one institu

tional sector (the biggest, in the majority of the cases) being the remainder in order to 

safeguard consistency. 

A.5 Energy consumption and emissions 

A.5.1 Industry 

A.5.1.1 Prices and tax rates 

As a first step, for the 30 energy sources e, the overall basic prices pvgeun in Euros 

per physical unit are estimated. They are basically determined by the development on 

the international energy market, which are monitored via the corresponding import 

prices pim: 

pvgeune = f(pimJl t] ) 

The price matrix PEUN, which subdivides the overall basic prices of the 30 energy 

soürces by 59 receiving economic sectors, within the rows is projected with the groV\,1h 

rates of the estimated vector pvgeun: 

PEUNej= PEUNeJlt-1] * pvgeune!t] /pvgeune!t-1] 

The tax matrix EGTS contains the tax rates per unit for the 30 sources of energy e 

within the 59 production sectors j, which are predetermined as exogenous variables in 

the respective scenario. In the process, especially the exceptions from electricity tax, 

fuel oil tax and natural gas tax, according to the current (environmental tax) legislation 

are being referred to. 

By addition of basic prices and commodity taxes per physical unit, the matrix of market 

prices without trade and transport services and without value-added tax PEN can be 

calculated: 

PENej!t] = PEUNej[t] + EGTSej!t] 

In further course, the matrices of the indices of the market prices PEI and the basic 

prices PEUI as weil as the price index vector for the basic prices pvgeu for the base 

year 1995 is calculated: 

PE/elt] = 100 * PENeJlt] / PENeJl1995] 

PEUleJlt] = 100 * PEUNeJlt] / PEUNeJl1995] 

pvgeue!t] = 100 * pvgeune!t] /pvgeune!1995] 
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A.5.1.2 Energy input coefficients 

The energy input coefficients in joule LEKJ are estimated for 121 production sectors L 

and 30 sources of energy. In the process, the input coefficients are defined as the rela

tion of the energy inputs in joule by the 121 production sectors and the corresponding 

gross production values in constant prices within the aggregated structure of the 59 

production sectors. These proceedings are necessary since production figures by 121 

sectors are not provided. Relative prices (price of the energy source PEI in relation to 

the basic price pg), capital stocks kasr, output xrs and time trends serve as explanatory 

variables. 

LEKJeL = !(PElej,[tj, pgjJt), xrslt}, kasrJft}, ZEIT[tJ) 

Figure A.6: Modelling energy inputs 

Price of energy 
carrier·i 

Production . price 
of industry j 

Monetary input 
Physical input t-----..t of energycarrieri 

of energy carrier i 
in constant prices 

Due to the special significance of energy inputs for production, a two-tier method is 

applied for the production of steel and electricity. First, for the production of steel the 

total energy consumption is ascertained dependent on the output of the sector and a 

productivity trend. As a second step, consequently the shares of the single sources of 

energy of the total energy consumption by the sector are ascertained dependent on 

relative prices and trends. 

The production of electricity, because of the special significance of this particular sec

tor, will be covered in detail. The production of electricity is subdivided into, on the one 

hand, electricity from fossil incineration processes and nuclear energy and, on the 
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other hand, electricity from hydroelectric power, wind power, photovoltaics and other 

regenerative energies not requiring incineration processes of any kind. The share of 

regenerative production of electricity is determined exogenously since, in this sector, 

the development is dominated by government aids. 

The total of fossil energy input and of nuclear energy input in joule is explained with 

reference to the production of non-regenerative electricity, likewise measured in joule. 

Due to the withdrawal agreed upon, the input of nuclear energy in large part is deter

mined exogenously, the shares of the fossil sources of energy are explained by their 

relative prices and time trends. The share of hard-coal is ascertained as being the re

mainder. 

After the ascertaining of all the energy inputs for the 121 production sectors, the LEKJ 

are summed up into the energy inputs EKJ by 59 production sectors. Concerning the 

consumption of diesel and petrol, detailed information provided by the traffic segment 

can be used. 

A.5.1.3 Energy inputs 

The energy input coefficients in joule EKJ are translated into physical units EKS and, 

consequently, into coefficients of value in constant prices. The single steps up to that 

point result from definition and will be presentedin further course~ The FEKSJ are sta

ble factors in the process of translating joule into specific units of energy: 

EKSeJftJ = EKJejftJ * FEKSJe [2001J 

The evaluation of the energy input coefficients in specific units EKS with the total basic 

prices PEUN results in the energy input coefficients in million Euros. Furthermore, at 

this point there is a translation into billion Euros. The division by the corresponding 

price indices pvgeu results in the energy input coefficients EKR in constant prices in 

billion Euros: 

EKReJftJ = (EKSej[tJ * PEUNej[tJI 1000)lpvgeue[tJ 

The levels of the energy input in joule and physical units ENS are calculated by multi

plication by the real gross production xgrof the respective sector j: 

ENJej[t] = EKle/tl * xgrJftJ 

The corresponding vectors of the total energy demand on the side of the company sec

tor in terajoule enjvg, or physical units respectively, result from the summation of the 

sectoral factors: 



enjvgee[tj = ~ (ENJe;!tj) 

ensvgeftj= ~ (ENSe;!tj) 

121 

The figures of the energy input in Euros are calculated in respective ENN and in con

stant prices ENR by multiplication of the physical units by the corresponding basic 

prices PEUN and by the division of the resulting figures in respective prices by the cor

responding basic price index PEU/: 

ENNej[tj = ENSej[tj * PEUNe;!tj 

ENRej[ t j = ENNe;! t j / P EUle;! t j 

The energy input coefficients EKR of the 30 sources of energy e are aggregated 

(EKRVand EKNV) to the four composite commodities of the input-output calculation 4 

(coal, peat) , 5 (mineral oil, natural gas), 17 (coke and mineral oil products), 32 (produc

tion and distribution of energy) and are adjusted to the data of the input-output calcula

tion at the current margin. In the year 2001, factor matrices D/FFAR and D/FFAN are 

calculated for the purpose of translation: 

DIFFAR4,5,n,32,;!tj = AR4,5,17,32,;!t} / EKRV4,5,17,32,)ltJ 

DIFFAN4,5,17,32,;!tj = AN4,5,17,32,;!tj / EKNV4,5,17,32j[t} 

Sy means of these fättor riiatrices, the IinKage of the EKRand EKN to the AR and AN 

matrices for all following years is performed: 

AR4,5,17,32,;!t] = DIFFAR4,5,17,32j[tJ * EKRV4,5,17,32,;!t] 

AN4,5,17,32jftj = DIFFAN4,5,17,32,;!t] * EKNV4,5,17,32j[tj 

A.5.1.4 Taxes and prices 

The energy taxes EGT are calculated by the multiplication of the tax rates EGTS with 

the physical consumption quantities ENS: 

EGTe;!t1 = EGTSe;!t1 * ENSe;!tj 

The matrix EGT is aggregated to the tax payments of the four energy rows and is con

sequentiy posted into the vector sgutvgn in the respective lines. This makes sure that 

energy tax payments are posted as government revenues within the account system of 

the macroeconomic accounting. 

sgutvgn4,5,17,32j[tl = 4 .E.i (EGTej[tj) 

The vector egtvg provides information on the tax payments, differentiated by the 

sources of energy: 
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egtvgeft] = .'Ej (EGTeJft]) 

The average energy tax payments by companies per specific unit then result from defi

nition: 

egtsvgeft] = egtvgeft] / ensvgeft] 

In further course, the market prices of specific units pvgen and the corresponding price 

index pvge is ascertained: 

pvgeneft] = pvgeuneft] + egtsvgeft] 

pvgeeft] = pvgeneft] /pvgeef1995] 

Further factors of definition are the energy consumption by companies in respective 

and constant market prices in million Euro with exclusive reference to the energy taxes. 

vgeneft] := pvgeneft] * ensvgeftJ 

vgereft] = vgene[t] / pvgee[t] 

A.5.2 Piivate households 

A.5.2.1 Prices and tax rates 

As with companies, for the private households as weil the total basic prices pcpeun in 

Euros per physical unit in dependence on the import prices pim and the unit costs uc 

are estimated: 

pcpeuneft] = f(pimJft], ucJft], ... ) 

By means of the predetermined energy tax rates, corresponding to the current state of 

legislation, the tax vector per quantity unit egtscp can be ascertained. The vector of the 

market prices without trade and transport services and without vaiue-added tax pcpen 

is ascertained by the addition of the basic prices and the vectors of the commodity 

taxes per physical unit egtscp: 

pcpenef t] = pcpeunef t] + e gtscp ef t] 

The market prices pcpe and the basic prices pcpeu are calcu!ated as indices with the 

base year being 1995: 

pcpeuef t] = pcpeunef t] / pcpeuef t] 

pcpeef t J := pcpenef t J / pcpeef t J 
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A.5.2.2 Energy consumption 

The energy consumption of petrol and diesel fuel results from the module for the vehi

cle stocks. The consumption concerning the sources of energy of stable combustibles, 

light fuel oil and gas, utilized for heating purposes, are, as a first step, ascertained to

gether as HEIZJH. For the development of the input of heating energy, the average 

number of square metres per apartment WOHNQM and the stock of apartments for 

one- and two- as weil as three- and multi-family houses (EINSUMB, ZWEISUMB, 

DREISUMB) , the degree day number (Gradtagzahl) GTZ and the prices of light fuel oil 

PCpe14 and natural gas PCpe22 in relation to the price index of the cost of living are sta

tistically significant: 

HEIZJI-I[t] =!( (EINSU}v!B[t] +ZWEISUMB[t] +DREISUMB[t]) * 
WOHNQM[t],GTZ[t],(pcpeI4[t] +p Cpe22 [t] )/PLH[t]) 

As a seeond step, consequently the shares of the single sources of energy in depend

ence on relative prices between the sources of energy (e and f) and trends are ascer

tained: 

enjcPe[t] = !(pcpee[t] / pcpej[t]) / ZEIT[t]) 

By means of the utilization of the translation factors from joule into specific units of the 
~---- --- -

companies, the consumption in specific units can be ascertained: 

enscPe[t] = jcpenjse[t] * enjcPe[t] 

The evaluation with the market prices ascertained above results in the energy con

sumption of households in respective prices epen. By means of deflationing by the cor

responding priee index pcpe, you get eper, the energy consumption of the private 

households in billion Euros. Moreover, an aggregation to the energy rows (11, 12, 13, 

14, 26) of the purposes of consümption Cpvrk is performed with reference to adjustment 

factors. 

cpene[ t] = enscp e[ t] * pcpene[ t] 

cpere[t] = cpene[t] / pcpee[t] 

CI'~·V·,·AkLr tJl - .{.'~.".,., '- r +} * " f ,... ..... n .... [t 1) "-JL-j/Vkl" --C.ie \L-pC1e JI 

A.5.2.3 Prices and taxes 

The calculation of the eonsumption by private households according to basic prices in 

constant epeur and respective prices epeun is up next. For this purpose, the energy 
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consumption in specific units enscp is multiplied by the absolute prices per specific unit 

pcpeun: 

cpeune[tj = enscPe[tj * pcpeune[tj 

cpeure[tj = cpeune[tj / pcpeue[tj 

The tax payments according to sources of energy result from the multiplication of 

physical consumption enscp by the tax payments per quantity egtscp. The tax pay

ments resulting are posted as a reversing entry at the vector of the commodity taxes of 

private households. 

egtcPe[tj = egtscPe[tj * enscpe!tj 

Next, the prices for the four energy rows (4 ..... coal and peat j 5 ..... mineral oil and natural 

gas, 17 ..... coke and mineral oil products, 32 ..... electricity) are ascertained, which deter-

mine the development of the consumption prices by composite commodities within the 

basic price concept pcpu for the rows. 

PCpeuv4,5,17,32J[tj = cpeunv4,5,17,32,ltj / Cpeurv4,5,17,32,j[tj 

A.5.3 Emissions: The case of CO2 

In further course, the calculation Of emission$ will be_ d~scriped, using the ~xample of 

CO2. In the process, there is a differentiation between those emissions stipulated by 

energy on the side of companies, private households and those determined by proc

ess. 

A.5.3.1 Industry 

The energy consumption relevant to emissions are firmly linked to the consumption in 

joule. The matrix LFEEJ provides the possibility of this conversion for 30 sources of 

energy e and 121 production sectors L: 

LEEJeLftj = LFEEJeL[tj * LENJeLftj 

A likewise constant factor LFECO, being the share of carbon of the sources of energy, 

makes it possible to derive the CO2-emissions from the energy consumption relevant to 

emission. For some of the other air pollutants taken into consideration, the relations 

between energy consumption and emissions, the so-called emission factors, are sub

ject to change by technological measures. Within the traffic sector, predeterminations 

of the TREMOD model are referred to. 

LECOeL[tj = LFECOeLftj * LEEJeL[tj 
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Thus, the emissions stipulated by energy on the side of companies by sources of en

ergy ecovg as weil as in total C02U can be calculated by definition: 

ecovge[t} = I L (LECOeL[t}) 

C02U[t] = I L (lecovgL[t}) 

A.5.3.2 Process-related industry emissions 

Dealing with those emissions not determined by process, projections of the German 

Federal Environmental Office (USA) are referred to. Should there be no data, fixed 

coefficients between emissions and production value in constant prices Ixgr of the year 

2001 form the assumed basis: 

lecoprLft} = jlecoprL[tj * !xgrL[tj 

Aggregation results in the sum of these emissions C02M: 

C02M[t} = I L (lecoprL[t}) 

A.5.3.3 Private households 

For the private households, an analogue process is utilized: Here as weil, the factors 

between the energy consumption enjcp and the elJergy consuITlption relevant to emis

sion eejcp are constant. Every consumption of energy by private households so is rele

vant to emission: 

eejcPe[t} = feejepe[t] * enjcPe[t] 

As above, the emissions then can be ascertained by means of a constant relation ac

cording to the share of carbon: 

ecocPe[t} = fecocPe[tj * eejcPe[tj 

Aggregation results in the sum of the emissions of the households: 

C02C[t] = I L (lecocPL[t}) 

A.5.3.4 Total emissions 

The emissions by sources of energy ecoet per sector and overall result from addition: 

ecoete{tj = ecovge[tJ + ecocPe{tj 
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The sum of all emissions results from those stipulated by energy and those determined 

by process: 

CO2 [tl = C02E[t] + C02M[t] 
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ANNEX B: Estimation equations 

In this Annex the results of the OLS-estimations of the new modules of PANTA RHEI 

for the steel, paper and eement industry are presented. Regression results eontain 

among others the following information on fitness aeeording to Almon (1994): SEE: 

standard error of estimate, RSQ: R2
, RBSQ: adjusted R2

, DW: Durbin-Watson statistie, 

Obser: number of observations, DoFree: degrees of freedom, MAPE: mean absolute 

pereentage error, t-value: t statisties. See http://www.inforum.umd.edu/G.htmlfor the 

used Software. The following variables stem from the original part of PANTA RHEI and 

feed into the new module: 

XGST: gross production of sector iron and steel 

PGST: priee index of gross produetion of sector iron and steei 

XGMB: gross produetion of seetor non-electrical machinery 

PGMB: priee index of gross produetion of seetor non-eleetrieal maehinery 

PVEL: priee index of electricity input in industry 

PVST: priee index of hard eoal input in industry 

PI ER: import priee index of sector ore production 

RUML: 10 year treasury bond rate 

INFL: inflation rate 

FEM: R&D expenditures of seetor non-electrieal machinery in Mio. €: 

eonstant share of XGMB 

XGPP: gross produetion of seetor paper and paper products 

HHIP: Herfindahl-Hirsehmann-Index 

XG PP: gross produetion of seetor eeramies 

PGST: priee index of gross produetion of seetor eeramies 
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8.1 Steel sector 

8.1.1 Production 
************* 
Steel production in Mio. t 
r @log(GRS) @log(XGST), @log(PGST/PGMB) 

SEE 0.04 RSQ 0.6899 RHO 
SEE+1 = 0.04 RBSQ = 0.6555 DW = 
MAPE 0.31 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval 
0 @log(GRS) - - - -
1 intercept 7.64479 249.2 
2 @log(XGST) 0.65206 64.4 
3 @log(PGST/PGMB) -0.13247 17.2 

steel in staal production (%) 

0.09 Obser 
1.81 DoFree 

Elas NorRes 

0.72 3.23 
0.28 1.37 

-0.00 1. 00 

21 from 1980.000 
18 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta 
10.60 - -

1. 00 
4.57 0.729 
0.14 -0.341 

Share of EAF 
r @log(QERS) 

SEE 
@log(EPK/OSPK), @log(PSCH/PERZ), @log(PVEL/(PVST+PVKO)) 

SEE+1 = 
MAPE 

0.03 RSQ 0.9792 RHO 0.10 Obser 16 from 1985.000 
0.03 RBSQ = 0.9740 DW = 1.79 DoFree = 12 to 2000.000 
0.74 

Variable name 
o @log (QERS) 
1 intercept 
2 @log(EPK/OSPK) 
3 @log(PSCH/PERZ) 
4 @log(PVEL/(PVST+PVKO)) 

Reg-Coef 

4.24125 
0.82299 

-0.16009 
-0.05213 

EAF steel production in Mio. t 
ERS = 0.01 * QERS * GRS 

BOF steel production in Mio. t 
ORS = GRS - ERS 

Price index for iron ore (1995 = 100) 
r PERZ = PIER 

Mexval 

1366.9 
298.3 

46.3 
5.0 

SEE 
SEE+1 = 
MAPE 

4.23 RSQ 
4.09 RBSQ 
5.36 

0.9017 RHO 
0.8965 DW 

Elas 

1. 37 
-0.32 
-0.06 
0.01 

NorRes 

48.08 
2.14 
1.10 
1. 00 

0.26 Obser 
1.48 DoFree 

Mean Beta 
3.08 
1.00 

-1. 20 1. 031 
1.21 -0.164 

-0.45 -0.089 

21 from 1980.000 
19 to 2000.000 

-
t-value 

- - -

14.193 
5.538 

-2.593 

t-value 

50.696 
13.355 
-3.701 
-1.112 

F-Stat 

20.03 
6.72 

F-Stat 

188.32 
6.85 
1.24 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Mean 
63.36 
1. 00 

112.82 

Beta t-value F-Stat 
o PERZ 
1 intercept -24.43145 30.2 -0.39 10.17 -3.635 
2 PIER 0.77815 218.9 1.39 1.00 0.950 13.199 174.22 

Gross investment in EAF steel in Mio € 
r @log(EIB) @log(PVEL[l]/PVST[l]), (RUML[l]-INFL[l]), 

SEE 0.35 RSQ 0.7186 RHO -0.110bser 
@log(ERS[l]/EKK[l]), @log(EIB[l]) 

20 from 1981.000 
SEE+l = 0.35 RBSQ 0.6658 DW = 2.22 DoFree = 16 to 2000.000 
MAPE 7.36 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Mean Beta t-value F-Stat 
0 @log(EIB) 4.39 - - - -

1 @log(PVEL[ll/PVST[l]) -1.91094 54.4 -0.06 141.10 0.13 -4.707 
2 (RUML[l]-INFL[l]) -0.21273 21. 0 -0.21 15.85 4.34 -0.338 -2.728 747.19 
3 @log(ERS[l]/EKK[l] ) 2.01844 61. 4 0.81 1. 69 1. 76 0.523 5.069 118.81 
4 @log(EIB[l]) 0.44770 30.1 0.45 1. 00 4.46 0.415 3.329 11.08 

Gross investment in EAF steel in Mio. € 
r @log(OIB) =! @log(PGST[2]/PGMB[2]), @log(ORS[2]/OSPK[2l), D80[5], D90FF[2] 

SEE 0.15 RSQ 0.8472 RHO -0.05 Obser 19 from 1982.000 
SEE+1 0.15 RBSQ = 0.8167 DW = 2.10 DoFree = 15 to 2000.000 



MAPE 1. 96 
Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Mean Beta 

0 @log(OIB) - - - - - - 6.05 
1 @log(PGST[2]/PGMB[2]) 3.49502 107.0 0.10 797.20 0.17 
2 @log(ORS[2]/OSPK[2]) 0.74866 
3 D80[5] 1.21622 
4 D90FF[2] 0.93098 

Depreciation EAF steel in Mio. € 
r EIA =! EKK 

SEE 
SEE+l = 
MAPE 

Variable 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

name 

RSQ 1.0000 
RBSQ 1.0000 

Reg-Coef 

667.2 
99.4 
65.9 

RHO 
DW 

Mexval 

0.82 5.88 6.62 0.288 
0.01 2.75 0.05 0.696 
0.07 1. 00 0.47 1.191 

0.06 Obser 21 from 1980.000 
1. 89 DoFree 20 to 2000.000 

Elas NorRes Mean Beta 
- - - - - - 93.39 o EIA 

1 EKK 0.06667 33145102.0 1. 00 1. 00 1400.83 

Depreciation BOF steel in Mio. € 
r OIA =! OKK 

SEE 
SEE+l = 
MAPE 

0.75 
0.41 
0.15 

RSQ 0.9995 
RBSQ 0.9995 

RHO 
DW 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval 
- - - - - - - - -o OIA 

1 OF..K 0.06558 57585.6 

Net investment EAF and BOF steel in Mio. € 
EIN EIB EIA 
OIN "" OIB - Oll>. 

Capital stock EAF and BOF steel 
EKK EKK[l] + EIN 
OKK = OKK[l] + OIN 

Production capacity EAF steel in Mio. t 
r EPK =! EKK[2], D90FF[1] 

SEE 0.75 RSQ 
SEE+1 = 0.76 RBSQ 
MAPE 5.76 

0.9024 RHO 
0.8967 DW 

0.91 Obser 
0.18 DoFree 

Elas NorRes 
- - - - -

1. 00 

0.06 Obser 
1.88 DoFree 

1. 00 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
o EPK 
1 EKK [2] 0.00691 774.2 0.83 7.02 
2 D90FF[1] 3.77154 164.9 0.17 1.00 

Production capacity EAF steel in Mio. t 
r OSPK =! OKK, (D90+D90[1]+D90[2]), TREND 

SEE 0.85 RSQ 0.8026 RHO 
SEE+1 = 0.87 RBSQ = 0.7722 DW 
MAPE 1.71 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval 
0 OSPK - - -
1 OKK 0.00419 182.6 
2 (D90+D90[1]+D90(2]) 4.34587 121. 3 
3 TREtID 0.10359 34.1 

0.23 Obser 
1.55 DoFree 

Elas NorRes 
-

0.73 5.34 
0.02 1. 80 
0.25 1. 00 

21 from 1980.000 
20 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta 
430.23 

6561.18 

19 from 1982.000 
17 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta 
11.62 

1396.54 
0.53 0.779 

16 from 1985.000 
13 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta 
38.93 

6802.59 
0.19 0.884 

92.50 0.249 

129 

t-value F-Stat 
- - - - - -

7.018 
29.459 3981.00 
6.683 36.57 
5.125 26.26 

t-value F-Stat 

1479550.750 

t-value F-Stat 

2579.769 

t-value F-Stat 

35.810 
10.116 102.34 

t-value F-Stat 
- - - -
9.530 
7.117 28.20 
3.220 10.37 
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8.1.2 Energy consumption 

************* 
Best practice 
r @log{EBS) 

SEE 
SEE+l = 
MAPE 

electricity input EAF steel in TJ/kt 
@log(PVEL[l]/PGST[l]), D90FF[7] 

0.02 RSQ 0.8714 RHO 0.20 Obser 
0.02 RBSQ 0.8563 DW 1.60 DoFree 
0.17 

20 from 1981.000 
17 to 2000.000 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Mean Beta t-value 
0 @log(EBS) 
1 intercept 
2 @log(PVEL[l]/PGST[l]) 
3 D90FF[7] 

Best practice fuel input 
r @log(EBF) TREND 

SEE 0.00 RSQ 
SEE+l = 0.00 RBSQ 
MAPE 0.00 

- - - - - -
7.54761 36498.7 1. 00 

-0.33263 104.7 0.00 
-0.09049 136.7 -0.00 

EAF steel in TJ/kt 

1. 0000 RHO 
1.0000 DW 

-0.62 Obser 
3.25 DoFree 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 

1.12 9999.99 

- - 7.55 - - - - -
7.78 1. 00 1508.995 
5.60 -0.05 -0.648 -7.364 
1. 00 0.20 -0.778 -8.844 

21 from 1980.000 
19 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta t-value F-Stat 
6.17 - - - - -

1.00 3977942.250 

F-Stat 

57.62 
78.21 

o @log(EBF) 
1 intercept 
2 TREND 

6.93003 91190312.0 
-0.00841 9986873.0 -0.12 1.00 90.00 -1.000 -435655.469 9999.99 

fuel input BOF steel in TJ/kt Best practice 
r @log(OBF) @log(FEM/PGMB), @log(PVKO[l]/PGST[l]), D90FF[7] 

Best practice Verbrauch fossile ET in TJ/kt, O-STahl 
SEE 
SEE+l 
MAPE 

0.02 RSQ 0.8430 RHO -0.03 Obser 20 fram 1981.000 
0.02 RBSQ = 0.8135 DW 2.07 DoFree = 16 to 2000.000 
0.13 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Mean Beta t-value F-Stat 
0 @lag(OBF) - - - - - - - - 9.78 - - - - - - - -
1 intercept 11.14874 891.7 1.14 6.37 1. 00 39.466 
2 @log(FEM/PGMB) -0.32747 58.3 -0.14 4.11 4.22 -0.498 -4.909 28.63 
3 @log(PVKO[l]/PGST[l]) -0.17471 47.0 0.00 3.25 -0.26 -1.211 -4.309 24.86 
4 D90FF[7] -0.17998 80.3 -0.00 1. 00 

Best practice electricity input BOF steel in TJ/kt 
r @lag(OBE) TREND 

SEE 0.00 RSQ 1.0000 RHO 0.11 Obser 
SEE+1 = 0.00 RBSQ 1.0000 DW 1. 78 DaFree 
MAPE 0.00 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
o @lag(OBE) 
1 intercept 
2 TREND 

6.22377 65791284.0 1.01 9999.99 
-0.00093 886585.6 -0.01 1.00 

Specific (average) electricity input EAF steel in TJ/kt 
r @log(ESS) =! @log(ERS/EKK), @log(EBS) 

SEE 0.01 RSQ 0.9841 RHO 0.19 Obser 
SEE+1 = 0.01 RBSQ 0.9832 DW 1.61 DoFree 
MAPE 0.06 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
0 @log(ESS) - - - -

1 @log(ERS/EKK) -0.01652 12.8 -0.00 
2 @log(EBS) 1. 01038 13312.4 1. 00 

Specific (average) fuel input BOF steel in TJ/kt 
r OSF = ! ((OKK[l])*OSF[l]+OIB*OBF)/(OKK-OIA) 

- - - -
9999.99 

1. 00 

SEE 477.65 RSQ 0.7568 RHO -0.03 Obser 
SEE+1 477.21 RBSQ = 0.7568 DW 2.05 DaFree 
MAPE 1.97 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 

0.20 -1. 683 

21 fram 1980.000 
19 ta 2000.000 

-6.003 

Mean 
6.14 

Beta t-value F-Stat 

1.00 2609012.750 

36.03 

90.00 -1.000 -35162.266 9999.99 

21 fram 1980.000 
19 to 2000.000 

Mean 
7.60 
1. 79 
7.55 

Beta t-value F-Stat 

-2.276 
0.938 584.616 9999.99 

20 fram 1981.000 
19 ta 2000.000 

Mean Beta t-value F-Stat 
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o OSF 17931.47 - - - - -
1 ((OKK[l])*OSF[l]+OIB*OBF)/(OKK-OIA) 0.86885 3659.6 1.00 1.00 20622.88 163.81 

Specifie (average) electrieity input BOF steel in TJ/kt 
r @log(OSE) @log{OBE) 

SEE 0.03 RSQ 0.0396 RHO 0.35 Obser 
SEE+1 = 0.03 RBSQ -0.0109 DW 1.30 DoFree = 

21 from 1980.000 
19 to 2000.000 

MAPE 0.36 
Variable name 

o @log{OSE) 
1 intercept 
2 @log(OBE) 

Reg-Coef Mexval 

0.05114 0.0 
1.00003 2.0 

Elas 

0.01 
0.99 

Specifie (average) fuel input EAF steel in TJ/kt 
r @log(ESF} @log(EBF) 

NorRes 

1. 04 
1. 00 

SEE 0.23 RSQ 0.0598 RHO 0.24 Obser 
SEE+1 = 0.23 RBSQ 0.0103 DW 1.53 DoFree 
MAPE 2.96 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
0 @log(ESF) - - - - - - - - -

1 intercept -0.75416 0.0 -0.12 1. 06 
2 @log(EBF) 1.14868 3.1 1.12 1. 00 

Mean 
6.19 
1. 00 
6.14 

Beta 

0.199 

21 from 1980.000 
19 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta 
6.34 - - -
1. 00 
6.17 0.245 

Input coefficient K electricity in the steel industry in TJ/€ of output 
r @log(ELST} !@log{ESS*ERS/XGST),@log(PVEL/PVST} 

Inputkoeffizient Strom, Stahlind. 
SEE 0.05 RSQ 0.4350 RHO -0.09 Obser 16 from 1985.000 
SEE+l 0.05 RBSQ = 0.3946 DW 2.19 DoFree = 14 to 200"0.000 
MAPE 0.60 

Variable name Reg-Coef 
0 @log(ELST) 
1 @log(ESS*ERS/XGST) 0.53879 
2 @log(PVEL/PVST} -0.16902 

Mexval Elas 

11499.0 1. 01 
55.3 -0.01 

NorRes 

2.41 
1. 00 

Mean Beta 
6.49 

12.11 
0.22 -0.899 

Input coeffieient, fossil fuels in the steel industry in TJ/€ of output 
r @log(FEST) !@log(OSF*ORS/XGST) 

SEE 0.05 RSQ 0.5131 RHO 0.31 Obser 21 from 1980.000 
SEE+l = 0.05 RBSQ = 0.5131 DW 1.38 DoFree 20 to 2000.000 
MAPE 0.42 

-

t-value 

0.007 
0.885 

t-value 
- -

-0.117 
1.100 

t-value 

433.980 
-4.445 

F-Stat 

0.78 

F-Stat 
- -

1.21 

F-Stat 

19.76 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Mean 
8.83 

15.59 

Beta t-value F-Stat 
o @log(FEST} 
1 @log(OSF*ORS/XGST) 0.56666 16984.8 1.00 1.00 764.041 

Input coefficient, eoke and coal in the steel industry in TJ/€ of output 
r @log(KKST) !@log(FEST), TREND, @log(PVKO/PGST) 

SEE 0.02 RSQ 0.9796 RHO 0.24 Obser 21 from 1980.000 
SEE+1 = 0.02 RBSQ 0.9773 DW 1.53 DoFree 18 to 2000.000 
MAPE 0.17 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Mean Beta t-value F-Stat 
0 @log(KKST) - - - - - - - - - 8.45 
1 @log(FEST) 1. 07143 3102.5 1.12 14.62 8.83 135.806 
2 TREND -0.01142 251. 0 -0.12 1.22 90.00 -0.517 -14.274 122.60 
3 @log(PVKO/PGST) -0.03362 10.4 0.00 1. 00 -0.28 -0.078 -1.981 3.92 

Input coeffieient, gas in the steel industry in TJ/€ of output 
r @log(EGSTj !@log(FEST), TREND, (D90 + D90[1]) 

SEE 0.03 RSQ 0.8635 RHO -0.05 Obser 20 from 1981.000 
SEE+l = 0.03 RBSQ = 0.8475 DW 2.11 DoFree 17 to 2000.000 
MAPE 0.29 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Mean Beta t-value F-Stat 
0 @log(EGST) - - - - - - - - - - - 6.49 - - - -

1 @log(FEST) 0.62453 1397.8 0.85 10.00 8.83 61.618 
2 TREND 0.01092 186.1 0.15 3.07 90.50 0.903 11.052 76.52 
3 (D90+D90[1]) -0.12342 75.1 -0.00 1. 00 0.10 -0.531 -5.927 35.13 
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Input coefficient, coke in the steel industry in TJ/€ of output 
r @log(KOST) !@log(KKST), TREND 

SEE 
SEE+1 
MAPE 

0.01 RSQ 
0.01 RBSQ 
0.09 

Variable name 

Inputkoeffizient Koks 
0.9973 RHO 0.28 Obser 
0.9971 DW 1.45 DoFree 

Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 

21 from 1980.000 
19 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta t-value 
o @log(KOST) 
1 @log(KKST) 
2 TREND 

8.36 - - - - -
1.08741 7163.5 
-0.00922 565.2 

1.10 44.26 8.45 316.578 
-0.10 1.00 90.00 -0.283 -28.668 

Input coefficient, coal in the steel industry in TJ/€ of output 
SKST = KKST - KOST 

Input coefficient, liquid gas in the steel industry in TJ/€ of output 
r @log(FGST) @log(FEST) , D90FF[5] , 

SEE 0.08 RSQ 0,.9912 
SEE+1 = 0.08 RBSQ = 0.9897 
MAPE 4.05 

Variable name Reg-Coef 
0 @log(FGST) - - - -
1 intercept -4.21716 
2 @log(FEST) 0.59375 
3 D90FF[5] 1.71129 
4 D90[4] -1.28153 

D90[4] 
RHO 
DW 

Mexval 
- - - -

6.2 
9.5 

690.5 
259.0 

0.09 Obser 
1. 82 DoFree 

Elas NorRes 
- - - - -

-2.90 113.95 
3.60 78.08 
0.34 12.89 

-0.04 1. 00 

21 from 1980.000 
17 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta 
1. 46 
1. 00 
8.83 0.053 
0.29 0.927 
0.05 -0.327 

Input coefficient, coke gas in the stee1 industry in TJ/€ of output 
r @log(KGST) @log(FEST),@log(PVST/PGST) 

SEE 0.12 RSQ 0.7809 RHO 
SEE+1 = 0.10 RBSQ = 0.7565 DW 
MAPE 1.48 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval 
0 @log(KGST) - - - -
1 intercept -7.73635 9.1 
2 @log(FEST) 1. 58230 27.4 
3 @log(PVST/PGST) 0.36660 30.3 

0.50 Obser 
1.00 DoFree 

Elas NorRes 
- - - -

-1. 25 4.56 
2.27 1. 70 

-0.01 1. 00 

21 from 1980.000 
18 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta 
'6.17 - - -
1. 00 
8.83 0.476 

-0.21 0.503 

Input coefficient, converter gas in the stee1 industry in TJ/€ of output 
r @log(GGST) @log(FEST) 

SEE 0.05 RSQ 0.6196 RHO -0.02 Obser 21 from 1980.000 
SEE+1 = 0.05 RBSQ 0.6196 DW 2.03 DoFree 20 to 2000.000 
MAPE 0.55 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Mean Beta 
0 @log(GGST) - - - - - - - - 6.75 
1 @log(FEST) 0.76447 14287.8 1. 00 1. 00 8.83 

Input coefficient, heavy fuel oi1 in the stee1 industry in TJ/€ of output 
SHST = FEST - SKST - KOST FGST - KGST - GGST - EGST 

t-value 
- - - - -

-1. 473 
1. 838 

32.330 
-14.216 

t-value 
-

-1. 848 
3.351 
3.546 

t-value 
- - - - -

643.428 

F-Stat 

821.86 

F-Stat 

640.03 
655.19 
202.09 

F-Stat 

32.07 
12.58 

F-Stat 



8.1.3 Labour market 
************* 
Specific labour 
r @log(KARES} 

SEE 

input, EAF steel in capita/kt 

SEE+1 = 
MAPE 

!@log(XGST/BST), TREND 
0.05 RSQ 0.9705 RHO 
0.05 RBSQ = 0.9689 DW 
5.05 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval 
o @log(KARES) 

-0.30149 354.9 

0.19 Obser 
1.62 DoFree 

Elas NorRes 

-2.07 44.40 1 @log(XGST/BST) 
2 TREND -0.03626 566.3 3.07 1.00 

Specific labour 
r @log(KAROS) 

SEE 

input, BOF steel in capita/kt 
!@log(XGST/BST), TREND 
0.05 RSQ 0.9796 RHO 0.21 Obser 

SEE+1 = 0.05 RBSQ 0.9786 DW DoFree 
MAPE 14.92 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
0 @log(KAROS) - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 @log(XGST/BST) -0.38178 521. 9 -4.72 56.45 
2 TREND -0.03753 651. 3 5.72 1. 00 

Number of workers in EAF production 
ARES KARES*ERS 

Number of workers in BOF production 
AROS KAROS*ORS 

Number of workers in EAF and BOF production 
AROES = ARES + AROS 

Number of other workers in the steel industy 
r @log(RARST) TREND 

SEE 0.04 RSQ 0.9813 RHO 
SEE+1 = 0.04 RBSQ 0.9803 DW 
MAPE 0.30 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval 
0 @log(RARST} - - - - - - - -
1 intercept 16.09624 2358.7 

0.42 Obser 
1.16 DoFree 

Elas NorRes 
-

1.42 53.54 
2 TREND -0.05265 631.7 -0.42 1. 00 

Number of workers in the steel industy 
ARST = RARST + AROES 

Number of white-collar employees in the 
r @log (ANST) (D91+ D92+ D93), TREND 

SEE 0.03 RSQ 0.9883 RHO 
SEE+1 = 0.03 RBSQ = 0.9870 DW 
MAPE 0.20 

steel industry 

0.07 Obser 
1.87 DoFree 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
0 @log(ll.l-JST) 
1 intercept 14.37855 
2 (D91+D92+D93) 0.19750 
3 TREND -0.04339 

Employment in the steel industry 
BST = ARST + ANST 

3266.7 
160.1 

818.5 

- - - -
1.37 85.76 
0.00 84.36 
-0.37 1. 00 

21 from 1980.000 
19 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta t-value 
-1.06 - - - - -
-7.30 -19.343 

90.00 -0.688 -28.714 

21 from 1980.000 
19 to 2000.000 
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F-Stat 

824.52 

Mean Beta t-value F-Stat 
-0.59 - - - - -
-7.30 -26.754 
90.00 -0.646 -32.459 1053.58 

21 from 1980.000 
19 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta t-value F-Stat 
11.36 - - - - - -
1.00 107.083 
90.00 -0.991 -31.596 998.34 

21 from 1980.000 
18 to 2000.000 

Mean 
10.50 
1. 00 
0.14 
90.00 

Beta t-value F-Stat 

142.775 
0.262 10.188 762.82 
-0.995 -38.737 1500.52 
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8.2 Paper sector 

8.2.1 Production 
************* 
Paper production in kt 
r @log(PPTG) @log (XGPP) , D95FF 

SEE 0.04 RSQ 0.9825 RHO 0.16 Obser 
SEE+1 = 0.04 RBSQ 0.9805 DW 1. 68 DoFree 
MAPE 0.28 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
0 @log(PPTG) -

1 intercept 4.61278 
2 @log(XGPP) 1.23711 
3 D95FF 0.20062 

Share of RCP 
r @log(QRTG) 

SEE 

in paper production (%) 

SEE+1 = 
MAPE 

@log(RKPR/PKPR) 
0.01 RSQ 0.9972 RHO 
0.01 RBSQ 0.9971 DW 
0.14 

- - - - - - -
394.0 
395.3 
134.9 

0.49 57.07 
0.50 
0.01 

0.52 Obser 
0.95 DoFree 

5.52 
1. 00 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
o @log(QRTG) 
1 intercept 
2 @log(RKPR/PKPR) 

RCP paper production in kt 
RPTG = 0.01 * QRTG * PPTG 

PFP paper production in kt 
FPTG = PPTG - RPTG 

4.52857 12291.1 1.18 358.21 
0.84858 1792.6 -0.18 1.00 

Gross investment in PFP paper production in Mio. € 
r @log(FIBN) @log(FPTG[l]/FKPR[l]), (D90[4]+D90[5]+D90[6]) 

21 from 1980.000 
18 to 2000.000 

Me an Beta 
9.36 -
1. 00 
3.79 0.767 
0.29 0.336 

21 from 1980.000 
19 to 2000.000 

Me an Beta 
3.85 -
1. 00 

-0.80 0.999 

t-value 

20.523 
20.582 

9.015 

t-value 
- - - -

540.096 
82.383 

SEE 0.32 RSQ 0.6570 RHO 0.31 Obser 17 from 1984.000 
SEE+1 = 0.32 RBSQ 0.6080 DW = 1.38 DoFree = 14 to 2000.000 
MAPE 4.20 

Variable name Reg-Coef 
0 @log(FIBN) - - - - - -

1 intercept 7.96607 

Mexval 
- - - -
436.0 

Elas 
- - -

1. 20 

NorRes 
-

2.92 

Mean Beta t-value 
6.63 -
1.00 19.704 

-

2 @log(FPTG[l]/FKPR[l]) 9.77290 27.5 -0.17 2.80 -0.11 0.495 2.959 

F-Stat 

504.64 
81.28 

F-Stat 

6786.99 

F-Stat 

3 (D90[4]+D90[5]+D90[6]) -1.20644 67.3 -0.03 1. 00 0.18 -0.839 -5.018 
13.41 

25.18 

Gross investment in RCP paper production in Mio. € 
r @log(RIBN) @log(PPTG/PKPR), D90FF, D80[9] 

SEE 0.22 RSQ 0.8804 RHO 0.23 Obser 20 from 1981.000 
SEE+1 = 0.21 RBSQ 0.8579 DW = 1.54 DoFree 16 to 2000.000 
MAPE 2.15 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Mean Beta t-value F-Stat 
0 @log(RIBN) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 6.87 
1 intercept 6.86972 475.9 1. 00 8.36 1. 00 22.687 
2 @log(PPTG/PKPR) 7.06626 16.4 -0.09 4.97 -0.09 0.239 2.385 39.24 
3 D90FF 1.03455 122.6 0.08 1. 42 0.55 0.822 7.953 31.72 
4 D80[9] 0.67313 19.3 0.00 1. 00 0.05 0.234 2.605 6.79 



Depreciation in 
r @log(FABN) 

SEE 

PFP paper production in Mio. € 
@log(FBAV), D91FF 
0.04 RSQ 0.9811 RHO 0.44 Obser 

SEE+1 = 0.03 RBSQ 0.9801 DW 1.12 DoFree 
MAPE 0.44 

Variable name 
o @log(FABN) 
1 @log(FBAV) 
2 D91FF 

Reg-Coef Mexval 

0.70218 12426.1 
0.19103 178.5 

Elas 

0.99 
0.01 

NorRes 

7.76 
1. 00 

Depreciation 
r @log(RABN) 

SEE 

in RCP paper prodcution in Mio. € 

SEE+1 = 
MAPE 

@log(RBAV) 
0.05 RSQ 
0.04 RBSQ 
0.60 

0.9933 RHO 
0.9930 DW 

0.50 Obser 
0.99 DoFree 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
o @log(RABN) 
1 intercept 
2 @log(RBAV) 

-3.00097 306.4 -0.48 149.43 
1.04493 1122.4 1.48 1.00 

Net investment in PFP and RCP in Mio. € 
FINN FIBN FABN 
RINN = RIBN - RABN 

Capital stock PFP in Mio. € 
id FBAV FINN + FBAV[l] 

Capital stock RCP in Mio. € 
id RBAV RINN + RBAV[l] 

Production capacity PFP in kt 
r @log(FKPR) =! @log(FBAV), D90FF[1] 

SEE 0.04 RSQ 0.8462 RHO 
SEE+l = 0.04 RBSQ = 0.8377 DW 
MAPE 0.37 

0.13 Obser 
1.74 DoFree 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
o @log(FKPR) 
1 @log(FBAV) 
2 D90FF[1] 

0.98724 13887.9 1.01 6.75 
-0.21712 159.9 -0.01 1.00 

Production capacity PFP in kt 
r @log(RKPR) =! @log(RBAV), D90FF[1] 

SEE 0.05 RSQ 0.9844 RHO 
SEE+l = 0.05 RBSQ 0.9835 DW 
MAPE 0.44 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval 
0 @log(RKPR) - - - - - - - - -
1 @log(RBAV) 0.98795 11605.9 
2 D90FF[1] -0.22235 127.8 

Production capacity paper industry in kt 
PKPR = FKPR + RKPR 

0.22 Obser 
1. 55 DoFree 

Elas NorRes 
- - - - -

1. 01 5.19 
-0.01 1. 00 

21 from 1980.000 
19 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta 
6.44 
9.04 
0.48 0.366 

21 from 1980.000 
19 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta 
6.26 
1. 00 
8.87 0.997 

20 from 1981.000 
18 to 2000.000 
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t-value F-Stat 
- - - - -
545.981 
11.330 128.36 

t-value F-Stat 

-17.170 
53.105 2820.16 

Mean Beta t-value F-Stat 
8.84 
9.07 593.437 
0.50 -0.962 -10.177 103.57 

21 from 1980.000 
19 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta 
8.66 
8.87 
0.48 -0.270 

t-value F-Stat 

510.230 
-8.921 79.58 
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8.2.2 Energy consumption 
************* 
Best practice 
r @log(FBBVS) 

SEE 

fuel input PFP without structural effect in TJ/kt 
@log(PVPBG/PGPP), D95FF, D80FF[61, D80FF[81 
0.01 RSQ 0.9555 RHO -0.12 Obser 21 from 1980.000 

SEE+1 = 
MAPE 

0.01 RBSQ = 0.9444 DW 2.24 DoFree 16 to 2000.000 
0.52 

Variable name Reg-Coef 
0 @log(FBBVS) - - - - - -

1 intercept 2.17331 
2 @log(PVPBG/PGPP) -0.18679 
3 D95FF -0.05402 
4 D80FF[6] -0.14197 
5 D80FF[8] -0.06985 

Best practice fuel input PFP in TJikt 
r @log(FBBV) @log(RAFP*FBBVS) 

Mexval 
- - -
1531.3 

36.9 
83.1 
55.2 
64.5 

SEE 0.02 RSQ 0.9480 RHO 
SEE+1 = 0.02 RBSQ = 0.9448 DW 
MAPE 0.97 

Variable name 
o @log(FBBV) 
1 intercept 
2 @log(RAFP*FBBVS) 

Reg-Coef Mexval 

0.33884 
0.82748 

39.5 
338.7 

Elas NorRes 
- - - - -

1.10 22.49 
-0.02 10.99 
-0.01 3.76 
-0.05 2.71 
-0.02 1. 00 

0.47 Obser 
1.06 DoFree 

Elas NorRes 

0.19 19.25 
0.81 1.00 

18 
16 

Mean Beta 
1. 97 -
1. 00 
0.21 -0.886 
0.29 -0.396 
0.71 -1. 040 
0.62 -0.550 

from 1983.000 
to 2000.000 

Mean Beta 
1. 82 
1.00 
1. 79 0.974 

Best practice 
r @log(FBEVS) 

SEE 

electricity input PFP without str~ctural 
@log(FEM/PGMB)/ D92FF, D95FF 

effect in TJ/kt 

0.00 RSQ 0.9735 RHO -0.04 Obser 
SEE+1 0.00 RBSQ = 0.9689 DW 2.08 DoFree 
MAPE 0.11 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
0 @log(FBEVS) - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 intercept 1.80294 1188.3 1. 27 37.77 
2 @log(FEM/PGMB) -0.08768 181. 5 -0.26 31. 02 
3 D92FF -0.01423 137.6 -0.00 4.32 
4 D95FF -0.01321 107.8 -0.00 1. 00 

21 from 1980.000 
17 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta 
1.42 
1. 00 
4.21 -0.434 
0.43 -0.519 
0.29 -0.439 

Best practice 
r @log(FBEV) 

SEE 

electricity input PFP without structural effect in TJ/kt 

SEE+1 = 
MAPE 

@log(RAFP*FBEVS) 
0.02 RSQ 0.9413 RHO 
0.02 RBSQ = 0.9382 DW 
0.94 

-0.10 Obser 
2.20 DoFree 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
o @log{FBEV} 
1 intercept 
2 @log(RAFP*FBEVS) 

0.35919 
0.79037 

74.5 
312.8 

0.26 17.04 
0.74 1.00 

21 from 1980.000 
19 to 2000.000 

Mean 
1. 36 
1. 00 
1. 27 

Beta 

0.970 

Specific (average) fuel input PFP without structural effect in TJ/kt 
r @log(FSBVS) =! @log((FBAV[11*FSBVS[1]+FIBN*FBBVS)/(FBAV[1]+FIBN)), D90[11 

SEE 0.03 RSQ 0.9262 RHO 0.09 Obser 20 from 1981.000 
SEE+1 = 0.03 RBSQ = 0.9221 DW 1.81 DoFree = 18 to 2000.000 
MAPE 1.01 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
o @log(FSBVS) - - - - - - - - -
1 @log((FBAV[11*FSBVS[l]+FIBN*FBBVS)/(FBAV[l]+FIBN)) 

2.20 324.207 
2 D90[1] 0.13846 47.0 0.00 1.00 

Specific (average) fuel input PFP effect in TJ/kt 
r @log(FSBV) @log(RAFP*FSBVS) 

SEE 0.02 RSQ 0.9734 RHO 0.43 Obser 
SEE+1 0.02 RBSQ = 0.9717 DW 1.14 DoFree 

Mean Beta 
2.20 

0.99520 7542.3 

0.05 0.292 

18 from 1983.000 
16 to 2000.000 

-

t-value 

65.127 
-3.737 
-6.137 
-4.750 
-5.225 

t-value 

3.891 
17.087 

t-value 
- - -
52.956 

-10.848 
-8.885 
-7.512 

t-value 

6.234 
17.459 

t-value 

1. 00 

4.570 

F-Stat 

85.94 
53.28 
22.04 
27.30 

F-Stat 

291.95 

F-Stat 

208.38 
255.13 
56.43 

F-Stat 

304.81 

F-Stat 

2.16 

20.89 



MAPE 0.63 
Variable name 

o @log(FSBV) 
1 intercept 
2 @log(RAFP*FSBVS) 

-
Reg-Coef 
- - - - -

0.46863 
0.79258 

Mexval Elas NorRes Mean Beta 
- - - - 2.07 

103.3 0.23 37.55 1. 00 
512.8 0.77 1. 00 2.01 0.987 

Specific (average) electricity input PFP without structural effect in TJ/kt 
r @log(FSEV) @log(FBEV*RAFP) 

SEE 0.01 RSQ 0.9678 RHO 
SEE+1 = 0.01 RBSQ = 0.9661 DW 
MAPE 0.86 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval 
o @log(FSEV) 
1 intercept 
2 @log(FBEV*RAFP) 

0.68290 
0.60681 

Best practice fuel input RCP in TJ/kt 

416.7 
457.2 

0.43 Obser 
1.15 DoFree 

Elas NorRes 

0.48 31.05 
0.52 1.00 

r @log(RBBV) @log(PVPBG/PGPP), D80FF[6), D80FF[8] , D95FF 
SEE 0.01 RSQ 0.9550 RHO -0.11 Obser 
SEE+l = 0.01 RBSQ = 0.9438 DW 2.22 DoFree = 
MAPE 0.67 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
0 @log{RBBV) - - - - - - - - - -

1 intercept 1.88158 1211. 3 1.13 22.25 
2 @log{PVPBG/PGPP) -0.19980 36.3 -0.03 10.89 
3 D80FF [6) -0.15228 54.8 -0.07 7.90 
4 D80FF[8] -0.07424 63.0 -0.03 3.36 
5 D95FF -0.05832 83.3 -0.01 1. 00 

Best practice electricity input RCP in TJ/kt 
r @log(RBEV) @log(FEM/PGMB) , @log(HHIP) , D95FF 

SEE 0.00 RSQ 0.9833 RHO 0.33 Obser 
SEE+l = 0.00 RBSQ = 0.9804 DW 1. 34 DoFree 
MAPE 0.16 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
0 @log(RBEV) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 intercept 1.20809 715.1 1.25 59.97 
2 @log(FEM/PGMB) -0.08494 192.8 -0.37 49.33 
3 @log(HHIP) 0.03254 199.2 0.12 1. 28 
4 D95FF -0.00491 13 .2 -0.00 1. 00 

Specific (average) fuel input RCP in TJ/kt 

21 from 1980.000 
19 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta 
1. 42 
1. 00 
1. 21 0.984 

21 from 1980.000 
16 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta 
1. 67 
1. 00 
0.21 -0.884 
0.71 -1.040 
0.62 -0.545 
0.29 -0.398 

21 from 1980.000 
17 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta 
0.97 
1. 00 
4.21 -0.372 
3.67 0.770 
0.29 -0.145 

t-value 
- - - - -

7.081 
24.184 

t-value 
- - - - -

22.098 
23.893 

t-value 
- - - - -

52.298 
-3.708 
-4.725 
-5.151 
-6.145 

t-value 
- - - - -

33.354 
-11.348 
11.625 
-2.184 

r @log(RSBV) =! @log({RBAV[l]*RSBV[l]+RIBN*RBBV)/(RBAV[l]+RIBN)), D90[1], DI00 
SEE 0.03 RSQ 0.9341 RHO 0.14 Obser 20 from 1981.000 
SEE+l = 0.03 RBSQ = 0.9263 DW 1.72 DoFree = 17 to 2000.000 
MAPE 1.14 
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F-Stat 

584.85 

F-Stat 

570.88 

F-Stat 

84.98 
52.76 
55.21 
37.76 

F-Stat 

334.18 
410.79 

4.77 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Mean Beta 
1. 92 

6628.7 

t-value F-Stat 
o @log(RSBV) - - - - - -
1 @log«RBAV[l]*RSBV[l]+RIBN*RBBV)/(RBAV[l]+RIBN)) 

1.91 277.401 
2 D90[1] 
3 DI00 

0.13520 
-0.09271 

47.3 
24.6 

0.00 
-0.00 

Specific (average) electricity input RCP in TJ/kt 
r @log(RSEV) =! @log(RBEV) 

SEE 0.02 RSQ 0.2405 RHO 0.68 Obser 
SEE+l = 0.01 RBSQ 0.2405 DW 0.64 DoFree 
MAPE 1.61 

1.00222 1.00 2.80 

1. 55 
1. 00 

0.05 0.277 4.462 
0.05 -0.190 -3.063 

21 from 1980.000 
20 to 2000.000 

15.31 
9.38 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Mean 
1. 02 
0.97 

Beta t-value F-Stat 
0 @log(RSEV) - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 @log{RBEV) 1. 05362 4940.9 1. 00 1. 00 225.392 

Fuel inputs in PFP in TJ 
id FGBE = 0.001 * FSBVS * FPTG 
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Fuel inputs in RCP in TJ 
RGBE = 0.001 * RSBV * RPTG 

Fuel inputs in paper in TJ 
PABE = FGBE + RGBE 

Eleetrieity inputs in PFP in TJ 
FGEL = 0.001 * FSEV * FPTG 

Eleetrieity inputs in RCP in TJ 
RGEL = 0.001 * RSEV * RPTG 

Eleetrieity inputs in paper in TJ 
PAEL = FGEL + RGEL 

Share of hard eoal in the fuel input of paper produetion 
r @log(SEPSK) @log(PVSTK/PGPP), @log(TREND) 

SEE 0.08 RSQ 0.7835 RHO 0.42 Obser 
SEE+1 = 0.07 RBSQ = 0.7526 DW 1.16 DoFree 
MAPE 3.61 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas 
0 @log(SEPSK) - - - - - - - - -
1 intercept 8.94223 51.4 -5.46 
2 @log(PVSTK/PGPP) -0.59250 9.4 0.01 
3 @log(TREND) -2.33664 67.2 6.45 

Share of gas in the fuel input of paper produetion 
r @log(SEPEG) @log(PVGA/PVSTK), @log(TRENDS), D90 

NorRes 
-

4.62 
2.80 
1.00 

SEE 0.05 RSQ 0.9668 RHO -0.06 Obser 
SEE+l = 0.05 RBSQ 0.9591 DW 2.12 DoFree 
MAPE 5.11 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
0 @log(SEPEG) - - - - - - - - - - -
1 intercept -0.90698 1088.0 1. 46 30.12 
2 @log(PVGA/PVSTK) -0.31457 56.1 0.02 28.27 
3 @log(TRENDS) -0.21228 429.3 -0.47 2.12 
4 D90 0.21416 45.8 -0.02 1. 00 

17 from 1984.000 
14 to 2000.000 

17 
13 

Mean Beta 
-1. 64 
1. 00 
0.03 -0.243 
4.52 -0.733 

from 1984.000 
to 2000.000 

Mean Beta 
-0.62 -

1. 00 
0.04 -0.219 

-1. 36 -0.991 
0.06 0.203 

Share of waste-based fuels in the fuel input of paper produetion 
r @log(SEPEB) @log(PVGA/PGPP), D93FF 

SEE 0.13 RSQ 0.9260 RHO 
SEE+1 = 0.13 RBSQ 0.9112 DW 
MAPE 3.36 

-0.09 Obser 
2.19 DoFree 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
0 @log(SEPEB) - - - - - -
1 intercept -3.85011 1480.4 
2 @log(PVGA/PGPP) 0.82916 19.3 
3 D93FF 0.77444 130.0 

Energy inputs in paper produetion in TJ 
hard coal: EPSK SEPSK*PABE 
brmA.'I1 coal: 
heavy fuel oil: 

EPBK 
EPSH 

gas: EPEG 
waste-based fuels: EPEB 

SEPBK*PABE 
SEPSH*PABE 
SEPEG*PABE 
SEPEB*PABE 

- - - -
1.15 13.52 

-0.01 5.29 
-0.14 1. 00 

# Weighted fuel input priee index in the paper industry 

13 from 1988.000 
10 to 2000.000 

Me an Beta 
-3.35 
1. 00 
0.03 0.244 
0.62 0.777 

PVPBG = (EPSK * PVSTK + EPEB * PVEB + EPSH * PVSH + EPEG * PVGA)/100 

-

t-value F-Stat 

4.256 
-1. 659 25.33 
-5.015 25.15 

t-value F-Stat 
- - -

-42.684 
-4.321 126.20 

-18.741 177.23 
3.823 14.62 

t-value F-Stat 
- - -

-49.878 
2.059 62.60 
6.551 42.92 



8.3 Cement sector 

8.3.1 Production 
************* 
C~ent production in Mio. € 1995 
r @log(ZPWR) @log(XGBA), @log{PZPW/PGBA) 

SEE 0.04 RSQ 0.9241 RHO 0.43 Obser 21 from 1980.000 
SEE+1 = 0.04 RBSQ = 0.9157 DW = 1.13 DoFree 18 to 2000.000 
MAPE 0.36 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Mean Beta 
0 @log(ZPWR) - - - - - - - - - - - - 8.53 - - -
1 intercept 6.13761 364.1 0.72 13 .18 1. 00 
2 @log(XGBA) 0.40442 102.9 0.28 3.87 5.91 0.565 
3 @log(PZPW/PGBA) -0.79663 96.7 0.00 1. 00 -0.00 -0.542 

Cost of c~ent production in Mio. t: 
ZGKZ = ZRHB+ZBLG+ZAEN+ZEKG 

Price Index of c~ent production (1995 = 100) 
r @log(PZPW) =! @log(ZGKZ(11/ZPZG[1]), D80FF[7], @log(ZHHI[l]), D90FF[51 

SEE 0.04 RSQ 0.8655 RHO 0.18 Obser 20 from 1981.000 
SEE+1 0.04 RBSQ = 0.8402 DW = 1.64 DoFree = 16 to 2000.000 
MAPE 0.81 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
0 @log(PZPW) 
1 @log(ZGKZ[11/ZPZG[1]) 
2 D80FF[7] 
3 @log(ZHHI[l] ) 
4 D90FF[5) 

C~ent production in Mio. € 
ZPWN = 0.01 * ZPWR * PZPW 

C~ent production in Mio. t 
r @log(ZPZG) @log(ZPWR) 

- - - - - -
0.69378 

0.11295 
0.26719 
0.12942 

1995 

SEE 0.00 RSQ 1.0000 RHO 
SEE+1 0.00 RBSQ 1.0000 DW 
MAPE 0.00 

- -

113 .1 0.69 
49.0 
27.0 
29.9 

0.02 
0.28 
0.01 

0.40 Obser 
1.19 DoFree 

- -
3.54 

1. 74 
1. 69 
1. 00 

Mean Beta 
4.44 
4.43 

0.70 0.450 
4.67 0.326 
0.30 0.515 

18 from 1983.000 
16 to 2000.000 
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t-value F-Stat 
- - - - -

19.227 
7.489 109.61 

-7.188 51. 66 

t-value F-Stat 

7.528 
4.421 13.57 
3.129 5.94 
3.315 10.99 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Mean Beta t-value F-Stat 
3.38 o @log(ZPZG) 

1 intercept 
2 @log(ZPWR) 

-5.14196 39960496.0 -1.52 9999.99 1.00 -1271587.375 
1.00000 66274288.0 2.52 1.00 8.53 1.000 2108919.500 9999.99 

Clinker production in Mio. t 
r @log(KPTG) @log(ZPZG), @log(ZAZS*ZPZG) 

SEE 0.01 RSQ 0.9969 RHO 0.31 Obser 
SEE+1 = 0.01 RBSQ 0.9966 DW = 1.38 DoFree 
MAPE 0.05 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
o @log(KPTG) 
1 intercept 
2 @log(ZPZG) 
3 @log(ZAZS*ZPZG) 

- - - -

7.25078 
1.17922 

-0.18252 

Gross investment in c~ent in Mio. € 

- - - - -

3939.8 
1008.6 

220.0 

r @log(ZIBG) @log(ZPZG/ZPKA), D91FF, D90[5] 

- - - -
0.72 325.27 
0.40 10.24 

-0.11 1. 00 

SEE 0.13 RSQ 0.8347 RHO 0.38 Obser 
SEE+l 0.12 RBSQ = 0.8016 DW = 1.24 DoFree 
MAPE 1.83 

21 from 1980.000 
18 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta 
10.11 
1.00 
3.39 1.300 
6.25 -0.358 

19 from 1982.000 
15 to 2000.000 

t-value F-Stat 

171. 342 
46.843 2918.43 

-12.894 166.27 
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Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
0 @log(ZIBG) - - - -
1 intercept 
2 @log(ZPZG/ZPKA) 
3 D91FF 
4 D90[5] 

Depreciation cament in Mio. € 
r @log(ZAEN) =! @log(ZPKA), 

5.82526 
1.10654 
0.30571 
0.59402 

-
773.8 1. 03 6.05 

23.1 -0.07 3.25 
35.6 0.03 1. 96 
40.0 0.01 1.00 

SEE 0.13 RSQ 
SEE+1 = 0.12 RBSQ 

D95FF 
0.8308 RHO 

= 0.8219 DW 
0.51 Obser 
0.99 DoFree 

MAPE 1.75 
Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 

o @log(ZAEN) 
1 @log(ZPKA) 
2 D95FF 

1.55422 3568.9 0.98 
0.48061 90.8 0.02 

Net investment cament in Mio. € 
ZING = ZIBG - ZAEN 

Capital stock cement in Mioe € 
KSTZ[t] = KSTZ[t-1] + ZIBG[t] 

Production capacity cament in Mio. € 
r @log(ZPKA) @log(KSTZ/PGGK), D98FF 

SEE 0.02 RSQ 0.9674 RHO 
SEE+1 = 0.02 RBSQ = 0.9630 DW 
MAPE 0.35 

-0.03 Obser 
2.06 DoFree 

3.64 
1. 00 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mex-val Elas NorRes 
0 @log(ZPKA) - - - - - - - - - - -
1 intercept -0.16694 2.7 -0.04 30.63 
2 @log(KSTZ/PGGK) 0.96029 451. 8 1. 05 3.97 
3 D98FF -0.07705 99.3 -0.00 1. 00 

Labour input cament in Mioe hours 
r @log(ZAST) @log(ZBLG/ZPWP) , @log(TRENDS) , D93, D94 

SEE 0.03 RSQ 0.8918 RHO -0.21 Obser 
SEE+1 = 0.02 RBSQ = 0.8437 DW 2.41 DoFree 
MAPE 0.77 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
0 @log(ZAST) - - - - - -

1 intercept 3.96086 399.7 1. 57 
2 @log(ZBLG/ZPWP) -0.90780 109.4 -0.67 
3 @log(TRENDS) 
4 D93 
5 D94 

Labour costs in 
r @log(ZAKH) =! 

SEE 
SEE+1 = 
MAPE 

-0.15006 125.8 0.10 
0.09665 36.0 0.00 
0.07227 22.9 0.00 

€ per hour, cament production 
@log(SLS), D93FF 
0.04 RSQ 0.8577 RHO 
0.03 RBSQ 0.8399 DW 
0.70 

0.41 Obser 
1.17 DoFree 

9.24 
9.13 
2.20 
1. 51 
1.00 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
o @log{ZlLKH) 
1 @log(SLS) 
2 D93FF 

1.35414 5323.1 1.05 
-0.26436 191.7 -0.05 

Wages in Mio. €u cament production 
ZBLG = ZAST * ZAKH 
Raw material 
r @log(ZRHB) 

SEE 
SEE+1 
MAPE 

costs in Mio. €, cement 
@log(ZPZG[l]), D99FF 

0.07 RSQ 0.9186 
0.07 RBSQ = 0.9060 
0.86 

production 

RHO 0.15 Obser 
DW 1.70 DoFree 

8.51 
1 r", J...vv 

Mean Beta 
5.63 - - -
1. 00 

-0.35 0.361 
0.53 0.470 
0.05 0.409 

21 from 1980.000 
19 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta 
5.94 
3.73 
0.29 0.671 

18 from 1983.000 
15 to 2000.000 

Hean Beta 
3.73 
1. 00 
4.08 1. 065 
0.17 -0.338 

14 from 1987.000 
9 to 2000.000 

Me an Beta 
2.53 
1. 00 
1. 86 -1.877 

-1. 65 -2.094 
0.07 0.324 
0.07 0.242 

10 from 1991.000 
8 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta 
4.47 
3.45 
0.80 -1. 082 

16 from 1985.000 
13 to 2000.000 

t-value F-Stat 
-

33.620 
2.779 25.24 
3.550 16.91 
3.792 14.38 

t-value F-Stat 
- - - -

159.866 
7.081 50.14 

t-value F-Stat 

-0.900 
21. 018 222.24 
-6.676 44.56 

t-value F-Stat 
- - - - -

14.688 
-5.520 18.54 
-6.073 24.38 

2.767 5.39 
2.145 A CA 

'±.OU 

t-value F-Stat 
- - - - -
153.363 

-7.750 60.07 
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Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Mean Beta t-value F-Stat 
0 @log(ZRHB) - - - - - - - - - - - 6.70 - - - -
1 intercept 0.96361 14.3 0.14 12.28 1.00 1.998 
2 @log(ZPZG[l]) 1.70679 244.2 0.86 1. 73 3.38 1. 046 11.873 73.32 
3 D99FF -0.20464 31. 4 -0.00 1. 00 0.12 -0.271 -3 .073 9.44 
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8.3.2 Energy consumption 
************* 
Cumulated R&D expenditures in Mio. €, cement industry 
KFEZ = KFEZ[l] + FEZ 

Best practice fuel input in clinker production in TJ/kt 
r @log{KBBV} @log(KFEZ) 

SEE 0.00 RSQ 
SEE+l = 0.00 RBSQ 
MAPE 0.01 

0.9987 RHO 
0.9986 DW 

0.90 Obser 
0.20 DoFree 

21 from 1980.000 
19 to 2000.000 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Mean Beta t-value F-Stat 
8.05 - - - - -

8.48617 52538.6 1.05 745.47 1.00 2294.275 
o @log(KBBV} 
1 intercept 
2 @log (KFEZ) -0.07370 2630.3 -0.05 1.00 5.96 -0.999 -118.923 9999.99 

Specific (average) fuel input in clinker production in TJ/kt 
r @log(KSBV) @log(KBBV), @log(PVZG/PGGK), D80[8], D80[9] 

SEE 0.02 RSQ 0.8402 RHO 0.04 Obser 21 from 1980.000 
SEE+l = 0.02 RBSQ 0.8003 DW 1.92 DoFree = 16 to 2000.000 
MAPE 0.20 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Mean Beta 
0 @log(KSBV} - - - - - - - - - - - - 8.24 -

1 intercept -11.25307 52.7 -1. 36 6.26 1. 00 
2 @log{KBBV} 2.42187 123.6 2.36 4.13 8.05 1.174 
3 @log(PVZG/PGGK) -0.18552 70.0 0.00 2.36 -0.05 -0.815 
4 D80[8] -0.08697 33.6 -0.00 1.44 0.05 -0.369 
5 D80[9] 0.06414 20.2 0.00 i. 00 0.05 0.272 

Fuel input in cement production in TJ 
r @log{ZGBE} @log{KPTG*KSBV), D95FF, D90, D90[1], D90[2] 

SEE 0.04 RSQ 0.9083 RHO 0.20 Obser 21 from 1980.000 
SEE+l = 0.04 RBSQ = 0.8777 DW 1.60 DoFree 15 to 2000.000 
MAPE 0.59 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Me an Beta 
0 @log{ZGBE) - - - - - - - - - 4.49 
1 intercept -9.88463 73.9 -2.20 10.90 1. 00 
2 @log{KPTG*KSBV) 0.78278 129.2 3.20 5.98 18.35 0.715 
3 D95FF 0.10771 55.5 0.01 2.74 0.29 0.402 
4 D90 -0.10042 15.2 -0.00 2.57 0.05 -0.177 
5 D90[1] -0.18281 40.6 -0.00 1. 87 0.05 -0.322 
6 D90[2] -0.17249 36.7 -0.00 1. 00 0.05 -0.303 

Specific (average) electricity input in cement production in TJ/kt 
r @log{KSEV) @log(KFEZ) 

SEE 0.01 RSQ 0.6384 RHO 0.03 Obser 16 from 1985.000 
SEE+1 = 0.01 RBSQ 0.6126 DW 1. 95 DoFree 14 to 2000.000 
MAPE 0.16 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Mean Beta 
0 @log(KSEV} - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 5.96 
1 intercept 6.31343 2248.2 1. 06 2.77 1. 00 
2 @log(KFEZ) -0.05865 66.3 -0.06 1. 00 6.09 -0.799 

Specific (average) electricity input in cement production in TJ/kt 
r @log(ZEEL) @log{KSEV*ZPZG}, D93FF 

SEE 0.03 RSQ 0.9575 RHO 0.46 Obser 21 from 1980.000 
SEE+1 = 0.03 RBSQ = 0.9527 DW 1.07 DoFree 18 to 2000.000 
MAPE 0.96 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Mean Beta 
0 @log(ZEEL} - - - - - - - - - - 2.52 
1 intercept -3.17986 44.7 -1. 26 23.51 1. 00 
2 @log(KSEV*ZPZG) 0.60423 109.6 2.24 3.56 9.34 0.562 
3 D93FF 0.14346 88.7 0.02 1. 00 0.38 0.488 

t-value F-Stat 

-4.618 
8.001 21.04 

-5.499 16.69 
-3.542 10.89 
2.667 7.11 

t-value F-Stat 
- - - - -

-5.509 
7.988 29.71 
4.613 18.67 

-2.212 8.68 
-3.829 11.80 
-3.612 13.05 

t-value F-Stat 
- - - - -

87.782 
-4.972 24.72 

t-value F-Stat 
- - - -

-4.440 
7.813 202.59 
6.790 46.10 



Input coefficient, hard coa1 in c1inker production in TJ/€ 
r @log(KZESK) @log(PVSTK/PVZG), D90FF[3] 

SEE 0.13 RSQ 0.7761 RHO 0.22 Obser 
SEE+l = 0.12 RBSQ = 0.7481 DW 1.57 DoFree 
MAPE 4.47 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
o @log(KZESK) 
1 intercept 
2 @log(PVSTK/PVZG) 
3 D90FF[3] 

2.66444 
-0.60327 
-0.53146 

518.2 
8.4 

103.2 

1.16 
-0.06 
-0.10 

4.47 
4.13 
1. 00 

of output 

19 from 1982.000 
16 to 2000.000 

Mean 
2.30 
1. 00 
0.23 
0.42 

Beta t-value 

24.404 
-0.230 -1.669 
-0.977 -7.078 

Input coefficient, brown coa1 in c1inker production in TJ/€ of output 
r @log(KZEBK) @log(PVBR[l]/PZPW[l]), D90FF[4] 

SEE 0.10 RSQ 0.8123 RHO 0.08 Obser 
SEE+l = 0.10 RBSQ = 0.7888 DW 1.84 DoFree 
MAPE 5.69 

19 from 1982.000 
16 to 2000.000 
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F-Stat 

27.73 
50.10 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Mean 
1. 45 
1. 00 
-0.03 
0.37 

Beta t-value F-Stat 
o @log(KZEBK) 
1 intercept 
2 @log(PVBR[l]/PZPW[l]) 
3 D90FF[4] 

1.25723 
-0.56372 
0.46785 

800.3 
18.8 

128.3 

0.87 
0.01 

0.12 

5.33 
5.21 

1. 00 
-0.312 
1. 001 

Input coefficient, heavy fuel oil in clinker production in TJ/€ of output 
r @log(KZESH) @log(PVSH/PVZG) 

SEE 0.14 RSQ 0.8965 RHO 
SEE+1 = 0.14 RBSQ = 0.8901 DW 
MAPE 52.02 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval 
0 @log(KZESH) - - - - - -

1 intercept 0.58267 172.4 
2 @log(PVSH/PVZG) -1. 05230 210.9 

0.14 Obser 
1.72 DoFree 

Elas NorRes 
- - - -

12.65 9.66 
-11.65 1. 00 

18 from 1983.000 
16 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta 
0.05 
1. 00 
0.51 -0.947 

Input coefficient, gas in clinker production in TJ/€ of output 
r @log(KZEEG) @log(PVGA/PVZG), D93FF, D80FF[7] 

SEE 0.18 RSQ 0.8940 RHO 0.16 Obser 
SEE+1 = 0.18 RBSQ = 0.8753 DW 1.69 DoFree 
MAPE 51.16 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes 
0 @log(KZEEG) - - - - - -
1 intercept -0.17884 9.5 0.15 
2 @log(PVGA/PVZG) -1.73092 147.1 0.38 
3 D93FF 0.23324 13 .3 -0.08 
4 D80FF[7] -0.95264 132.6 

Input of hard coal in C~1nKer production in TJ 
ZESK = 0.001 * KZESK * ZPWR 

Input of brown coal in clinker production in TJ 
ZEBK = 0.001 * KZEBK * ZPWR 

0.54 

Input of heavy fuel oi1 in clinker production in TJ 
ZESH 0.001 * KZESH * ZPWR 

Input of gas coal in c1inker production in TJ 
ZEEG = 0.001 * KZEEG * ZPWR 

-

Input of waste-based fuels in clinker production in TJ 
ZEEB = ZGBE - ZESK ZEBK - ZESH - ZEEG 

- - -
9.44 
5.90 
5.41 
1. 00 

Weighted price index of fuel input in clinker production 

21 from 1980.000 
17 to 2000.000 

Mean Beta 
-1.18 
1. 00 
0.26 -0.758 
0.38 0.209 
0.67 -0.830 

-

-

35.789 
-2.562 34.62 
8.210 67.41 

t-value F-Stat 
- - - -
10.136 

-11.774 138.63 

t-value F-Stat 
- - - -
-1. 844 
-9.319 47.80 
2.198 41. 61 

-8.659 74.97 
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PVZG (ZESK * PVSTK + ZEBK * PVBR + ZESH * PVSH + ZEEG * PVGA)/100 

Costs for energy inputs in clinker production in Mio. t: 
r @log(ZEKG) @log (PVZG) , ZEEB, D91FF 

SEE 0.06 RSQ 0.8448 RHO 0.26 Obser 21 from 1980.000 
SEE+l = 0.06 RBSQ = 0.8174 DW 1. 47 DoFree 17 to 2000.000 
MAPE 0.73 

Variable name Reg-Coef Mexval Elas NorRes Mean Beta t-value F-Stat 
0 @log(ZEKG) - - - - - - - - - 6.70 
1 intercept 4.14691 146.6 0.62 6.44 1. 00 9.296 
2 @log(PVZG) 0.59141 74.4 0.39 3.57 4.42 0.569 5.889 30.85 
3 ZEEB -0.01989 87.2 -0.02 2.13 7.95 -0.993 -6.525 21. 85 
4 D91FF 0.20441 45.9 0.01 1. 00 0.48 0.662 4.383 19.21 


